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Purpose
The purpose of the District 1 Community Plan is to describe the vision of the residents, business community, and District 1 Community Council for the future
of the area. This plan will support the implementation of the Saint Paul Comprehensive Plan at the community level and guide future development in ways
that recognize the district’s history while identifying how the district continues to change.
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Study Area
Figure I1 identifies the location of District 1
neighborhoods, while Figure I2 shows the
census tracts used to gather data for this
plan. It should be noted that Tract 346.02
extends slightly to the west of District 1’s
boundary.
The census tracts to do not exactly match
the boundaries of District 1’s neighborhoods.
However, for the purposes of providing
neighborhood-level comparisons, tracts
were assigned to neighborhoods as follows:

346.02 Eastview
347.01 Conway
347.02 Conway
374.02 Battle Creek
374.03 Highwood
9800 Pig’s Eye (uninhabited industrial and
natural area)

Figure I1 (left) : District 1 boundary and neighborhoods

Figure I2 (right): Census tract boundaries
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Geography
District 1, located in the southeast corner of Saint Paul, is one of seventeen
designated citizen participation districts in the city. It is bounded by
Minnehaha Avenue on the north, McKnight Road on the east, city limits to
the south, and Birmingham/Etna/Hwy 61 to Warner Road to the Mississippi
River on the west. The District consists of four neighborhoods—Eastview,
Conway, Battle Creek, and Highwood. Frequently, it has been misnamed
and misrepresented in city and county documents as the Sun Ray-Battle
Creek neighborhood or the Battle Creek-Highwood neighborhood. Both of
these mis-designations ignore the multi-dimensional diversity of the area.
District 1 is geographically the largest planning district in the city of Saint
Paul and is the fifth largest in terms of population. District 1 has a lower
population density than the other districts primarily because it contains a
large tract of industrial and natural land between Highway 61 and the
Mississippi River known as Pig’s Eye. This area is home to metal
manufacturing and recycling facilities, railroads, and the
Metropolitan Wastewater Treatment Plant as well as more than 1,000
acres of water and open space designated as part of the Mississippi
National River and Recreation Area. This, as well as the district’s
topography, restricts development in some bluff areas along the river.

Also contributing to the district’s low density is the relatively late history of
its build-out compared to the rest of Saint Paul, which resulted in a
suburban and even exurban pattern of development. However, the areas
of low density belie the fact that there are portions of the district that have
much higher population densities in the form of large multifamily housing
complexes. These higher density areas are unevenly distributed across the
district, in clusters along the freeway and near McKnight and Lower Afton
Roads. There are few duplexes or small apartment complexes in the
district. The former tend to be clustered as the result of creation by
individual developers. North of I-94, the single family houses were built
predominantly in the 1950s through the 1970s—1 and 1½ story homes,
originally sold at modest prices. The lots become larger from west to east.
South of I-94, the houses were built primarily from the late 1960s to the
1990s in a suburban, ranch-style model, or larger, more diverse styles, and
sold at much higher prices. This stark contrast in housing density and
affordability combined with a lack of mid-range options contributes to
significant issues of social segregation.
Much of the newer portions of the district were built as if they were a
bedroom community within the city limits at a time when automobileoriented development was the norm. This model of planning is reflected in
the distribution and type of business districts. Businesses are largely
contained in a handful of strip malls and low-density commercial corridors
with large parking lots. They are also dominated by franchises designed to
draw customers off the freeway. As portions of the white, middle- and
upper-middle class population moved out of the city and expanded into the
eastern suburbs, and as larger, more attractive shopping centers have
opened to accommodate this shift, the outmoded strip malls of District 1
have fallen into decline. The range of businesses that the current,
increasingly diverse residents want and need is simply not present.
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Geography
There is also a dramatic lack of social service and community-based
organizations in the district. When the area was developed, most families
were employed on or near the East Side. Many of these local jobs have
since departed. As a result, most people do not work in the neighborhoods
of the district, or even close by. The local churches, like churches
everywhere, draw membership from the entire metro area. Of the four
local recreation centers, only one remains a City-run enterprise. The City
continues to move forward with a model for these centers that aims to
attract people from the entire metro area. The district lacks the type of
organizations that would naturally become the heart of a community.
Given the high number of vehicles per household, deficiencies in the road
network, and distance to jobs and destinations, transportation costs for
living in District 1 are higher than those of most areas of Saint Paul (MN
Compass). Transit service is limited to a few lines across a large area, with
limited frequency of service. Even walking to stores is a difficult task
because the blocks are often twice as long in both the north-south and
east-west directions. Interstate 94 divides the community; residents must
therefore cross the freeway on bridges that are ill-equipped for pedestrian
passage. It becomes a necessity that families own more than one vehicle,
placing them at risk during economic downturns. Nearly all City
investments in bicycle infrastructure have been on the western side of
Saint Paul. This reliance on the automobile, as with the style of
development, has negative repercussions on the social fabric of the area—
chances to interact with neighbors or others who are living or working in
the area during a walk, a bicycle ride, or bus ride are limited.
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Demographics
Coupled with difficult topography and outmoded development patterns is
an extremely rapid demographic change that has occurred since the 1990s.
The percentage of the population that is white has dropped from over 90%
in 1990 to 45% in 2012, with a 4-6% decrease in this population from 20102012 alone. This rate of decrease is significantly faster than that of the city
as a whole.
The African American and African immigrant population increased from less
than 5% to 22% over the same twenty-two year period, becoming the
largest population of this community on the East Side of Saint Paul (Figure
I3). The African immigrant population is concentrated in apartment
complexes near Lower Afton and McKnight Roads, surrounded by areas
that differ significantly in both ethnicity and income level. The African
American population is concentrated in large apartment complexes along I94.

The Asian American population increased from 2 to 17% of the population
since 1990, at first settling mostly in the Eastview and Battle Creek
neighborhoods, but now more evenly disbursed across the district. The
Hispanic population increased from 3 to 11%, and is located predominantly
in the Eastview and Conway neighborhoods.
The percentage of foreign born residents in each of the four neighborhoods
is significant (Figure I4). Battle Creek has the lowest, at 17%, and Eastview
has the highest, with 28% of its residents born outside of the United States.
For the city of Saint Paul as a whole, 17% of residents are foreign born.
The district’s total population hasn’t changed as significantly as its
demographics, growing 5.8% between 1990 and 2000 and 2.5% between
2000 and 2010 (Figure I6). The age breakdown within the district has
stayed relatively stable since 1990 (Figure I7). However, preparations
should be made as a large part of the district population to shifts into the
64 and older cohort in coming years (Figure I5).
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Figure I3: Change in ethnicity from 1990 to 2012
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Age

Demographics
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Figure I5: District 1 Age-Sex
Distribution, 2010
Source: US Census
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Figure I6: District 1 total population and population growth
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Community Engagement Process
The District 1 Community Plan was created over several years using a
variety of community engagement methods. The District 1 Community
Council board and staff did not rely on community meetings alone for a
means of stakeholder input. The Council conducted two surveys, each with
a hardcopy and online component—one for the transportation section of
the plan, and another that was more general. Each year, the Council holds
a variety of community listening sessions, some focused on particular
topics and others around particular neighborhoods. In addition, during the
period of planning, the Council led a process for determining the private
partner for one of the three recreation centers that the City was no longer
going to be programming. The Council also participated in meetings
regarding the potential reconfiguration of Ramsey County’s Boys Totem
Town.

It should be noted that the Transportation Chapter was written and
submitted to the City for final approval in 2012 and has been reformatted
and adjusted slightly to match the newer portions of this plan.

The District 1 Community Council has held discussions with business
leaders and developers interested in a variety of sites within the district
and has partnered with other East Side district councils and block nurse
programs to survey and reach out to residents regarding transportation
issues. The Council has received assistance from the University of
Minnesota’s Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA), the City of Saint
Paul’s Department of Planning and Economic Development, and the Wilder
Foundation’s Minnesota Compass program to find and map district data.
Beyond these activities, and more significantly, the Council has engaged in
one-on-one conversations with innumerable residents at its storefront
office, at their homes, over the phone, via email, and through social media
about what those residents see as concerns and potential for their
neighborhoods. In many ways, this was an ethnographic approach to
defining the character and goals of the community.
This multi-year process was followed by a compilation of the comments
and of demographic data, assistance from a consultant to pull this
information together and draft a plan, and a series of community meetings
to seek responses to the Council’s interpretation of the community’s goals.
This community input was used to fine-tune the draft prior to its
submission to the City for approval.
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Land Use
District 1 is a geographically large area of 6,295 acres at the far
southeastern edge of Saint Paul. It is a topographically diverse district,
dominated by natural areas including parks and water bodies such as Pig’s
Eye Lake, Battle Creek Park, Highwood Bluffs, and the Mississippi River.
Parks, recreation, and open space make up 35% of the district.
The district is home to a diverse mix of land uses, including industrial areas
along the river and scattered throughout the district, a commercial
concentration primarily along I-94, a few large institutional uses, and a
wide variety of single family and multi-family residential neighborhoods
that differ widely in their age and style of development.
As a result of these characteristics, District 1’s land use policies must
address a wide variety of land use and transportation related concerns in
addition to issues of new development, infill development, and
redevelopment in existing commercial and residential areas.
Several areas within the neighborhood have existing plans that are
incorporated into this plan by reference. These include:
• Gold Line Station Area Plans (adopted October 7, 2015)
• White Bear Avenue Small Area Plan (adopted July 5, 2001)
• Highwood Development Policies (adopted July 12, 1990)
Special attention should be paid to the Sun Ray-Suburban area, which has
been designated as an existing Neighborhood Center and Mixed-Use
Corridor by the Saint Paul Comprehensive Plan and dedicated as an Invest
Saint Paul Focus Area*. This area should be redeveloped as a
predominantly commercial/mixed-use corridor that has housing
interspersed with commercial office uses and retail goods and services
(see figure LU1 on the next page).
*Invest Saint Paul is a program approved by the Housing and Redevelopment Authority in
2007 to address vacant and foreclosed properties in designated neighborhoods.
This includes evaluation of vacant commercial buildings for functional and economic
obsolescence, prioritization of vacant buildings for rehabilitation or demolition, and major
redevelopment projects, including commercial gateways, commercial sites or nodes, and
mixed-use developments.
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Land Use

Figure LU1: Zoning at the Sun Ray – Suburban Avenue commercial area

Source: City of Saint Paul zoning map

The recent shift to Traditional Neighborhood zoning should promote redevelopment in this area that would allow for a
mix of residential and commercial uses that would better meet the service and housing needs of community residents.
Remaining B3 General Business zoning, which allows uses such as automobile repair shops and sales lots, car washes,
pawn shops, alternative financial institutions, and most other types of commercial establishments, should be rezoned in
the future. A list of specific parcels suggested for rezoning can be found in Appendix A.
Updated map will be added to reflect Gold Line SAP rezonings
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Land Use
Industrial Uses
Industrial uses in District 1 are located west of Highway 61 and were
developed in an era that was not concerned about the environmentally
sensitive features of the Mississippi River and Pig’s Eye natural area. Much
of this area is comprised of the Hoffman Yards and Dunn Yards of the
Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) and Canadian Pacific (CP) railroads.
The railroads were first built along the river in the 1860s. Industrial
development followed in the twentieth century. At the southern end of
the district is the Red Rock River Terminal with a variety of uses, including
a large steel plant and river-oriented industrial uses.

Major Issues:
•

Conflict between industrial development and the nearby natural environment of
the Mississippi, Pig’s Eye, and residential neighborhood of Highwood

•

Ongoing communication with the railroads over noise of horns, yard noise, and
expansion of yard facilities

These uses contribute significantly to Saint Paul’s tax base and provide
over 350 jobs in District 1 (US Census Bureau). The railroads are
anticipated to grow; these yards now experience 5 percent of the nation’s
daily train traffic and there is pressure to expand freight capacity
nationally.
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Land Use
Commercial Uses
The largest concentrations of commercial uses in District 1 are located on
both sides of I-94 from Kennard Avenue east to McKnight Road, an area
described in the City Land Use Plan as a Mixed Use Corridor with
Neighborhood Centers at Sun Ray- Suburban and Sun Ray. These areas
were planned to be visible from the freeway and are accessed from the
White Bear Avenue, Ruth Street, and McKnight Avenue freeway exits. As a
result, each of these areas was individually planned to make sure they had
substantial amounts of parking and individual driveways, rendering safe
access to them extremely difficult for pedestrians and bicyclists.
Landscaping and other street amenities were not included at the time of
development and have been difficult to integrate after the fact.
The Sun Ray Shopping Center was developed in the late 1950s, northeast of
I-94 and Ruth Street. Now zoned T4 Traditional Neighborhood, it was
originally developed as a community level shopping center and served
eastern Saint Paul at a time when Woodbury and Oakdale had not yet been
significantly developed.

Major Issues:
•

Lack of street or enhanced pedestrian connectivity between commercial uses;
desire for a more pedestrian-friendly environment throughout the district

•

Lack of landscaping, traffic calming devices, and other street amenities in
developments; no focus on urban design

•

Lack of commercial diversity

•

Outdated B2 and B3 business district zoning, allowing commercial activities that
do not support Transit Oriented Development or the types of pedestrian and
neighborhood services and amenities needed in the neighborhood

•

Need for reinvestment and redevelopment of existing properties

•

Need for increased density on underutilized parcels

Suburban Avenue, developed after Sun Ray, is anchored by the Target store
at White Bear Avenue and the Byerly’s just off Ruth Street. There are a
variety of fast food restaurants and services in between, each accessed by
its own driveway. The result is an area of piecemeal development and poor
circulation that lacks commercial diversity.
The Shamrock Plaza strip mall at McKnight Road and Lower Afton Road is
an important neighborhood center at the southern end of the district.
Zoned B2 Community Business, it has neighborhood service stores, and
more recently has attracted retail services that address the needs of the
growing East African population in that vicinity.
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Land Use
Gateway Corridor and Associated Land Use Issues
The plans for the Gateway Corridor (METRO Gold Line) to connect the East
Metro with Downtown Saint Paul and Minneapolis along I-94 offer great
potential for reinvestment in District 1. Although this project is still in the
environmental analysis and review stage as of 2015, it is important for
District 1 to articulate a vision of what types of reinvestment and new
development are supported by the community, and to take advantage of
this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for reinvestment in the district.
LU1: Use the Gateway Corridor project as an opportunity to leverage
transit-oriented , high-density, mixed-use development and improve
connectivity of the existing transportation network.
LU1.1 Enforce and maximize the potential of Traditional
Neighborhood zoning in the Gateway Corridor.
LU1.2 Support transit-oriented, high-density housing in the
Gateway Corridor to build a population base in the corridor.
LU1.3 Support a mix of land uses that concentrates activity near
transit stations.
LU1.4 Support major redevelopment and reutilization of the Sun
Ray site, incorporating both commercial and high-density
residential uses, including introducing the traditional street grid.
LU1.5 Redevelop surface parking lots in the corridor and instead
use on-street parking to buffer pedestrians from traffic and build
structured parking with commercial uses on the ground floor.

Major Issues:
•

Pedestrian access to the Gateway Corridor, both within developments and
across I-94

•

Better transit feeder systems to support access to the Gateway Corridor,
including amenities for riders to be incorporated into site design

•

Needed redevelopment of underdeveloped and outmoded commercial
buildings, sites, and parking lots along the Gateway Corridor

LU1.7 Support a mix of modes (walking, bicycling, transit use) in
the corridor and integrate those modes with the transit line.
LU1.8 Study parking requirements in redeveloping areas, including
removing minimum off-street parking requirements,
implementing off-street parking maximums, permitting additional
parking sharing, unbundling parking costs from rents, requiring
and supporting bicycle parking, and expanding Transportation
Demand Management requirements.
LU1.9 Preserve the present number of affordable housing units in
the corridor, or proportionally replace them if they are lost, and
add additional units as conditions warrant.
LU1.10 Support public art and other placemaking activities in the
corridor.

LU1.6 Support a welcoming pedestrian realm in the corridor with
street trees, wide sidewalks, encouraging sidewalk cafes and other
active uses at the street-level, increased use of windows and doors
on front facades, and signage scaled to the pedestrian level.
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Land Use
LU2: Diversify the district’s housing stock.
LU2.1 Rezone and redevelop areas along the future Gateway
Corridor at greater densities to accommodate a wide range of
housing needs, including those of singles and young couples,
families, empty-nesters, and seniors.
LU2.2 Identify key vacant or underutilized sites for new mixedincome housing that would provide residents with access to
transit and would support walking and active lifestyle choices.
LU2.3 Encourage the development of medium density multi-family
housing along areas identified as Residential Corridors in the Saint
Paul Comprehensive Plan.
LU3: Use redevelopment opportunities to increase walkability within the
district. This is achieved when residents live within a half-mile walk of
stores, services, places of employment, and other destinations (Figure
LU2).
LU3.1 Identify areas that are unfit for pedestrian travel despite
being within a half-mile distance and support improvements in
lighting, sidewalks, street trees, signage, and other safety features.
LU3.2 Permit neighborhood-serving businesses in Established
Neighborhoods when compatible with the surrounding character.
LU3.3 Develop Neighborhood Centers as compact, mixed-use
communities that provide services and employment close to
residences and include frequent transit service, vibrant business
districts, a range of housing choices, and community amenities.
LU3.4 Prioritize the development of compact commercial areas
accessible by pedestrians and transit users over commercial areas
more readily accessed by automobile. Discourage new and
expanded auto-oriented uses.
Figure LU2: Areas within ½ mile of a commercial parcel
Base map source: City of Saint Paul
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Land Use
LU4: Promote redevelopment of vacant and underutilized parcels in ways
that benefit the community.
LU4.1 Ensure that the parkland dedication regulations are applied
locally as new developments take place.
LU4.2 Plan for public spaces in new development projects.
LU4.3 Encourage the financing and construction of private
unstructured open spaces, particularly open play areas, in new
multi-family developments.
LU4.4 Should the current use of Boys Totem Town be
discontinued, institute a development moratorium for the site and
establish a robust community planning process to determine
current community values and priorities for the site.
LU4.5 Facilitate the redevelopment of commercial buildings that
are not functionally capable of supporting new businesses in their
present condition.
LU4.6 Collaborate with Saint Paul Public Schools to determine
criteria for reuse of school district buildings if they will no longer
be used for educational purposes.
LU4.7 Consider the location and design of parks, open space, and
trails as an integral part of large-scale redevelopment projects.
LU5: Incorporate the principles of traditional urban form into the design of
new and existing developments in order to create areas that are functional,
attractive, and sustainable.
LU5.1 Uphold design standards as required by City Code.

LU5.3 Facilitate collaboration between local artists and the
community to identify opportunities for public art in new capital
projects and developments in the district, and to discuss civic
issues that may inform the artist’s work.
LU5.4 Ensure that streetscapes in compact commercial areas
conform to certain criteria: use of traditional urban building form,
pedestrian amenities, and traffic calming measures.
LU5.5 Encourage changes to the design of existing auto-oriented
commercial buildings and areas with elements of traditional urban
form to improve the pedestrian realm.
LU5.6 Promote sustainable construction practices in all new
development and redevelopment, including LEED certification of
buildings.
LU6: Support establishing new, mixed-use corridors beyond the Gateway
Corridor as future development and market conditions present such
opportunities.
LU6.1 Support mixed-use corridors that balance the following
objectives through the density and scale of development:
accommodating growth, supporting transit use and walking,
providing a range of housing types, and providing housing at
densities that support transit.
LU6.2 Promote the development of more intensive housing in
these corridors to allow mixed uses and multifamily residential
development.
LU6.3 Promote conditions that support those who live and work
along mixed-use corridors, including frequent transit service,
vibrant business districts, and a range of housing choices.

LU5.2 Require design standards that create an environment
conducive to foot and bicycle traffic.
District 1 Community Plan
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Land Use
LU7: Support industrial uses within the district while working to manage
impacts such as noise, external traffic, and environmental effects on nearby
neighborhoods.
LU7.1 Develop quiet zones as a way to better manage rail yard
noise.
LU7.2 Attract industries that use best management practices
regarding environmental issues (air and water quality, soil
contamination, solid waste, sustainable construction practices,
etc.) in their site development and operations.
LU7.3 Apply design standards to industrial sites in the district to
minimize impacts.
LU7.4 Support planting trees and native vegetation on boulevards
and other public land in all industrial areas of the district.
Boulevards should preserve or restore suitable soils to support the
growth of trees and other vegetation, especially in industrial
areas, or where construction has occurred.
LU7.5 Explore creating a River-Dependent Industrial zoning district
or overlay district to require future uses of riverfront industrial
parcels be those where access to and use of a surface water
feature is an integral part of normal business operations.
LU8: Improve the built environment, both aesthetically and in terms of
safety, including the development of pedestrian and transit-friendly
projects.
LU8.1 Apply provisions and design standards for Traditional
Neighborhood districts and citywide general design standards,
with attention to Floor Area Ratio (FAR), parking lot location,
signage, and uses.

LU8.2 Apply Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) concepts through review of developments and
redevelopments and incorporate strategies that help reduce
opportunities for crime.
LU8.3 Apply development standards to address the following
concerns:
• Compatibility with existing and adjacent development
• Preservation and protection of trees and other natural features
• Effects on ground and surface water
• Creation or conservation of open green space in new
developments
• Coordination of signage in business areas
• Incorporation of public art and/or placemaking
• Preservation of significant viewsheds
LU8.4 Evaluate and enforce design standards that provide a
transition between single-family houses and nearby taller
buildings.
LU8.5 Fill in the street grid network and connect unconnected
areas when major redevelopment occurs.
LU8.6 Provide connections for bicycles and pedestrians to
community facilities (e.g. parks, recreation centers, libraries), to
activities that support the residential population, and to adjacent
areas of the city.
LU8.7 Establish and implement a neighborhood improvement and
maintenance strategy which will rehabilitate dilapidated
residential and commercial buildings, assist building owners with
maintenance activities, and remove blighting elements from
neighborhoods.
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Land Use
LU9: Sustainably create and retain jobs in the district.
LU9.1 Promote the redevelopment of outmoded and nonproductive sites and buildings so they can sustain existing
industries and attract emerging industries to the district; focus on
issues that include, but are not limited to, energy efficiency, water
conservation, and broadband capability.
LU9.2 Encourage the redevelopment of sites on arterial streets
zoned Business and Traditional Neighborhood for employment
uses. In such locations, facilitate parcel assembly to create sites
sufficiently large to accommodate smaller scale industrial and
office uses.
LU9.3 Utilize appropriate financial tools to assemble parcels to be
redeveloped for industrial and intense commercial uses.
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Housing
The District 1 Community Plan acknowledges that housing is a basic and
fundamental human need. The policies contained in this chapter attempt
to balance the moral dimension of housing needs and affordability against
the economic reality of housing needs that far exceed affordable housing
resources. This plan seeks high-quality housing of diverse character and
densities. This can be accomplished by encouraging maintenance and
improvement of existing homes while embracing new development that
combines residential and commercial uses. A healthy balance between
owner-occupied and rental properties is also important to the district’s
vitality.
The majority of the district’s residents live in single unit structures, which
make up 62% of the housing stock. Almost all of these structures were
built between 1940 and 1999 (See Figure H1). The median value of an
owner-occupied housing unit in the district is $170,900, compared to
$188,100 in Saint Paul, $218,600 in Ramsey County, and $236,100 in the
Minneapolis – Saint Paul Metropolitan Statistical Area (Figure H3). Values
in the Highwood neighborhood are the highest in the district, where the
median housing value is $202,600, compared to $159,500 in the Conway
neighborhood.

With approximately 19% of District 1 residents living below the federal
poverty line, up from 12% in the 2000 Census, there is a need to provide a
reliable supply of affordable housing (2008-2012 ACS). Detailed
information about the number and location of affordable housing units in
the area can be found in the Saint Paul Comprehensive Plan.
In addition to the District 1 residents living in poverty, the number of costburdened households is also a growing concern. A household is considered
cost-burdened when 30% or more of its monthly income is dedicated to
housing costs. As shown in Figure H2, the number of cost-burdened
households for both owner-occupied and rental units has increased
substantially over the last decade, up by 12% and 7% respectively. The
District 1 Community Plan, however, encourages the City to factor
transportation costs into this calculation of cost-burdened households.

Apartments with four or more units account for 34% of the total housing
units in the district. Multi-family housing tends to be concentrated in the
Interstate 94 corridor. 42% of the district’s housing units are within ¼ mile
of the interstate (2010 US Census). The remaining portions of the district
are overwhelmingly single-family houses.
The proportion of rented and owned units has stayed relatively constant
since 1990; 57% are owner occupied and 43% are rental units (2008-2012
ACS). A characteristic of the rental community in large-scale buildings is
the high rate of turnover among the resident population; 19% of District 1
residents lived elsewhere during the previous year and 63% moved into
their home in the year 2000 or later (ACS 2008-2012).
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Housing preferences and needs are changing generationally. As the Baby
Boom generation retires, there will be an increasing need for elder care
services and an increased need for housing maintenance services,
especially for those who choose to age in place. The Millennial generation,
the district’s largest generation representing approximately one third of its
population, is showing a national shift away from a desire for home
ownership, and to a lesser degree, automobile ownership. This will require
additional housing near transit lines and in places of entertainment
activities. This will also contract the pool of potential buyers of singlefamily houses as older generations, the three generations that collectively
contain half of District 1’s population, proceed to sell their homes.
The physical condition of the housing stock also needs to be preserved;
protection against damage from age, weather, and other environmental
factors should be considered. Additionally, houses need to be brought up
to modern energy standards and weatherized to mitigate increased cooling
and heating costs from a changing climate.
Housing is a fundamental component of survival, and housing security is a
necessary condition for economic vitality and mobility. Housing issues can
ripple out to all other facets of a person’s life. A dedicated focus needs to
be placed on understanding the current trends in housing and what
challenges will have to be addressed in the future.

Major Issues:
•

High turnover of residents

•

Increasing number of cost-burdened households, especially when transportation
costs are factored in

•

Availability of affordable housing units

•

Physical condition of the housing stock
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Year Built
District 1

Saint Paul

402

5%

7,153

6%

1970-1999

3,252

40%

22,972

19%

1940-1969

3,879

47%

36,260

30%

653

8%

54,268

45%

2000 or later

1939 or earlier

Median Housing Value
Eastview 346.02 $ 162,200
Conway 347.01 $ 159,500

Figure H1: Year housing units were built in District 1 and Saint Paul
Source: 2008-2012 ACS

Conway 347.02 $ 159,800
Battle Creek 374.02 $ 170,400
Highwood 374.03 $ 202,600
District 1 Average $ 170,900
Saint Paul $ 188,100
Ramsey County $ 218,600

Cost-burdened Households
2000

2008-2012

Cost-burdened owner households

15%

27%

Cost-burdened renter households

48%

55%

Metro Area $ 236,100
Figure H3: Median housing values for District 1 neighborhoods and region
Source: 2008-2012 ACS

Figure H2: Percentage of cost-burdened households
Source: 2000 US Census and 2008-2012 ACS
Note: Transportation costs are not factored into the cost-burden calculation
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H1: Maintain and improve the existing housing stock.
H1.1 Provide funding assistance to homeowners for housing
maintenance, repairs, and remodeling.
H1.2 Target home remodeling programs that have a broad
community impact and/or public health benefits (e.g. exterior
repairs, lead window replacement, lead water line replacement,
etc.).

H2: Target areas of the housing market identified as “weak” by the CURA
study (see figure H4 on the following page) for City and neighborhood
development corporation support.
H2.1 Perform an inventory of housing conditions and update it
periodically.
H2.2 Realistically weigh the market viability, maintenance needs,
and neighborhood context of houses before providing public
rehabilitation funds to them.

H1.3 Foster relationships between rental property owners and the
neighborhood to improve the condition and aesthetic of
properties.
H1.4 Coordinate code enforcement with housing rehabilitation
loans or other housing rehab assistance, including non-City
programs, to improve the energy-efficiency of homes.
H1.5 Improve energy efficiency and water conservation within the
existing housing stock.
H1.6 Create a centralized location for all housing rehabilitationrelated resources, such as a webpage with links to organizations
that provide rehab assistance or services.
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Figure H4: Housing Market Index for District 1

The Housing Market Index (HMI) examines the housing market through
a combination of four variables: value retention, owner occupancy,
physical condition, and long-term vacancy. Value retention calculates
the change in estimated market value of the homes on a given block
from December 31, 2006, through December 31, 2012. Owner
occupancy looks at the percentage of homes on a block that are
currently occupied by owners. Physical condition assesses the current
structural integrity/quality of the homes on a given block. And longterm vacancy determines the percentage of homes on a given block
that are vacant for eight months or longer.

Source: Folwell Center of Urban Initiatives, University of
Minnesota’s Center for Urban and Regional Affairs , and the
Carl Eloise Pohlad Family Foundation
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H3: Maintain the residential character of District 1 by supporting a mix of
neighborhoods, housing types, income levels, and opportunities for
residence in the district for all ages and housing needs.
H3.1 Maintain a balance between multi-family and single-family
developments in the neighborhood.
H3.2 Investigate local and national programs that assist in the
provision of affordable rental opportunities.
H3.3 Support infill development that respects the character of the
neighborhood; for example, new construction on vacant lots in
single-family neighborhoods should respect the density and
housing characteristics of the surrounding area.

H3.11 Continue to recognize the unique characteristics of the
Highwood neighborhood and support the regulations in the
Highwood Development Policies related to slopes, setbacks, tree
preservation, etc.
H3.12 Encourage larger housing developments to contain a mix of
affordable and market-rate units.
H4: Recognize how changing demographics affect housing needs.
H4.1 Promote cultural sensitivity in housing.
H4.2 Ensure fair housing.

H3.4 Develop land-efficient housing.
H3.5 Increase housing choices across the district to support
sustainable, economically diverse neighborhoods.
H3.6 Explore the potential for accessory dwelling units in all singlefamily residential zoning districts, including what impacts this
would have on both the zoning districts and the community.
H3.7 Support the expansion of housing choices for seniors,
particularly in neighborhoods that are underserved.
H3.8 Support new housing opportunities for low-income
households throughout the district.
H3.9 Meet market demand for transit-oriented housing.
H3.10 Support the preservation of publicly-assisted and private
affordable housing.
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Community Development
The construction of the Sun Ray shopping center in the mid-1950s and
3M’s move to its corporate campus to Maplewood in 1962 were the
impetus for much of the district’s commercial development. The
neighborhoods in the eastern portion of the district began to develop
rapidly as Saint Paul grew, and new job opportunities were provided by
3M. This influx of residents brought significant retail development through
the 1970s, establishing District 1 as the retail center of the East Metro. As
new commercial development occurred in Oakdale and Woodbury in the
last two decades, many District 1 retail businesses moved east with newer
housing construction.
Because District 1’s commercial centers developed primarily between 1950
and 1980, the street network and site layouts are heavily auto-oriented
and difficult to reach by any other mode of transportation.

Along with access improvements, the diversity of uses needs to be
increased. Commercial activity in District 1 is almost entirely retail, and
heavily food related. The current high level of commercial vacancy in the
district creates opportunities to attract non-retail commercial uses to the
district without displacing existing businesses., and to diversify the types of
retail.
Growth of commercial opportunities is vital to the prosperity of the district.
It is the District 1 Community Plan’s intent and vision that the district be a
vibrant place that is welcoming to all. This plan looks for supportive actions
that help attract locally-based businesses, high-paying jobs, and a variety of
services that expand, enhance, and diversify the district’s economic sector,
and that support its increasingly diverse population.
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Top Employment Sectors by Census Tract

District 1 is home to approximately 4,112 jobs, filled by residents from
within and outside of the district. Many of these jobs are located in one of
the District’s four main commercial hubs:
•
•
•
•

Eastview 346.02

Sun Ray Shopping Center
Suburban Avenue – Target
Old Hudson Road – White Bear Avenue
Lower Afton Road and McKnight Road (Shamrock Plaza)

Educational Services

273

Health Care and Social Assistance

183

Conway 347.01

In addition to the concentrations of commercial development, the
educational services sector is one of the district’s largest employers. These
jobs are concentrated in the Eastview neighborhood, home to Harding High
School, but are also interspersed throughout the district. The area
between Highway 61 and the Mississippi river, although uninhabited, also
houses a substantial number (363) of jobs. Most of these are in the
manufacturing, wholesale trade, and public administration industries.
Figure CD1 shows the largest employment sectors and the number of
people they employ in each neighborhood.

Retail Trade

372

Real Estate, Rental and Leasing

345

Conway 347.02
Retail Trade

172

Accommodation and Food Services

140

Battle Creek 374.02
Educational Services

101

Health Care and Social Assistance

57

Highwood 374.03
Educational Services

223

Health Care and Social Assistance

161

Pig's Eye Industrial Area 9800
Manufacturing

175

Public Administration

94

Figure CD1: Top employment sectors for each census tract
Source: OnTheMap
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CD1: Diversify businesses and employment opportunities.
CD1.1 Offer a greater variety of services and retailers by recruiting
locally-owned, non-franchise businesses into the district.
CD1.2 Attract employers that will provide opportunities in highpaying employment sectors, as opposed to additional retail and
food service jobs.

CD4.3 Support the Sun Ray Library as a public gathering place and
source of community enrichment by making residents aware of
the library’s available services, hours, and location.
CD4.4 Offer programs that provide free and reduced meals for
children and families, particularly during the summer.

CD2: Analyze unmet needs of district residents, especially the communities
of color.
CD2.1 Identify businesses that can be used as informal gathering
spaces in order to promote opportunities for local democracy and
community vitality.
CD2.2 Bring businesses to the area that serve the needs of the
district’s diverse populations.
CD3: Invest in resources and infrastructure through City, State, and Federal
programs that help locally-owned businesses and entrepreneurs thrive and
be competitive.
CD4: Identify, maintain, and expand existing community facilities as places
that foster community cohesion and promote active lifestyles.
CD4.1 Offer a variety of activities at local recreation centers,
specifically programs that are offered year-round and suitable for
all ages.
CD4.2 Create partnerships with the School District, recreation
centers, and non-profit agencies to offer continuing education,
leadership, and career development programs.
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CD5: Increase local involvement with all schools located in District 1.
CD5.1 Expand communication between Saint Paul Public Schools
and residents to keep the latter informed of education
opportunities.
CD5.2 Maintain and establish after-school programs for students
in need and offer tutoring programs through schools and other
nonprofit agencies.
CD6: Improve availability of health and social services provided in
District 1.
CD6.1 Inform residents about the social and health services
available to them within the district and in nearby areas.
CD6.2 Attract new health and social service providers, such as a
full-service health clinic, to existing commercial nodes.
CD7: Increase the amount of healthy and local food available within the
District.
CD7.1 Establish new community gardens, especially in public
spaces.
CD7.2 Support improving and expanding ordinances promoting
community gardens and urban agriculture. Examples include
policies allowing gardens to be operated as an interim use on both
publicly and privately owned vacant land, tax-forfeited property,
and City right-of-ways.
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Environmental & Recreational Resources
The District 1 Community Plan supports efforts to minimize disturbances
of the natural landscape, prevent pollution, reduce the carbon footprint of
residents in the district, and preserve environmental resources. District 1
is situated along and at the base of the bluffs of the Mississippi River; its
topography therefore poses special challenges relating to erosion and
stormwater management.

Much of the recreational and park land in the district has a regional focus.
There are two regional parks—Pig’s Eye Regional Park and Battle Creek
Regional Park—and other City- and County-administered parks. Nearly
the entire river valley is part of the Mississippi National River and
Recreational Area administered by the National Park Service. A series of
regional and local trails connect these parks.

District 1’s natural resources are one of its most defining features. The
vast woodlands, bluffs, wetlands, streams, lakes, and parkland continue to
create a unique character to the area unrivaled in the rest of the city.
With more than 1,000 acres of lakes and open land, District 1 has more
green space than any other planning district. The natural areas
throughout the district provide important wildlife habitat, including
breeding areas for eagles, herons, and other species. The migratory
flyway in the Mississippi River corridor sees half of all North American bird
species passing through the area (MN Audubon Society).

At the neighborhood level, there are a number of playgrounds, fields,
tennis and basketball courts, and open spaces for recreation. Almost
every resident of the district is within a half-mile of some type of park or
recreational facility, but distances to actively programmed spaces are far
greater.

These features provide ample opportunity for residents of the district, and
those outside of the district, to recreate here. Activities range from hiking,
to canoeing, to skiing, to bird watching, to bicycling, and beyond. It is
essential to the character of District 1 to preserve its natural features for
wildlife uses and ecological functions while providing better access to
open spaces for recreational purposes.
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ENV1: Encourage best practices in stormwater management at public
facilities and on private property.
ENV1.1 Identify opportunities for grants and workshops relating
to rain gardens and native plantings available through the
Ramsey-Washington Metro Watershed District, Blue Thumb
Partners, and Rain Garden Network*.
ENV1.2 Promote stormwater education and volunteer
opportunities such as Saint Paul’s stenciling partnership with
Friends of the Mississippi River**.
ENV1.3 Plan for stormwater management and reuse as part of
public facility construction and design.

ENV2: Support steep slope stabilization efforts by responsible parties (the
Ramsey County Parks Department, Ramsey Conservation District, the City,
and residents).
ENV3: Encourage residents to responsibly dispose of their waste.
ENV3.1 Publicize City guidelines for recycling and composting,
especially in public areas such as libraries, parks, and recreation
centers.
ENV3.2 Monitor areas of the district where illegal dumping and
disposal are prevalent; use mobile cameras to identify those
responsible and enforce dumping ordinances.
ENV3.3 Promote the provision of recycling and compost bins at
neighborhood and community events.
ENV3.4 Support efforts to improve and consolidate waste
management service throughout the neighborhood and the city.

*Information on residential rain gardens:
http://www.stpaul.gov/DocumentCenter/View/79188
**Information on Saint Paul’s storm water programs:
http://www.stpaul.gov/index.aspx?NID=2686
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ENV4: Encourage and promote energy conservation and renewable
energy.

ENV6.5 Encourage private landowners and developers to create
and maintain publicly accessible open spaces or green
infrastructure.

ENV4.1 Make furnace replacement or repairs and energy audits
and weatherization projects available to all district residents ,
including low-income residents, and businesses.
ENV4.2 Ensure that developers and property owners are aware of
studies, grants, loans, and other resources available from the City
and other agencies for renewable energy and energy
conservation.
ENV5: Monitor and vigorously enforce environmental quality standards
for air, noise, and water quality in the district, especially the Pig’s Eye area.
ENV5.1 Pursue grants or other resources to reduce urban
pollutants currently impacting Battle Creek and Fish Creek.
ENV6: Support grassroots efforts to keep the district’s environment clean
and healthy.
ENV6.1 Encourage participation in clean ups for community parks
and green spaces.
ENV6.2 Provide information about how residents can help stop
the spread of invasive species such as buckthorn and emerald ash
borer, including supporting the removal of invasive species on
private land and replacement with equivalent native vegetation.
ENV6.3 Enforce the tree preservation ordinance in the Highwood
area and encourage planting of trees (especially native tree
species) throughout the district as redevelopment occurs.
ENV6.4 Increase tree reforestation and promote the proper care
and maintenance of trees to enhance the establishment, growth,
and health of the urban forest.
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ENV7: Encourage environmentally-responsible management of public
lands and facilities.
ENV7.1 Closely monitor invasive species and quickly respond to
threats to public lands.
ENV7.2 Develop comprehensive, consistent, citywide policies for
managing deer, geese, and other animals that create livability
issues for Saint Paul.
ENV7.3 Provide interpretive signage and information on all
environmental demonstration, applied conservation, and
significant management projects.
ENV8: Identify, maintain, and expand existing facilities as places that foster
community cohesion and promote active life styles.
ENV8.1 Ensure convenient and equitable access to parks and
recreation facilities.
ENV8.2 Offer a variety of activities at recreation centers that
meet changing recreation needs; specifically programs that are
offered year-round and suitable for all ages and cultures.

ENV8.7 Connect parks to new transportation investments.
ENV8.8 Enhance transit access to regional parks, community
parks, and active lifestyle centers.
ENV8.9 Develop and encourage pedestrian and bicycle access to
parks and recreation facilities as well as improved bus services to
such facilities.
ENV8.10 Build new off-road trails and upgrade existing off-road
trails to make cycling and walking more convenient, safe, and
pleasant and add facilities and amenities to improve the
experience of using Saint Paul’s trails.
ENV8.11 Design parks and facilities for appropriate community
gathering or festival opportunities based on park location, size,
and function.
ENV8.12 Evaluate the importance of food and explore the use of
public/private partnerships for enhanced food experiences as a
means to enliven parks and reinforce them as places of
community gathering.
ENV8.13 Improve public safety in parks.

ENV8.3 Ensure that all public-private partnerships provide
substantial benefits to the public.
ENV8.4 Ensure attractive, functional, and engaging four-season
public spaces.

ENV8.14 Encourage the integration of public art in the
development and renovation of parks and recreation facilities.
ENV8.15 Emphasize collaborative programs with Saint Paul Public
Schools.

ENV8.5 Provide functional, accessible, and secure bicycle racks at
all parks and recreation centers.
ENV8.6 Utilize special events as opportunities to encourage
bicycling instead of driving.
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ENV9: Support Chapter 6.4 of the Great River Passage Master Plan to
provide better access to, and along, the Mississippi River for recreation.
ENV9.1 Construct a crossing of Highway 61 and the railroad
facilities near Lower Afton Road to connect to the Pig’s Eye
natural area and riverfront.
ENV9.2 Extend the regional trail along the south side of Warner
Road at Highway 61 and connect to the Battle Creek Regional
Trail.
ENV9.3 Create canoe/kayak landings on Pig’s Eye Lake.
ENV9.4 Build out a trail network in the Pig’s Eye natural area.
ENV9.5 Construct a paved, off-street trail immediately adjacent
to Point Douglas Road to improve safety and quality along the
Mississippi River Trail (MRT).
ENV9.6 Construct a park access road to, and add trailhead parking
at, the northern edge of Pig’s Eye Lake.
ENV9.7 Install wayfinding signage at junctions of the MRT and
crossings into the Pig’s Eye natural area.
ENV9.8 Complete master plans for Fish Creek Park, Henry Park,
Warner Road Bridge Park, and any other parks identified for
improvements in the Great River Passage Master Plan.

ENV10: Ensure public facilities and recreational programming responds to
changes in the community.
ENV10.1 Ensure staff represent and are prepared to work with a
diverse public.
ENV10.2 Anticipate and respond to the cultural diversity of the
population.
ENV10.3 Provide activities and programming for alternative,
emerging recreation trends, particularly those that meet the
recreational needs of youth.
ENV10.4 Involve all constituents (residents, park users, interest
groups) in setting balanced priorities for planning, development,
programming, maintenance, use of facilities, physical
enhancement, or development of facilities and/or open spaces,
and other park-related matters.
ENV10.5 Regularly gather customer and resident feedback on
needs, satisfaction, and trends to improve athletic, educational,
cultural, social, and contemplative experiences.
ENV10.6 Expand the use of mobile recreation to fill park or
recreation service gaps, enhance events, and to provide unique
recreation to neighborhood and community parks.
ENV10.7 Find ways to adapt winter recreation programming and
facilities to respond creatively to climate change.
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Historic Preservation & Community Character
Historic preservation has not been an area extensively explored in District
1 and as such, has not been a significant component of community
character. There are no local individual properties or historic districts in
District 1 that have received designation from the Saint Paul City Council.
Local historic designation is determined by the significance of properties
(the importance of their character, architectural and engineering
characteristics, location, and historical value) and the integrity of
properties (meaning they have not been altered so much that they no
longer convey their historic character). District 1, although largely built
after 1960, has some much older areas, as well as individual properties
built prior to that time, that could be considered for historic designation.
Most notably, there is a scattering of houses remaining from Burlington
Heights, platted in the 1880s along Point Douglas Road as an early day
commuter suburb connected to Saint Paul by rail. There are several early
farmhouses scattered through District 1, especially near the Red Rock
settlement in modern-day Newport, that also date back to the district’s
township era.

Although there are older properties in the district, the specific
requirements for significance and integrity must be considered. In some
instances, properties that have been updated with new windows, siding
and other improvements may no longer embody their historic character.
In other cases, properties may not rise to the level of significance required
under preservation guidelines. Property owners may individually pursue
local or national historic designation or work with their neighbors on
historic district designation and historic surveying of District 1. The District
1 Community Plan supports property owners who wish to pursue such
efforts. However, with the lack of historic designations currently, the
priority of the plan is to define community character by means other than
traditional historic preservation.
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Although there are not any locally designated heritage preservation sites
or districts in District 1, the area is not without history or a distinctive
community character. District 1 residents have a strong understanding of
their community, and its features are an integral part of why many people
have chosen to live here. District 1 has important historic sites that are
often overlooked because they are not related to buildings or residences,
but to the district’s topography and its location overlooking the Mississippi
River.
One of the most prominent natural features in the district is Battle Creek,
running from Battle Creek Lake in Maplewood through District 1. It runs
into Battle Creek Park before emptying into Pig’s Eye Lake and the
Mississippi. Although the creek itself has been reworked for flood control
purposes, its path through the bluff into Battle Creek Park at Highway 61
was used by war parties of the Ojibwe and Dakota repeatedly in the
nineteenth century. It was also the site of an important battle between
Dakota and Ojibwe in 1842, one of the last battles in this area of the state.
The valley where the battle was fought is now part of the original portion
of Battle Creek Park. The park was first developed in 1924 and has grown
to include 1,840 acres (some in Maplewood), much of which is devoted to
woodland, hiking trails, cross country skiing, and other activities.
Pig’s Eye Lake, adjacent to the Mississippi River, was named for Pierre
“Pig’s Eye” Parrant, the one-eyed fur trapper and bootlegger who is
credited with founding Saint Paul. Although a nature refuge has been
established at the lake, there are constant pressures from nearby industry
and railroads that threaten the ecological balance at Pig’s Eye, as well as
hamper efforts to recognize its important history.

District 1’s topography is also a crucial element of the community. Most
obvious are the bluffs overlooking the Mississippi, from the overlook near
Burns Avenue and Highway 61, south to the city limits. The railroad that
became the Chicago-Milwaukee-Saint Paul and Pacific was first built along
the river in the 1860s, thus establishing an industrial character along this
stretch of the river. As a result, the bluffs along Point Douglas Road and
later Highway 61 never became fashionable for the city’s wealthy
residents. This enabled the bluffs north of Lower Afton Road to become
part of Battle Creek Park, and the area to the south was less densely
developed because it was steep and difficult to access. The Highwood
Development Policies recognize the difficulty of traditional urban
development in the area south of Lower Afton; some areas are not
planned to ever be paved or served with City water and sewer services,
and the District 1 Community Plan supports its preservation of the natural
character of the bluffs.
The topography also led to distinctive transportation routes that define
the community. Point Douglas Road was constructed early in the district’s
township era. Although only a portion of the road remains, it was the one
of the original routes at the base of the Mississippi bluffs connecting
Hastings to Saint Paul. Upper Afton and Lower Afton Roads were
nineteenth century routes that took advantage of the topography for
travelers moving east from Saint Paul. Hudson Road was the early-day
route to Wisconsin, supplemented by Highway 12, and even later by I-94.
By pre-dating most modern settlement of the area, these routes provide
connections that existed before the development of the predominant grid
street pattern that characterized later residential development.
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District 1 is comprised of four neighborhoods, each with its own character,
which has made it challenging to come up with an inclusive name (other
than “District 1”) for the community. District 1 lies on the eastern
boundary of Saint Paul, a boundary that is poorly recognized and
uncelebrated by Saint Paul residents or their suburban neighbors. District
1 has long sought a better identification of Saint Paul’s eastern boundary
as a gateway to Saint Paul, and sought to identify that entry with a more
distinctive bridge at Ruth Street that welcomes travelers from the eastern
suburbs. The Ruth Street bridge is a major pedestrian way between the
Suburban Avenue commercial area and the SunRay shopping area that
provides an excellent view of the Saint Paul and Minneapolis skylines;
unfortunately the narrow sidewalks and lack of amenities make it an
unpleasant and somewhat unsafe walk for pedestrians. District 1 would
like to take advantage of its location to provide an official gateway to Saint
Paul from the east; enhancements of the Ruth Street bridge could provide
a means to create a gateway as well as provide much needed pedestrian
improvements that would connect these portions of the community with
the shopping areas on either side of I-94. These issues are addressed in
the Transportation Chapter.
CC1: Define District 1 as an eastern gateway to Saint Paul; use this
concept to provide a brand for the district that will help define the area
within Saint Paul and with neighboring communities.
CC1.1 Determine the character-defining features of each
neighborhood that should be preserved; incorporate these features
into area plans and master plans for new development.

Major Issues:
•

Need to better recognize District 1 as the entrance (a gateway) to Saint Paul
from the eastern suburbs

•

Preserve neighborhood character, including topography, natural resources,
development patterns, and diversity

CC1.3 Protect and enhance those neighborhood physical features
that define an area’s visual character and urban form.
CC1.4 Identify locations that can serve as informal or formal
community gathering places and incorporate elements into those
places that define that neighborhood.
CC2: Promote planning that respects and preserves the landscape,
topography, and environmental resources in District 1.
CC2.1 Maintain street trees throughout the district and add them
where possible to create green corridors in areas that lack such
landscaping. Also, promote the protection of boulevards and soils to
support tree growth and health.
CC2.2 Encourage developers to include landscaping, rain gardens,
wetlands or other innovative environmental management tools to
better conserve and filter runoff in commercial areas.
CC2.3 Support tree and slope preservation in Highwood.

CC1.2 Increase community awareness about the distinctive features
and characteristics of District 1 neighborhoods.

CC2.4 Promote the natural and recreational features of the district
to a citywide and regional audience.
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CC3: Promote the development of interesting and engaging architecture in
both rehabilitation and new development.
CC3.1 Ensure that design, materials, placement, and orientation of
rehabilitated buildings and new development relate to the scale and
character of surroundings. Buildings should be sensitive to their
relationship to adjacent properties, and sides facing a street should
be architecturally treated as principal facades.
CC3.2 Entrances, retail frontages, and windows should face streets
and public spaces to make them safe, comfortable and more
accessible to pedestrians.

Educational Facilities
Public
Battle Creek Elementary
Eastern Heights Elementary
Highwood Hills Elementary
Nokomis Montessori School
Battle Creek Middle School
Harding High School
Other
Twin Cities Academy*
Boys Totem Town**
Private
Saint Pascal's (K-8)
Figure CC1: Educational facilities located within District 1
*This facility is under construction at the former Cemstone site
**This facility is under review as of 2015 and may be closed or
merged and relocated to a location outside of the district.

CC4: Support and maintain institutions in District 1, including schools,
religious facilities, community centers, and libraries, for the important role
they play in community building and the services they provide.
CC4.1 Support appropriate usage and management of community
centers.
CC4.2 Ensure that needed services for the community are
continued and available for district residents.
CC4.3 Collaborate with Saint Paul Public Schools to determine
criteria for reuse of school district buildings if they will no longer
be used for educational purposes.
CC4.4 Continue to monitor and communicate with Ramsey County
regarding the future of the Boys Totem Town facility in Highwood.
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Transportation
The transportation network within the district is part of a regional system.
What happens regionally with transportation affects the local area. This
plan must consider those impacts and provide a framework for District 1
to ensure that the effects are positive for district residents.

system is one that embodies connectedness among and within all modes
for moving about the area. This plan will attempt to balance specificity of
projects with overall flexibility in order to accommodate a changing
political and economic environment while meeting neighborhood needs.

Transportation is a vital mechanism that drives the economic well-being of
both residents and businesses in the district. This plan recognizes the
intimate ties between transportation and land use. This plan incorporates
by reference previously approved land use plans, listed in Appendix C, and
was created within the context of the Saint Paul Comprehensive Plan.

Pedestrian Travel

A healthy neighborhood is dependent on both a healthy business district
and economic opportunities for residents, both of which are dependent
on a strong and connected transportation system. A part of the economic
impact of transportation is the funding for projects to build out those
transportation systems. This plan recognizes that funding for all forms of
transportation has been, and will likely continue to be, challenged by
constraints on available public funding. Given this reality, public funding
should be limited to transportation that is accessible to the broad general
public. Public funds should not be used for private transportation facilities
or publicly owned transportation facilities that have long-term exclusive
leases for private use unless the funds are fully reimbursed through lease
payments. Diversion of funds for private use diverts funding from much
needed public facilities and creates an unfair competitive advantage
among competing businesses. With this understanding, the District 1
Community Plan seeks opportunities to ensure that public funding finds its
way to district neighborhoods so that its residents and businesses can
participate in the economic development that arises from such projects
with public benefit.

Walking through a neighborhood provides abundant benefits to a
community and its members. For the purpose of this plan, walking
includes transportation by wheelchair or other assistive modes, and
pedestrians include persons who use these modes for individual
transportation. Having more feet on the street slows traffic, builds a sense
of community, and deters crime. Walking for short trips saves money over
driving and it promotes health.
While District 1 has numerous parks offering recreational walking
opportunities, it has few concentrated business districts, all of which were
designed originally to be accessed primarily via automobiles. Its residential
character features areas of relatively low density, single-family homes or
higher density, multi-family housing, often along extra-long blocks. As a
result of this distinct combination of variables, the area is not ideally
configured to encourage walking as a means to get from place to place.
The goal of this plan is to expand opportunities throughout the year for all
residents in all portions of the district, regardless of age or physical ability,
to choose walking: for their local trips; for recreational purposes; for
accessing other modes of transportation, especially transit, for mid- to
long-range trips; and to increase their health and economic well-being, as
well as for creating a safer community.

In addition to its economic implications, transportation has a strong
environmental component; transportation is a way to create and maintain
healthier natural and social settings in the district. This plan focuses on
ways to increase the livability of district neighborhoods through
developing a healthy transportation system. A healthy transportation
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Transportation
T1: Establish zoning and design standards throughout the district that
creates a more pedestrian-friendly community.
T1.1 Study zoning in commercial areas to promote zoning and
design standards that improve the pedestrian realm.
T1.2 Create a pedestrian plan for commercial areas in the district.
T1.3 Work with individual landowners to address design
nonconformities that negatively impact the pedestrian realm and
hinder walkability.

T2.4 Complete the trail network where it is the alternative to a
sidewalk network.
T2.5 Consider establishing sidewalk improvement districts in areas
with an underdeveloped sidewalk network.
T3: Repair sidewalks and educate residents and businesses to keep them
clear of low-hanging or over-hanging vegetation, snow, and ice so that all
users can safely access the sidewalks as well as the homes and businesses
along them.
T3.1 Survey sidewalk conditions throughout the district.

T1.4 Minimize and consolidate driveway curb cuts on commercial
streets as opportunities arise.
T1.5 Support Transit-Oriented Development and pedestrian-scaled
projects through zoning and design guidelines and as outlined in
the Gold Line Station Area Plans and the White Bear Avenue Small
Area Plan.
T2: Complete the sidewalk network; emphasizing accessibility and safety
for all community members.

T3.2 Maintain sidewalks, street crossings, and bikeways year
round.
T3.3 Fund upgrades to sidewalks, lighting, bridges, and pedestrian
overpasses.
T3.4 Distribute information about residents’ responsibilities to
keep sidewalks clear through a variety of outreach efforts; work
with groups such as Saint Paul Smart Trips to make this
information available.

T2.1 Include sidewalk, lighting, and street tree upgrades as part of
Saint Paul Street Vitality Program projects.
T2.2 Fund upgrades to sidewalks, lighting, and pedestrian trails
and overpasses.
T2.3 Coordinate between public agencies (schools, recreation
centers, the library) and community members on Safe Routes
projects and to develop Complete Streets in accordance with
MnDOT, City, and County standards throughout the district.
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Transportation
Figure T1 shows gaps in the sidewalk system for
District 1. Please note that the Highwood
Development Policies place restrictions on
adding sidewalks in the southern part of the
district. Areas lacking sidewalks are shown in
yellow.

Figure T1: Sidewalk infrastructure
Source: Saint Paul Public Works
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Transportation
T4: Ensure that all pedestrians can safely cross streets and access key
destinations throughout the district and throughout the year.
T4.1 Establish marked crosswalks at the intersections of arterials
and collectors and at intersections with a record of pedestrian
collisions.

T4.10 Ensure that public sidewalks are kept clear of obstructions,
including snow, whether they maintained by private property
owners, the city’s Parks and Recreation Department, or other
public agencies.
T5: Provide recreational walking opportunities for residents and visitors
throughout the district.

T4.2 Educate pedestrians and motorists about safety concerns
where transportation modes overlap through various forms of
media and through partnerships with schools and other
organizations.

T5.1: Complete park trails that access the riverfront throughout
the district and to Pig’s Eye Lake; river corridor and bluff trails,
including trail systems in Highwood Preserve and Fish Creek; and
connection of regional trails in the district to current and proposed
regional trails outside of the district as shown in Appendix B.

T4.3 Support traffic-calming efforts within neighborhoods, and
work with schools, rec centers, and the library on Safe Routes
programs.
T4.4 Engage with residents on an on-going basis to identify and
address locations where safety of pedestrians is a concern.

T5.2 Maintain pedestrian paths through and around all parks,
including during the winter months.
Areas with current pedestrian concerns:
•

See Figure T1 for incomplete sidewalk system – includes south side of Burns
Avenue between Ruth Street. and Suburban Avenue; Pederson Street between
Conway Recreation Center and 5th Street; around Suburban Pond, especially
along south side of Suburban Avenue

•

Pedestrian crossings at Highway 61 and Burns Avenue; Ruth Street and Burns
Avenue; McKnight Road and Burlington Road; Etna Street and 3rd Street; White
Bear Avenue and I-94; Ruth Street and I-94; streets near Harding High School; 3rd
Street and White Bear Avenue; White Bear Avenue and Minnehaha Avenue;
McKnight Road and I-94/Old Hudson Road

•

Bridges over I-94 at White Bear Avenue and Ruth Street

T4.8 Replace the I-94 at Hazelwood Street pedestrian overpass
with a wheelchair-accessible overpass at or near Kennard Street.

•

Pedestrian overpass over I-94 at Hazelwood Street – this overpass is currently
not wheelchair accessible

T4.9 Consider adding leading pedestrian intervals to signalized
intersections.

•

Snow removal of public sidewalks around and within public areas such as
Conway Park (Ruth Street)

•

Parks, bluffs, and riverfront trails as shown by maps found in Appendix B

T4.5 Work with developers on proposed projects to increase the
pedestrian accessibility and orientation in business districts.
T4.6 Identify major pedestrian routes that are not served by local
bus service and coordinate with Metro Transit to locate transit
stops and lines along those routes.
T4.7 Coordinate with Ramsey County and other partners to install
and maintain benches at key locations and appropriate intervals
along major pedestrian routes.
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Transportation
Bicycling
Bicycling, like walking, provides abundant benefits to a community and its
members. This plan recognize that bicyclists vary in terms of age,
experience, comfort-level interacting with motor vehicles, and reasons for
cycling. Because bicyclists move more slowly along the streets and because
they tend to be more attentive to the environment through which they are
moving, their presence in a neighborhood helps build a sense of
community and deters crime. Their presence also tends to slow motor
vehicle traffic. Bicycling for short and mid-range trips saves money
compared to driving and promotes a healthy lifestyle.
The City of Saint Paul has long neglected the East Side when implementing
bicycle facilities. District 1 has a minimal bicycle path/trail network relative
to the rest of the city (Figure T2). Most of the existing bicycle trails are
through the parks connecting to the Sam Morgan trail along the Mississippi
River. When comparing the existing bicycle network against the planned
bicycle network for District 1 (Figure T3), it is clear that a significant
investment needs to be made in the district. District 1 is also not included
in the Nice Ride program nor has it been a focus of Saint Paul Smart Trips, a
non-profit funded by the Metropolitan Council to act as the City’s
Transportation Management Organization (TMO) that encourages nonmotorized transportation.
The goal of this plan is to expand opportunities for all residents to choose
bicycling for their local and mid-range trips as well as for recreational
purposes, to connect bicycle lanes and trails to destinations within and
beyond the district and also to regional commuter routes, to increase
residents’ health and economic well-being, and to create a safer
community.
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T6: Provide access to bicycling as a transportation mode to all members of
the community wishing to participate.
T6.1 Support Chapter 8.3 of the Saint Paul Bicycle Plan and partner
with organizations like Nice Ride to expand access to bicycle share
networks and programs like the Nice Ride Neighborhood Program.
T6.2 Work with partners who can provide free or low-cost bicycles
to low-income residents.
T6.3 Work with potential business partners to bring a bicycle shop
or bicycle library to the district.
T6.4 Remove snow from bicycle lanes, trails, and paths.
T7: Increase connectivity of bikeways within and beyond the boundaries of
the district.
T7.1 Fully implement the District 1 portion of the Saint Paul Bicycle
Plan.

T7.5 Support Chapter 6.3 of the Saint Paul Bicycle Plan and replace
the I-94 pedestrian overpass with one that is bicycle-accessible at
or near Kennard Street.
T7.6 Identify key destinations for bicyclists and ensure access to
them via safe bicycle routes (schools, library, business areas).
T7.7 Support Chapter 9.3 of the Saint Paul Bicycle Plan and use
mill and overlay projects and the SPSVP process as opportunities
to establish, connect and complete a system of bicycle lanes and
paths through the district.
T7.8 Support Chapter 3.4 of the Saint Paul Bicycle Plan and
implement a variety of bicycle facilities for east-west and northsouth travel by bicyclists with different tolerances for interacting
with motorized vehicles.
T7.9 Support Chapter 2.2 of the Saint Paul Bicycle Plan and
provide bicycle facilities to connect to transit, such as at the Lower
Afton park and ride, the Sun Ray transit center, and each Gold Line
station.

T7.2 Develop and maintain a complete and connected bikeway
system.
T7.3 Support Chapter 2.3 of the Saint Paul Bicycle Plan and fund
bicycle facilities in the district and engage with all East Side district
councils to identify needs for increased bicycle facilities across the
East Side, including use of bicycle lanes, bicycle boulevards, and
more innovative bicycle facilities such as cycle tracks.
T7.4 Support Chapter 8.2 of the Saint Paul Bicycle Plan and also
work with Saint Paul Smart Trips and other organizations to
develop bicycling maps of the district.
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Transportation
Figure T2: Existing bicycle facilities in Saint Paul

Source: City of Saint Paul
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Transportation
Figure T3: Proposed network of
bicycle facilities in District 1
Source: City of Saint Paul
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Transportation
T8: Increase the number of bicycle facilities in the district.

T9.4 Work with partners to provide safety equipment for all
persons who cannot afford to purchase this equipment
themselves.

T8.1 Support the establishment of an East Side coalition for bicycle
planning to complete the bicycle route system across the East Side
of Saint Paul.

T9.5 Keep bicycle lanes clear of snow and debris throughout the
year.

T8.2 Fill gaps in the bikeway system.
T10: Provide recreational bicycling opportunities for residents and visitors.
T8.3 Bring bicycle sharing to the East Side and to the district.
T10.1 Include the district in the Grand Round bicycle tours by
establishing an off-shoot route through the district from Johnson
Parkway and the Sam Morgan Trail.

T8.4 Encourage businesses and organizations to install bicycle
racks.
T8.5 Support Chapter 7 of the Saint Paul Bicycle Plan and consider
bicycle transportation and bicycle parking, and enforce bicycle
parking requirements, in all new developments.

T10.2 Maintain bicycle paths through all parks, including during
the winter months.
T10.3 Develop new off-street bicycle facilities along Point Douglas
Road.

T9: Increase the safety of bicyclists in the district.
T9.1 Support Chapter 8.7 of the Saint Paul Bicycle Plan and
educate residents about rules of the road as they apply to bicycles
and their interactions with both pedestrians and motor vehicles.
T9.2 Address the design of major north-south connections for
bicycle safety (McKnight Road, Ruth Street, White Bear Avenue).

Areas needing bicycle infrastructure improvements:

T9.3 Improve bicycle crossings at the following locations: Highway
61 and Burns Avenue; trail crossing Fish Hatchery Road; Battle
Creek Trail crossings of Upper Afton Road, Ruth Street, and
McKnight Road; Margaret Street and White Bear Avenue;
Margaret Street and McKnight Road; Wilson Avenue and Ruth
Street; and Wilson Avenue and McKnight Road.

•

See Figure T2 and T3 for incomplete bikeways system – address safety issue of
crossing under I-94 along McKnight Road; replace I-94 pedestrian overpass;
complete the bikeways on Upper Afton Road, Burns Avenue, Margaret Street,
and Wilson Ave

•

Businesses and organizations where bicycle racks should be encouraged include
churches, recreation centers, shopping centers, and libraries
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Motorized Vehicular Access (Cars)
A large proportion of District 1 residents use motor vehicles as their
primary means of transportation (84% according to 2010 Census). As a
result, streets carry local traffic, and collectors and arterials (and I-94) also
carry a share of regional traffic through the district. The District 1
Community Plan seeks that the City, County, and State ensure that the
roadways in the district are not only well-maintained and safe, but that
they also provide connections for district residents and for others to
destinations within the district. At the same time, roadways need to
provide efficient access to the regional transportation system and to
destinations throughout the Metro area.
The intent and vision of this plan is to provide streets that offer safe, wellmaintained vehicular connections for residents to their homes, to
businesses and to recreational destinations in District 1, but also provide
efficient access to the regional transportation system and to destinations
throughout the Metro area. A subsidiary goal is to reduce the number of
local trips by car that residents take. The strategies for other modes of
transportation in this plan are the means to achieve this.
T11: Ensure that major transportation improvements along I-94 and
Highway 61 serve district neighborhoods, not just commuter traffic
through the area, and that these improvements are planned in a
comprehensive way.
T11.1 Consider improving Old Hudson Road to create a more
pedestrian-oriented street that will serve the new uses along it
and prevent its use as a freeway frontage road. Old Hudson should
be considered for changes as a Complete Street, including in
conjunction with planning for the Gateway Corridor Project.
T11.2 Coordinate with MnDOT to make the southbound I-94 exit
to McKnight Road safer; advocate for a better eastbound entrance
to I-94 at McKnight (in Maplewood).

T11.3 Redesign and reconstruct the I-94 interchange at Ruth
Street to add in missing traffic movements and to provide safe
facilities for bicyclists and pedestrians crossing over I-94 on Ruth
Street.
T12: Ensure that District 1 has Complete Streets that safely accommodate
vehicular traffic, bicycles, and pedestrians in accordance with MnDOT, City,
and County standards.
T12.1 Provide input on the City’s Complete Streets plan, propose
District 1 streets as pilot projects, and work with the City’s final
design guide and action plan to improve District 1’s transportation
system.
T12.2 Work with MnDOT and Ramsey County to improve
vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle connections on McKnight Road.
T12.3 Improve access and traffic flow at Sun Ray; consider a better
circulation system in conjunction with the development of an
enhanced transit center on the site; and establish a traditional
street grid with larger redevelopment of the site in the future.
T12.4 Minimize and consolidate curb cuts along Suburban, and any
other commercial locations as redevelopment occurs.
T13: Provide better access and more aesthetic connections from I-94
ramps to neighborhoods.
T13.1 Examine traffic management at Old Hudson Road, Ruth
Street and the freeway ramps on either side of the Ruth Street
bridge, and similar locations on White Bear Avenue. Determine
whether there are better ways to channel traffic and/or provide
access to businesses on Old Hudson Road.
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T14: Improve the aesthetics of heavily traveled neighborhood streets such
as White Bear Avenue, Ruth Street, Suburban Avenue, and McKnight Road.
T14.1 Use landscaping and other traffic-calming measures to
better manage traffic and excessive speeds.
T14.2 Discourage widening streets except when needed to provide
left turn lanes at major intersections.
T14.3 Install lantern-style lighting along heavily-travelled and
commercial streets.
T14.4 Bury utility lines in commercial areas and along heavilytravelled streets.
T14.5 Improve aesthetics and create an entrance to the
neighborhood at the White Bear Avenue and Ruth Street freeway
exits; use these areas to bring drivers into neighborhood shopping
areas as well as serve local traffic.
T14.6 Redesign and reconfigure the areas near the three nodes of
Sun Ray, Suburban, and White Bear by introducing a traditional
street grid; improving streetscapes in commercial areas, including
providing 6-10 foot sidewalks in commercial areas; and better
connecting residential areas to adjacent commercial areas.

T15: Reduce speeding along all streets and traffic noise along local
residential streets.
T15.1 Apply alternative, low cost, and effective traffic calming
techniques as neighborhoods desire in conjunction with SPSVP
and other street improvement projects.
T15.2 Educate motorists about the laws, and substantially increase
enforcement of speed limits and red light compliance in key
locations identified by residents.
T16: Match parking capacity and need within the neighborhood business
districts.
T16.1 Examine existing surface parking lots and prepare a parking
utilization study to assess actual parking needs and to identify
excess impervious surfaces.
T16.2 Promote shared use of parking at Sun Ray, along Suburban
Avenue, and in other commercial areas to maximize land available
to development.
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Transit
Transit is an important means to connect residents to the broader
metropolitan region, but it is also used for local trips within a large district.
Transit is the primary transportation mode for many residents, including
children, the elderly, and the disabled. A robust transit system enables
residents to participate fully in the economic and civic life of their
neighborhood and city. A transit system will also help to ensure that local
business districts remain vital and that all residents have access to them.
The goal of this plan is to provide high quality transit service to residents,
employers and employees of the district.
T17: Provide high quality transit services to, within, and from District 1 for
residents and commuters.
T17.1 Support the Gateway Corridor in an alignment that includes
a major station at Sun Ray and an alignment to the west that
preserves residential neighborhoods. The Gateway Corridor is
important in providing regional transportation connections for
District 1 residents, but is also critically important to encouraging
redevelopment and a strong economic center for the district.
T17.2 Provide a robust feeder system to both the Lower Afton
commuter Park and Ride to reduce single occupancy vehicles from
the neighborhood at the park and ride, and to the transit center at
Sun Ray.
T17.3 Support the Red Rock Station Area Plan.
T17.4 Support and implement the Gold Line Station Area Plans.

T18.2 Support the continuation of Metro Mobility to serve local
residents and work with Metro Mobility to ensure that District 1
residents are aware of, and know how to use Metro Mobility
services.
T18.3 Advocate for better service connecting to local and regional
destinations for shopping and work, e.g., Downtown Saint Paul,
Maplewood Mall, Woodbury, and Cottage Grove.
T18.4 Improve vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle connections to
the Sun Ray Transit Center. Such changes may require land
use/zoning changes or acquiring property to open up access to
this area.
T18.5 Improve cleanliness and policing at the Sun Ray Transit
Center.
T18.6 Improve transit service between the Sun Ray Transit Center
and other communities within Saint Paul and the East Metro,
using a combination of local and regional transit options.
T18.7 Support higher density transit-oriented design in areas
readily accessible to regional and local transit service. This may be
particularly important in areas likely to undergo redevelopment
near transit hubs and stations.
T18.8 Support mixed-use development in TOD areas, including
additional residential uses in areas that are now devoted to
commercial. Mixed-use development may provide a more
balanced option than maintaining the large amount of
commercially-zoned land in District 1 that may no longer be
required by the marketplace.

T18: Improve and expand local transit service.
T18.1 Establish a robust feeder system to provide access to transit
hubs, including Sun Ray, Lower Afton, and any other connections
including LRT, BRT, express bus or local lines.

T18.9 Explore the use of neighborhood circulators to serve gaps in
community connectivity.
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Freight Traffic
Moving freight traffic within and through a district is a necessary part of a
vibrant business community, but must be done in the most fuel-efficient
manner with the least impact on neighborhoods and the environment. For
the purposes of this document, freight traffic includes trucks, trains, and
barge traffic.
District 1 has very limited retail/service business districts and most are
focused primarily along I-94 and at nodes along the major north-south
routes of McKnight Road and White Bear Avenue. In addition to these
retail/service districts, the district is home to industrial areas along the
Mississippi River. Major rail lines run parallel to the river in the southern
part of the district with spurs into the industrial areas. The working river
with its river barge traffic supports these industrial areas. These different
modes of freight traffic present distinct opportunities and challenges to the
district, which is otherwise predominantly residential in character.
The intent and vision of this plan is to ensure the success of businesses in
the district by moving their goods to and from the commercial nodes via
the transportation type, route, and zoning plan that provide the greatest
fuel efficiencies, lowest pollution emissions, greatest year-round reliability,
and least impact on the environment and district neighborhoods.
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T19: Reduce freight traffic in residential and recreational areas.

T22: Reduce airport noise impacts.

T19.1 Identify areas where freight traffic is encroaching on
residential and recreational/park areas.

T22.1 Support continued monitoring and abatement efforts of
noise from the airport.

T19.2 Delineate truck routes with signage through the district.

T22.2 Support District 1 representation on the Downtown Airport
Advisory Council.

T19.3 Encourage neighbors in block clubs and other local groups
to voluntarily select a single trash hauler for their neighborhoods
to minimize wear and tear on streets and reduce noise and
pollution.
T20: Reduce noise from Canadian Pacific Rail and other rail operations
along Highway 61.
T20.1 Work with local, state and federal politicians to modify
operations that result in squealing brakes at the switching yard.
T20.2 Work with local, state and federal authorities on general
noise reduction alternatives.
T21: Increase safety in the interactions of commercial traffic and other
traffic, especially with pedestrians and bicyclists.
T21.1 Improve vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle connections on
McKnight Road and other truck routes.
T21.2 Improve traffic flow at the Sun Ray shopping center to
minimize truck and pedestrian/bicycle conflicts.

Locations with current commercial traffic concerns:
•

Sun Ray Shopping Center, Suburban Avenue, and the White Bear Avenue
business nodes

•

Minnehaha Avenue and Hazelwood Street

•

Highway 61 and I-94

•

Canadian Pacific Rail switching yard and rail tracks, including capacity concerns

•

The riverfront, including Pig’s Eye and Little Pig’s Eye Lakes, and park lands
currently not easily accessible to the public
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Appendix A
Address
1444 Minnehaha Ave E
1766-1786 Minnehaha Ave E
510-532 White Bear Ave N
1428 Pacific St
2181 Suburban Ave
2201 Burns Ave
2204 Lower Afton Rd
275 McKnight Rd S
1328 Point Douglas Rd S
1061-1363 Red Rock Rd (odd side)
935-2229 Childs Rd (odd side)

Current Zoning
B3
B2
B2
B3
OS
B2, B3
B2
B2
B3
I2, I3
I2

Proposed Zoning
T2
T2
T2
B1
T2
T2
T2
T2
B2
River Dependent Industrial
River Dependent Industrial

The District 1 Community Plan suggests that the
parcels listed in this table be rezoned as shown.
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Appendix C
Parks and other plans whose transportation components are incorporated into this plan by reference:
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Saint Paul Bicycle Plan
Saint Paul Comprehensive Plan – Parks and Recreation Chapter
Saint Paul Parks System Plan
Grand Round Master Plan
Great River Passage Master Plan
Indian Mounds Regional Park Master Plan
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Transportation Committee Staff Report
Committee date: March 21, 2016
Project Name
Geographic Scope
Ward(s)
District Council(s)
Project Description
Project Contact
Project Webpage
Lead Agency/Department
Purpose of Project/Plan
Planning References
Project stage
General Timeline
District Council position (if
applicable)
Level of Committee
Involvement
Previous Committee action
Level of Public Involvement
Public Hearing
Public Hearing Location
Primary Funding Source(s)
Cost

Staff recommendation

Action item requested of
the Committee
Committee
recommendation
Committee vote

Saint Paul Street Design Manual & Complete Streets Action Plan
Citywide
All
All
Street Design Manual and Complete Streets Action Plan
Anton Jerve, anton.jerve@ci.stpaul.mn.us / 266-6567
https://www.stpaul.gov/departments/planning-economicdevelopment/planning/current-activities/complete-streets-plan
Planning and Economic Development
Standardizing street design practices; implementing Complete Streets
policies
Implementing several Comprehensive Plan policies as well as City
Council Resolution
Final Report
Public hearing at Planning Commission May 13, 2016, City Council
approval Q3, 2016
N/A
Review and recommend public hearing May 13, 2016 at Planning
Commission
Workshop participation; review of draft manual
Participation in pilot projects, review of draft manual
Recommended May 13, 2016
Planning Commission, Room 40 Saint Paul City Hall
Federal TIGER II Grant funds, City of Saint Paul
$300,000

Recommend Planning Commission release the Street Design Manual
and Complete Streets Action Plan for public review and hold a public
hearing May 13, 2016
Make recommendation to Planning Commission

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING &
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Jonathan Sage-Martinson, Director

CITY OF SAINT PAUL
Christopher B. Coleman, Mayor

25 West Fourth Street
Saint Paul, MN 55102

TO:

Transportation Committee

FROM:

Anton Jerve, Senior City Planner

DATE:

March 11, 2016

RE:

Street Design Manual and Complete Streets Action Plan

Telephone: 651-266-6565
Facsimile: 651-266-6549

The City of Saint Paul has embarked on the process of adopting a Street Design Manual to guide the
design and design process for all future street construction projects. To guide this endeavor, we have
affirmatively decided to use Complete Streets principles to organize the Street Design Manual and its
implementation. After years of staff and consultant work, the Street Design Manual is ready to consider
for adoption. Staff received extensive comments from the Saint Paul Bike Coalition when the Draft
Street Design Manual was initially released. Many of the comments resulted in minor edits to the
manual.
Additionally, a Complete Streets Action Plan is presented for consideration as a tool to aide in
implementation.
The following report describes the draft Street Design Manual, explains the emphasis on Complete
Streets, reviews pilot workshops that were used to inform the Complete Streets Action Plan, describes
the Complete Streets Action Plan, analyzes Comprehensive Plan conformance, and presents a
recommendation for consideration.
STREET DESIGN MANUAL
The draft Street Design Manual was created over such and such time with such and such public input
and consultant work. The Manual:
•
•
•
•

Establishes the central Street Design Manual for all City departments, as well as community
stakeholders.
Explains how projects proposed at the neighborhood level fit into citywide or regional
multimodal networks.
Illustrates various street improvements and explains how they will affect and benefit multiple
transportation modes and users.
Provides examples of what a multimodal project will look like once it is complete.

The Street Design Manual is based largely on Complete Streets principles.

COMPLETE STREETS
Complete Streets is a movement broader than our city that reorients street design to consideration of
context and needs of all users, rather than the traditional focus exclusively on traffic volume and moving
cars efficiently. As defined by the State of Minnesota:
"Complete streets" is the planning, scoping, design, implementation, operation, and
maintenance of roads in order to reasonably address the safety and accessibility needs of users
of all ages and abilities. Complete streets considers the needs of motorists, pedestrians, transit
users and vehicles, bicyclists, and commercial and emergency vehicles moving along and across
roads, intersections, and crossings in a manner that is sensitive to the local context and
recognizes that the needs vary in urban, suburban, and rural settings.
The City of Saint Paul recognizes the importance of this broader framework for considering street
design. The streets of Saint Paul are the public “face” of the city. While many people recognize parks as
public space, most people spend more time on streets than in parks. Streets compose about 24 percent
of Saint Paul and are a major component of the public realm; as such, they have a major effect on how
the city functions as well as how people feel about the city.
Streets have been rebuilt many times through the city’s history to better accommodate the changing
needs of neighborhoods and businesses. The expectations for the right-of-way are dynamic - what was
considered cutting-edge design 50 years ago may not be adequate by today’s standards. Though the
demands on streets are continually changing, streets projects are typically 10- to 60-year investments.
This makes it ever more important that we “get it right” in the design process. That means living up to
the goals of our adopted “complete streets” policies, building flexibility in our design process to respond
to change, and defining our best practices to ensure we continue to build on existing knowledge.
Moving into the 21st century, as the Mayor states in his introduction to the draft Street Design Manual:
Today we are asking [streets] to do even more. As a community concerned about our impact on
the global environment, we are asking our streets to help us expand public transit, treat
stormwater, and extend the city’s tree canopy. As a community concerned about improving
public health, we are asking our streets to be safe and attractive places for people of all ages to
walk and bike. As a central city challenged to accommodate a greater share of the region’s
population, we are asking our streets to serve as gathering places for a more densely settled
community.
These new demands are further highlighted with the following ongoing trends:
•
•

•
•
•

Variable energy costs due to an unstable supply of oil worldwide lead to an increased number of
people using transit and moving to urban areas where they can reduce automobile use.
According to state projections the population over age 65 will increase 125 percent between
2005 and 2035. (http://mn.gov/admin/demography/data-by-topic/population-data/ourprojections/) Ensuring there are transportation choices and safe streets for this group is vital to
the livability of the city.
Returning to the “neighborhood school” model for elementary schools in Saint Paul will increase
the number of students walking to school.
Nationally, due to limited funding sources, infrastructure funding is being routed to maintain
existing roads and bridges rather than to building new projects.
Despite growth in population, vehicle miles traveled have remained relatively flat since 2004.
(http://www.dot.state.mn.us/traffic/data/reports/traffic%20volume/2014_VMT_Report.pdf)
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•

Developments in technology, including smart phones and Big Data, allow new opportunities for
analysis and real-time information, and have changed expectations for communication.

In 2009, the City Council passed a Complete Streets resolution (09-213) that recognizes that “livability
includes the safe movement of people and goods along all public rights-of-way” and supports the formal
incorporation of Complete Streets principles into City practice.
PILOT WORKSHOPS
After completing a preliminary draft of the Street Design Manual, City staff used a series of pilot
workshops to test its potential implementation and inform the Complete Streets Action Plan. The
following subsections review how the pilot workshops were selected, describe the pilot workshop
events, and present street design process changes for inclusion in the Complete Streets Action Plan.
Pilot Workshop Selection
An analysis of the street infrastructure was conducted to examine the city network, and to identify
locations to conduct pilot workshops (described in Part III). The pilot workshops used a draft of the
Street Design Manual to apply Complete Street principles to specific streets, intersections and/or
neighborhoods. Details of the pilot street design workshops are detailed in Part III.
The mapping analysis used geographic information system (GIS) data to give all streets in Saint Paul a
general ranking - relative to other streets in the city - for safety and multimodal access. The process for
creating these maps is described below and in Appendix A. This analysis focused on existing data to
identify gaps in data for future efforts of this kind. Both maps combined several characteristics of each
street to create a rating, and each street segment was color coded to coincide with that rating. The
characteristics for each map are described below.
Street Safety Evaluation Map
The Safety Map, Figure 1, represents the relative safety of each street within the city of Saint Paul. A
weighted overlay analysis was performed with greater weights applied to the Annual Average Daily
Traffic (AADT), speed limit, and road width layers.
•
•
•
•

•
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AADT – AADT data ware obtained from MNDOT. The greater the daily traffic flow, the more
dangerous the street. Unfortunately, AADT data was not available for every street segment;
scores were applied only to the streets for which data were available.
Speed Limit – Studies have shown that collisions involving pedestrians/bicyclists and vehicles
traveling faster than 30mph are significantly more likely to result in death. Therefore, the faster
the speed limit, the more dangerous the street.
Road Width – Road width was deemed to be the third most important factor in terms of safety.
As the road width increases, so does the amount of time it takes pedestrians to cross.
Collisions with Bikes/Pedestrians – Crash data from 2007 through 2011 were compiled from
police reports. A kernel density (an area based on number of units) analysis was performed
using a search radius distance of 2500 ft. Due to the relatively small sample size of 110 incidents
spread across the majority of Saint Paul, the kernel density values are quite small. Five classes
were used and reclassified with values of 1 to 5, with higher density values receiving a lower
score.
Pavement Condition Index (PCI) – numerical rating of the pavement condition that ranges from 0
to 100, with 0 being the worst possible condition and 100 being the best possible condition. The
PCI provides a measure of the present condition of the pavement based on the distress

•
•

observed on the surface of the pavement, which also indicates the structural integrity and
surface operational condition (localized roughness and safety).
Missing Sidewalks – While most of the streets include sidewalks on both sides, a few are missing
sidewalks on either one side or both sides.
Bus Routes & Signalized Intersections – This variable rates streets based on the accessibility to
bus stops. People are less likely to jaywalk in order to get to a bus stop if they are close to a
signalized intersection. Thus, ¼- and ½-mile buffers were generated around all traffic signals
located along a bus route. Streets within ¼ mile were given high score, while those located
outside of the ½ mile buffer were given a low score.

Transportation Assessment Map
Another overlay analysis, Figure 2, was generated that focused on trying to quantify multi-modal access.
This map included:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Bus Stops – Streets located within ¼ mile of a bus stop were given a high score, while those
located beyond a ¼ mile were given a low score.
Light Rail Transit (LRT) – accessibility to LRT stations. A multiple-ring buffer was created around
LRT stations at ¼ mile increments up to 1 mile.
T2 - T4 Blocks Over 400 ft – Blocks greater than 400 ft limit accessibility and route options.
Streets located within T2, T3, T3M, and T4 zoned areas with blocks greater than 400ft were
given a low score, while all other streets were given a high score. A street either met the
criterion (Yes) or did not (No).
Missing Sidewalks – While most of the streets include sidewalks on both sides, a few are missing
sidewalks on either one side or both sides.
Tree Canopy – Tree canopy coverage is a favorable amenity for pedestrians and bicyclists.
Therefore, street segments with canopy coverage received a high score, while all others
received a low score. Street segments either had tree canopy (Yes) or not (No).
Bikeway Coverage – A multiple-ring buffer was generated around streets within a ¼ mile of a
bikeway. Streets within ¼ mile received high scores, while all others received a low score.
Grand Round Gaps – There is a negative influence on the score of a street that is considered to
be a “gap” in the Grand Round scenic byway. A “gap” is defined as any part of the Grand Round
that does not have an off-street trail for bikes and pedestrians. These gaps received a negative
score because they force bicycles to mix with street traffic. This is the only variable in which a
negative score was applied. This variable was only assigned to the street segments that make
up the Grand Round.

These two maps were used as two of five ranking factors for selecting pilot street design workshops.
Seven projects were selected for pilot workshops. Table 1 below summarizes the final ranking factors for
the workshops. Additionally, the table summarizes other important project selection criteria, including
geographic equity across the city; different street design challenges; and networks connectivity. The
projects were also screened using the street network analyses to identify projects with higher safety or
service priorities.
Findings
The Street Safety Assessment Map generally assigned the lowest scores to areas with higher auto traffic,
especially those without sidewalks on both sides of the street, were rated poorest, while the relatively
narrow neighborhood streets with sidewalks and low auto traffic counts were rated best. General
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consensus among staff was that the assessment “made sense” given the knowledge of the street
network, crashes, and community complaints.
The Transportation Assessment Map generally reflected development patterns of the city. Areas that
developed around walking and streetcar generally rated higher. Areas that developed when car
ownership was commonplace generally had lower density, fewer sidewalks, larger blocks and fewer bus
routes, and thus rated poorly. This is clear around the northern, eastern, and western edges of the city.
One issue unique to this analysis is that the map quantifies multi-modal access but does not account for
multi-modal demand.
This process of looking at the city from a holistic, data-driven perspective could add value to decisionmaking processes, especially ones like the CIB process where projects are being evaluated city-wide.
However, this is a new process for the City, and the methodology will need to be refined to be most
useful. The more this type of analysis can be streamlined and the more people who can produce it will
increase the likelihood of this type of exercise being an on-going tool. The City is currently working with
MnDOT on another safety analysis model that may provide additional lessons and efficiencies for future
analysis efforts.
The process of mapping also identified the need for pedestrian and bike counts. While there are ample
data available for automobile and transit traffic, there are very little data for bicycle and pedestrian
traffic. The inability to track this data limits the City’s ability to analyze biking and walking patterns in
any detail.
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Table 1: Pilot Project List
Project

Limits

Focus

Source

Council
Ward

Planning
District

Need for
Improved
Safety

Need for
Multimodal
Access

Replicability

2, 3

Network/Regional Readiness (planning /
Connectivity
funding)

14, 15

High

Low

High

High

Medium

5

6

Medium

High

High

High

Medium

Grand Avenue

Lexington to
Hamline

Pedestrian Safety

Capital Improvements
Budget (CIB)

Jackson
Street*

Magnolia to
Larpenteur

Mill and overlay
lane restriping /
bike lane

Mill and Overlay
Project List

Cretin Avenue

I-94 to Marshall

Bus access

Northwest
Transportation Study

4

12, 13

High

High

Medium

High

Medium

Jackson
Elementary

1/2 mile radius

Safe routes to
school

Western Station Area
Plan

1

7

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Medium

Ford Parkway

Snelling to Howell

Street
reconstruction

Comprehensive Plan;
CIB

3

15

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

High

E 7th

Margaret to Arcade

Better Block event

District 4 Plan; CIB

7

4

Medium

High

Medium

High

High

Lynnhurst
Avenue

Adjacent to Iris Park

Street retrofit
implementation

Raymond Station Area
Plan; Livable
Communities
Demonstration
Account Grant

4

13

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

High

*Workshop was eliminated from list because Ramsey County funding was not allocated for the project and additional time was needed for street design manual.
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Pilot Workshop Events
Several outreach activities were used in the development of the manual to analyze the City’s street
design processes. This included a series of five Pilot Street Design Workshops, and an enhanced “Better
Block” pilot event. This section will begin with a summary of existing street design processes, the format
of the Pilot Street Design Workshops and the Better Block, and finish with process recommendations
based on these activities.
Pilot Street Design Workshops
The Pilot Street Design Workshops were four- to six-hour events with staff and community members to
develop preliminary designs for specific street segments at different locations within the city. The goals
of the workshops were to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

affirm the contents and format of the Street Design Manual;
generally review street design processes;
test a collaborative workshop format that can be used on street projects in the future; and
advance projects with Complete Streets designs.

The workshops resulted in planning-level street designs, and a list of prioritized improvements for
design implementation. In the future, this process would allow staff to evaluate the design process
within different contexts without the pressures of finishing a project already in process. It also allowed
the team to experiment with different workshop formats.
Workshop Format
Locations were selected based on the criteria listed in Part II, above.
The scoping of the Pilot Design Workshops consisted of reviewing adopted plans and conditions to
develop project parameters for the project. An effort was made to coordinate each design workshop
with the applicable District Council as the first step in outreach. District Councils and their transportation
(or similar) committees were asked to participate. The intent was to get about 25 participants for each
workshop representing diverse perspectives, and representative of those with a stake in the design of
the street and neighborhood in which it was located. Workshops were held either on location or at the
closest recreation center to the site.
Pilot Design Workshops were 5-6 hour meetings that included three main activities:
1. A presentation of best practices for street design based on the Street Design Manual and
customized to the particulars of the street. This presentation was developed by reviewing
existing conditions, including crashes and complaints and existing plans.
2. A walking tour of the location with discussion about how best practices could be applied to solve
problems and issues seen on the street.
3. Small group conversations to discuss street improvements and draw them on maps. The
solutions were then reported back to the larger group. All participants then prioritized the
design elements they would most prefer to see implemented.

The response to this workshop format from participants was generally positive. The format has the
potential to appeal to different learning styles by including a presentation, walking tour, drawing activity
and discussion. The results of the Pilot Design Workshops are included in Appendix B.
Flexibility in scheduling was an important consideration from project to project. In some locations, it
made more sense to hold the workshop during the day to facilitate participation of businesses on a
commercial street, or students for a project adjacent to a school. In other cases, it worked better to hold
the meeting over the weekend when more people were off work and automobile traffic volumes were
lower.
The Pilot Design Workshops also tested the “Functional Balance Worksheet,” (Appendix C) which is a
tool adapted from a 2013 training called “Complete Streets Workshop,” presented by MnDOT and the
University of Minnesota Center for Transportation Studies. This worksheet was used at three workshops
and was generally received favorably. The worksheet captures the relative priority for each mode/use
for a given segment. The identification of modes/uses (including pedestrian, transit, bicycle, auto,
freight, parking, and environmental) helps to document the modal priorities of the right-of-way, which
then guides the allocation of right-of-way.
The Saint Paul Riverfront Corporation Design Center has since facilitated several additional street
workshops, and has conducted them over the course of two evenings rather than a single day in order
to facilitate the participation of residents who are only available at night. The Design Center has also
developed a card-sized version of portions of the Manual for use as a tool during design workshops.
One of the most beneficial aspects of the Pilot Design Workshop format is the educational aspect. It
gives participants a chance to get up to speed on best practices, which helps them to know what
questions to ask. This information can then be passed among neighbors. This format also puts lay
persons and experts in a collaborative environment necessitating discussion to develop design solutions.
The main shortcomings of this format are the size limits and time commitment. The workshop format
becomes unwieldy after about 35-40 people in terms of facilitation, material, and meeting spaces. Five
to six hours is also a lot of time to ask, especially of volunteers. The art of implementing this workshop
format is in developing a sense of when it can be most effective. This will only come with practice and
ongoing evaluation.
Pilot East 7th Street Better Block Event
The East 7th Street Better Block was a day-long event where one block was redesigned using temporary
materials. The purpose of the Better Block in the planning process for the Street Design Manual was to
have an event that would be more tangible and interesting than a typical open house, and allow the City
to showcase new bike and pedestrian design elements in an interactive way.
The East 7th Street Better Block redesigned one block of East 7th, from Margaret to Arcade, to showcase
the types of design elements that were included in the Street Design Manual. The City hired Team Better
Block to facilitate this event, and partnered with Dayton’s Bluff District Council to host the event. The
East 7th Street Better Block is summarized in detail in Appendix B.
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Based on the Team Better Block model, several factors go into selecting a successful location for this
type of event, including:
1. form - building edges that define space.
2. pop-ups - leasable/available buildings that present opportunities for temporary business
development.
3. street - potential for multi-modal street infrastructure, available capacity/width, ADT under
20,000.
4. community - proximity to a neighborhood.
5. comfort - trees and shade.
6. partners - interest from local partners, existing organizations.
7. people - existing special events.
East 7th Street especially stood out from the several candidates because of the commercial outreach and
organization that had been put into place by the District Council through their “Make It Happen on East
7th Street” initiative.
The general process and schedule for the Better Block is described in the following Appendix D.
The Better Block process depends on volunteers from the community for success. The volunteers are
organized into several teams:
•
•
•
•

Street Team – About 20 volunteers focus on redesigning the street with Complete Street
principles, including bicycle and pedestrian amenities.
Pop-Up Team – About 20 volunteers work on to filling vacant shops with a flower shop, a coffee
shop, book store, music house, gift shop, etc.
Marketing and Documentation Team – About six volunteers attract people to the Better Block
event and document it.
Wayfinding Team – About four volunteers with graphic capabilities create signage and
wayfinding for the Better Block and the surrounding community.

Due to the fact that there were several pending transit studies focusing on East 7th Street that will
influence the future design, it was determined that the event should focus on highlighting some street
design elements that do not yet exist in Saint Paul. East 7th Street was converted from four lanes of
traffic and two lanes of parking to two lanes of traffic, two lanes of parking, a two-way cycle track, and
wider sidewalks as illustrated in Appendix B. Margaret Street was closed to vehicle traffic to make space
for a market and pop-up park.
The East 7th Better Block attracted approximately 200-300 people over five hours. Before and during the
event performance indicators were measured as illustrated in the table below.
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Commerce

Comfort

Safety

Table 3: Better Block Performance Indicators
Metric

Before

After

Auto Speed

37 mph

25 mph

Pedestrian Buffer

8ft

20 feet

Unsignalized Crossing Distance

60 feet

22 feet

Space allocated for bikes

0 feet

12 feet

Noise

92db

60db

Seats

6

50

Average lingering time

20 seconds

120 seconds

Food sales

N/A

Sold Out

Draw

Local

Regional

An important finding of the East 7th Better Block was the extent to which this type of event highlights
the link between street design and street-level commercial vitality. As we saw at the event, traffic
slowed and quieted down, which complemented all the existing and pop-up businesses, and created a
more pleasurable environment for all the pedestrians. In addition to Complete Streets policies, this is
another lens through which to view street design (beyond looking at just traffic).
It was also timely to be able to demonstrate the cycle track at the E. 7th Better Block. This had not been
demonstrated before in Saint Paul; the event allowed many people to see how it looks and feels firsthand. A variation of the cycle track design has since been recommended in the draft Saint Paul Bicycle
Plan for the downtown Bike Loop.
Street Design Process Changes
Through the effort of the Pilot Design Workshops and East 7th Street Better Block, the following two
changes were recommended for the City’s street design process:
1. An additional preliminary interdepartmental meeting should be added to coordinate the scope
of the project. This new step allows departments to exchange information, which can then be
provided to the community as parameters of the design process.
2. A form that documents the design process and outlines how a project meets Complete Streets
policies should be completed as part of street design projects. This “Complete Streets Checklist”
should supplement or replace staff reports to the Transportation Committee for street projects.
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Several other communities and agencies have adopted complete streets checklists, including
MnDOT.
These recommendations have been incorporated into the draft Complete Streets Action Plan.
COMPLETE STREETS ACTION PLAN
The Complete Streets Action Plan outlines the next steps for implementation of Complete Streets
policies, after adoption of the Street Design Manual. The Action Plan identifies next steps to implement
Complete Streets-related goals identified in the Comprehensive Plan, specifically:
1. The City and community should explore traffic problems and options together, resulting

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

in recommendations that will be the most likely to achieve the neighborhood’s
objectives.
Provide safe citywide connections to schools, libraries, parks, and recreation centers,
with improved crossings and comfortable pedestrian environments at high demand
destinations.
Design should be sensitive to the context and community in which it is located.
Performance standards should be established with measurable outcomes.
Support transit-oriented design through zoning and design guidelines. Compact, streetoriented design should be emphasized to promote walkability and transit use, especially
in commercial corridors. Standards for building placement and design based primarily
on the needs of the pedestrian should be enforced and expanded.
Develop a strategy for investing in a broad range of infrastructure projects, including,
but not limited to, street and traffic improvements to support the growth of existing
employment, services, parks, and schools.
Collaborate with non-profit, volunteer, and business organizations to coordinate bicycle
counts at sample intersections and on selected routes. Regular counts will help the City
better understand trends in bicycling citywide and prioritize improvements and
maintenance.
Increase pedestrian, bicycle, and motorist safety through effective law enforcement,
detailed crash analysis, and engineering improvements to reduce the risk of crashes
Connect neighborhoods that have poor sidewalks or little access to trails and bike
routes, especially east and north of Downtown.
Define parkway character, features, and amenities; clarify parkway designations; and
assign improvement responsibilities and resources.

Action items were identified during the process of developing the Street Design Manual. See the report
attachments for the full Action Plan draft.
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN CONFORMANCE
The four guiding strategies of the Transportation Chapter all support complete streets. The four
strategies are:
• Provide a safe and well-maintained system
• Enhance balance and choice
• Support active lifestyles and a healthy environment
• Enhance and connect neighborhoods
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Under “Provide a safe and well-maintained system” are the following policies:
1.1 Complete the streets.
1.2 Examine alternatives to enhance safety through right-of-way design, including narrowing or
removing lanes on roads.
1.3 Evaluate existing crosswalk striping, design, and pedestrian-scale lighting standards.
1.4 Implement reconstruction projects for improved safety.
1.6 Design for improved accommodation of pedestrians and bicycles on bridges.
1.8 Support the completion of Residential Street Vitality Program (RSVP), an ongoing program to
reconstruct and improve the appearance, function, and safety of Saint Paul streets.
1.9 Complete a bikeways safety audit to evaluate design, function, and connectivity of existing
facilities.
1.12 Partner with schools, nonprofits, other government agencies, and businesses to educate
people about bicycling and walking.
1.13 Establish freight corridors to enable the prompt delivery and transfer of cargo and to
reduce noise and air pollution in adjoining neighborhoods.
1.14 Increase pedestrian, bicycle, and motorist safety through effective law enforcement,
detailed crash analysis, and engineering improvements to reduce the risk of crashes.
Under the “Enhance balance and choice” strategy are the following policies:
2.1 Create true transportation choices for residents, workers, and visitors in every part of the
city.
2.11 Create more seamless connections between pedestrians, bicycles, transit, and automobiles.
Under “Support active lifestyles and a healthy environment” are:
3.1 Support cooperative efforts in streetscape design, landscaping, pedestrian-scale lighting, and
other amenities for people.
3.2 Formalize citywide standards and above-standard options for pedestrian oriented
streetscapes.
3.3 Strengthen pedestrian pathways between housing, transit, and neighborhood services.
3.4 Develop and maintain a complete and connected bikeway system.
3.6 Fill gaps in the bikeway system.
3.7 Create a comprehensive system of bicycle network and pedestrian path signage and wayfinding.
3.8 Promote “bicycle boulevards” as a new type of bikeway.
3.12 Support the work of planning initiatives that promote public health and physical activity,
such as Active Living Ramsey County and Design for Health.
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Under “Enhance and connect neighborhoods” are the following complete streets-related policies:
4.4 Coordinate with surrounding communities and jurisdictions to enhance regional bicycle and
pedestrian networks, recognizing the importance of Saint Paul in regional and statewide
connectivity.
4.7 Connect neighborhoods that have poor sidewalks or little access to trails and bike routes,
especially east and north of Downtown.
4.8 When redevelopment opportunities become available, reinstate the traditional street grid
pattern to increase neighborhood connectivity.
4.11 To create livable neighborhoods and compact commercial areas, promote and fund traffic
calming measures.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Transportation Committee recommend that the Planning Commission
release the draft Street Design Manual and Complete Streets Action Plan for public review and schedule
a public hearing for May 13, 2016.
Appendices:
A. Mapping Methodologies
B. Pilot Project Summaries
C. Functional Balance Exercise
D. Better Block Process
Attachments:
1. Draft Street Design Manual
2. Draft Complete Streets Action Plan
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Appendix A: Mapping Methodologies
Safety Analysis Map
The summary below identifies the weighted methodology for the overlay analysis.
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
Class Ranges (AADT) Reclassified Value
< 2501

5

2501 - 5000

4

5001 - 10000

3

10001 - 15000

2

> 15000

1

Speed Limit

Collisions with Bikes/Pedestrians
Class Ranges (density) Reclassified Value
Low

5
4

Medium

3
2

High

1

Pavement Condition Index (PCI)
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Class Ranges

Reclassified Value

< 25
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4
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3
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3
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1
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Road Width
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3
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2
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1
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(missing sidewalks)
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5

Either side

2

Both sides

1

Bus Routes & Signalized Intersections
Class Ranges (miles)

Reclassified Value

< 0.25

5
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3

> 0.5

1

Multimodal Service Analysis Map
The summary blow identifies the weighted methodology for the overlay analysis.
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5
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5
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Appendix B: Pilot Project Summaries

Appendix B: Lynnhurst Pilot Workshop, January 31, 2013
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Issues
Issues identified by participants included:
•

High demand for on-street parking

•

Allowing for service vehicle circulation

•

Poor lighting

•

Poor condition of sidewalks

•

Lack of ADA ramps at corners

•

Difficulty knowing where to cross at corners

•

Perceived lack of safety at night

Goals (number of people who shared goal)

•

LYNNHURST

Spot replacement of heaved/broken sidewalk
panels and curb ramps

FERONIA

Background and Objective

With the new Episcopal Homes development and the opening
of Green Line LRT on University Avenue, the Iris Park area
will have an influx of senior pedestrians in the coming years.
The City of Saint Paul was awarded a $109,000 Metropolitan
Council Livable Communities Demonstration Account (LCDA)
grant for the Episcopal Homes project to improve pedestrian
connections to and around Iris Park. The workshop January
31 at Episcopal Homes was intended to identify priorities for
these funds and test a new format of design workshop.
Saint Paul Street Design Manual

•

To Fairview Station/University (x5)

•

To neighborhood (x2)

•

To Episcopal Homes

•

Multimodal access (x3)

•

Walkability (x3)

•

Sustainability

IRIS

LEGEND
Light standard refurbished with LED

Connectivity (x8)

•

Ongoing maintenance

•

Stormwater

•

Green infrastructure

•

Character of park (x2)

•

Allow service truck circulation (x2)

•

Rerouting and increased traffic (x2)

•

Design for all stakeholders (current and future)

•

Wide corners

•

Public art

•

Improved lighting

•

Explore one-way versus two-way

•

Biking to Fairview Station

•

Parking after Green Line is operational

Improvements Ranked
Tallies Improvement
ALL
Replicate Porkey’s Checkers at intersection of E.
Lynnhurst and University
18
Square corners at Iris Place / E. Lynnhurst
18
Square corners at Iris Place / W. Lynnhurst
15
Square corners at Oakley / W. Lynnhurst
13
Enhanced crosswalks and “gateway” at University
/ Lynnhurst intersections
12
Convert W. Lynnhurst one-way southbound;
convert E. Lynnhurst one-way northbound
11
Install mid-block crossing on E. Lynnhurst for
improved park access from Episcopal Homes
10
Increase lighting at intersections
10
Improve sidewalks including ramps at
crosswalks
9
Define intersections and on-street parking with
bump outs
5
Install stormwater feature in island at W.
Lynnhurst and Iris Place (Park property)
3
Create speed tables outside the Episcopal Homes
entry at E. Lynnhurst
2
Widen Iris Place
0
Create a speed table on West Lynnhurst
Improvements in bold are recommended to be funded with
grant.

Participants

Michelle Beaulieu, PED
Lindsay Becker, Episcopal
Homes
Sam Carlson, Riverfront
Corporation
Laura Eash, Green Corps
Anne Gardner, Parks
Joni Giese, SRF
Mary Gotz, Episcopal Homes
Tim Griffin, Riverfront
Corporation
Jonathan Grothe, TWP
Dan Haak, PW
Brandon Henry, Red House
Records
Anton Jerve, PED
Jim Johnson
Anne Kamiri, Episcopal Homes
Sarah Kidwell, Union Park
Josh Kinney, Riverfront
Corporation

Peter Lagerwey, Toole Design
Eriks Ludins, PW
Mike McGarvey, SRF
Karin Misiewicz, Parks
Julie Niewald
Diane Nordquist, PED
Greg Reese, Parks Forestry
Ellen Stewart, Parks
Deborah Veit, Episcopal
Homes
Benita Warns, Mr. Michael
Recycles Bicycles
Sarah West, Public Art St. Paul
Anne White, Union Park
Foster Willey

Next Steps
1. Balance feedback collected after the workshop regarding
night time safety, focusing on pedestrians, and parking
issues with recommendations from the workshop.
2. Coordinate street construction with Episcopal Homes
construction and Iris Park improvements.
3. Finalize street improvements to be constructed in 2015.
4. Use workshop to help guide development of Street Design
Manual.

Public Art Opportunities

Workshop participants expressed interest in memorializing
the former Porky’s restaurant through public art in some
form. Although the grant does not include funds for public art,
the group thought it was important enough to document for
future projects.
Workshop participants demonstating the curb line at Lynnhurst / Oakley if it were modified with a bump out.
Pilot Project Workshops
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Appendix B: Jackson Elementary Pilot Workshop, June 3, 2013
LAFOND

ARUNDEL

VIRGINIA

LAFOND

Needs

General Design Principles

•

Well-marked crosswalks

1. Bump-outs at intersections on designated school crossings.

•

Sidewalk connections to all entrances

•

Bike racks

2. Higher visibility crosswalks at higher volume intersections
adjacent to school.

•

Bump-outs on collectors

•

Well-maintained sidewalks

•

ADA pedestrian ramps

•

Adequate street lighting

Public Art
THOMAS

Background and Objective
CHARLES

Jackson Prep was transitioning from a magnet school to
neighborhood school and had contacted Public Works to
review signing for the upcoming year. Being able to walk safely
to the school was called out as a policy in the Western Station
Area Plan. Public Works and Planning staff met with the School
staff, Police, and School District Transportation staff to evaluate
the school in a holistic way that could be replicated at other
elementary schools.
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VIRGINIA

WESTERN

EDMUND

Issues

•

Improve safety during walk to school (x3)

•

Improve walkability of neighborhood overall

•

Improve route planning

•

Coordinate school bus/parent loading zones

•

Questions
•

How do kids get to school

•

How do kids view their walk to school

•

What is dangerous about walk to school

•

What school patrols can do to improve safety

•

What can be done to enhance community identity and
aesthetics

•

Gardening

•

LRT

•

Music (blues)

•

Charles Bikeway (community driven)

•

Farmers market

•

Celebrate veterans

•

Frogs/wetlands

3. Standard intersection markings at low volume streets
adjacent to school.
4. Provide walkway from sidewalk to staff entrance.
5. Locate parent drop-off zone away from bus boarding zone
and intersections.
6. Paved boulevards at drop-off/pick-up locations.
7. Consistent buffer between sidewalk and roadway.
8. Signs at preferred crossings. Explore using public art to
create or enhance a wayfinding system beyond the school
block.
9. Locate ample bike parking in convenient secure location
away from sidewalk.

Next Steps

1. Develop an official Safe Routes to School program with
PW and SPPS participation that will include, planning,
implementation, education and enforcement.
2. Test applicability of “General Design Principles” at other
schools.

Participants

Michelle Beaulieu, SPPED
Joni Giese, SRF
Tim Griffin, Design Center
Craig Guidry, Jackson Prep
Anton Jerve, SPPED
Charles Ly, SPPD
Andrew Martinez, Jackson
Prep

Mike McGarvey, SRF
Koury Michlitsch, SPPS
Kate Ryan, Jackson Prep
Elizabeth Stiffler, SPPW
Foster Willey

Pilot Project Workshops
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SUMMIT
Appendix B: Grand Avenue Pilot Workshop, June 4, 2013

AYD MILL RD TO GRAND AVE

SUMMIT

Improvement Priorities
Location
Hamline Ave.

Syndicate Ave.

GRAND

Votes
3
2
2
2
8
3
2

O
ET

LL

D
AY

I
AYD M

AV

SYNDICATE

G RA N D

Ayd Mill Rd.

2
2
7

ILL
M
RD

LINCOLN

LINCOLN

5
3

Public Art

Grand Avenue is a street with high pedestrian traffic where
people often cross the street to access businesses, transit,
and parking. The section between Lexington and Hamline
has been the site of several crashes involving pedestians and
is unique because it includes
the intersection with Ayd Mill
GOODRICH
and lacks the dual lantern street lights found elsewhere on
Grand. The Grand Avenue Business Association, MacalesterGroveland Community Council and Summit Hill Association
jointly submitted a City of Saint Paul Capital Improvement
Budget (CIB) proposal focusing on pedestrian safety and traffic
calming after a pedestrian was hit and killed at Grand and
Hamline in the fall of 2012. In their application, they described
that:

•

Solutions to pedestrian and bike safety issues (x4)

•

•

Limit impact to businesses by accommodating access (x3)

•

Converted homes

•

Improve pedestrian crossings

•

Locally owned

•

Multimodal street design

•

Generations of shop owners

•

Thriving business corridor

•

Street cars

•

Parking issues

•

Walking/Strolling/Promenade

•

Introduce public art & community identity

•

“Grand” place

•

Traffic calming off of Ayd Mill

•

Regional destinations

•

Wayfinding for visitors

•

Colleges

•

Accessibility improvements

•

City in miniature

Provide guidance for future projects

•

Gateway to downtown

•

Vistas

•

Higher density of activity

HAMLINE

Issues

LL

The project focuses on traffic calming and pedestrian
•
safety on Grand Avenue between Lexington Avenue and
Hamline Avenue. This is a heavily trafficked area, used by
pedestrians, cyclists and motorists accessing businesses
and residences. Due to recent pedestrian accidents and
fatalities, we are requesting CIB funding to calm traffic and 1.
bring more visibility to pedestrians.
2.
This workshop focused on refining and prioritizing
improvements to the street based on the issues and solutions
3.
identified in the CIB application.

I
AYD M

Background and Objective

Next Steps
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Re-submit for next round of CIB funding.
Identify improvements that can be done sooner and which
may be part of a long-term implementation plan.
Identify other funding sources for street improments.

Tradition

GOODR ICH

Griggs Ave.

7

Griggs to
Dunlap
Dunlap Ave.

5

Lexington
Pkwy
General

2

Participants

4

3

Improvement
Improve lighting
Bump-outs
Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI)
Hamline pedestrian improvements
Bump-outs
Lighting
Reduce/close driveways near
Kowalski’s
Add crosswalk and sign
Artist-designed bike racks
Retrofit Ayd Mill ramps to be
more “urban” by tightening radii,
narrowing lanes, carrying sidewalk
across, and add “Welcome to MacGroveland” gateway sign.
Speed limit sign
Narrow bridge travel lanes and add
signage/paint
Crosswalk at Griggs (Accommodate
Trail)
Mid-block crosswalk and/or median
refuge
Bump-outs with signage and/or
lights
Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI)
Visitor wayfinding, banners, visitor
info

Monica Beeman, SPPW
Jenna Bowman, GABA
Reuben Collins, SPPW
Laura Eash, SPPW
Tim Griffin, Design Center
Dan Haak, SPPW
Anton Jerve, SPPED
Josh Kinney, Design Center

Mike Oase, Kowalski’s
Nathon Park, US Bank
Dave Pasiuk, MGCC
Joan Pasiuk, BWTC/TLC
Callie Recknagel, MGCC
Erik Riesenberg, MGCC
Jeff Roy, SHA
Foster Willey
Pilot Project Workshops
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HIGHLAND

HIGHLAND

HOWELL

Appendix B: Ford Parkway Pilot Workshop, August 13 2013
Prioritizing Improvements

PINEHURST

Votes Improvement
23 Bump-outs at Howell, Davern, and Macalester
23 High visibility crosswalks at Howell, Davern and
Macalester
13 Bike lane off Ford Parkway, on a parallel route
11 Planted median islands
11 Reduce radii on corners at Fairview
11 Relocate BRT station and travel lane around BRT
11 Widen sidewalk
6
Far side bus stop at Howell (and others if they exist)
3
Bike lanes on Ford Parkway
1
Bump-outs on Fairview (not on Ford Pkwy)

FAIRVIEW

FORD

HILLCREST

HOWELL

Ford Parkway was scheduled for reconstruction in 2015 from
Snelling Ave to Howell Ave. The street is a County road as
well as a parkway which makes the design process more
complicated due to the multiple agencies involved in the
design. The goal of the workshop was to assist County staff as
they initiate their design process.

Desired Outcomes

•

Multi-modal street (x2)

•

Pedestrian safety (x2)

•

Efficient travel for all modes (x2)

•

Accessibility for kids and disabled pedestrians

•

Identify win-win design solutions

•

Connect to Ford site

•

Connect to transit

•

Connect to park

•

Traffic calming

Prioritizing Modes

BOHLAND

Attendees prioritized different modes for Ford Parkway. For
each user group or roadway quality, attendees chose either
High, Medium, or Low importance. The chart above shows
the results of this exercise. Pedestrians and auto traffic were
judged to be most important, with most other uses receiving
Medium votes.
MACALESTER

Background and Objective

BEECHWOOD

Next Steps
1. Provide draft workshop summary to Ramsey County Public
Works.
2. Ramsey County will initiate and complete design process in
2014.

Ford Parkway Design Workshop 8/13/13
Functional Balance: Exercise Results

9

High

1

7

2

4

6

4

10

9

13

4

7

3

2

2

5

1

Freight

Parking

1

SAUNDERS

Medium

8

6

9

10

3

9

7

6

2

Low

3. Street reconstruction in 2015.

1

Pedestrian Transit
4

Notes:

Bicycle

Auto

Participants

Tia Anderson, HDC
Kathy Carruth, HDC
Heather Cole, Smart Trips
Reuben Collins, SPPW
Charles Decker, HDC
Peter Demuth, Metro Transit
Brian Fewell, Design Center
Nick Fischer, Ramsey Co.
Anne Gardner, SPPR
Barb Gibson, HDC
Joni Giese, SRF
Dan Haak, SPPW
Fay Hassie, HDC

Brian Haus, HDC
Anton Jerve, SPPED
Zach Jorgensen, SP Forestry
Erin Laberee, Ramsey Co.
Eriks Ludins, SPPW
Mike McGarvey, SRF
Mike Richardson, SPPED
Katie Roth, Metro Transit
Ellen Stewart, SPPR
Clarice Swisher, HDC
Gary Thompson, HDC

Enviro.

Indicates number of respondents

Sidewalks on
both sides

Saint Paul Street Design Manual

6

**Description of ranking exercise. Improvements in bold
are called out on the preceding page.

Ford Pkwy
No existing
Arterial BRT in bikeways
development
Any in forthSchool crossing
at Davern
Served by bus coming bike
routes 84, 144 plan?

2008 ADT
Currently a
W of Fairview Double Bottom
13,175
Truck Route
E of Fairview
10,525
2030 ADT (Proj.)
W of Fairview
Bike lane and
16,000
striped shoulder E of Fairview
12,775
on Fairview

On-street
Currently a
parking on most Class C Parkway
of Ford Pkwy
Within Capitol
Several day care Region Wtrshd
facilities; Pick- District
up & Drop-off
areas required

This form adapted from the Complete Streets Workshop, presented by Mn/DOT and the University of Minnesota Center for Transportation Studies

Pilot Project Workshops
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Appendix B: Cretin Avenue Pilot Workshop, August 22, 2013
INT
ER

EB

94

I

ON
Y

BEVERLY

TO

CR

ET
IN

AVE

STA
TE

INT
ER
N
CRETIN A
VE N TO
E

94

STA
TE

94

B I94

SAIN
T

TEM
P

AN N
A

R BO

ANT

HO N
Y

ThisGpilot workshop location was selected due to the difficult
IL
RT and from bus stops along the west side of Cretin
accessBEto
WB
Avenue.
The difficulty is due to the number of lanes (four)
I94
TO higher speeds (35 mph, posted) and lack of sidewalks on
VA
ND
the
AL the western side of the street. This is not a common
IA
ST
typology
in Saint Pail, but wherever it occurs, it can be unsafe,
detract from the experience of riding transit, and lengthen
the walking distance for those unwilling or unable to cross at
the unsignalized intersections. There is no funding or project
previously identified for this location.

Issues Identified
FIN
N

NT
H

Background and Objective

LE

R

ROBLYN

CRETIN

SA
IN
TA

IGLEHART

Crossing challenges along Cretin (x3)

•

Pedestrian safety (x3)

•

Slowdown/minimize cut-through traffic (x2)

•

Bike safety (x2)

•

Access to Green Line (x2)

•

Vehicle speed concerns

•

Potholes/pavement quality

•

Bus accessibility

•

Bring public into design

•

Bike connectivity and accessibility

•

Integration of complete streets

•

Lack of sidewalk (west side of Cretin)

Form

Transportation

•

Murals

•

LRT Stations

•

Graffiti Art

•

Oxcarts

•

Paint the pavement

Neighborhood History

•

Utility Box painting/
wrapping

•

“Pill Hill”

•

“Shadow Falls”

•

Higher education
connection

•

Sculpture (Snoopy)

Nature Influence
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High

10

10

1

5

Medium

3

3

6

8

Low

6

4

Bicycle

Auto

7

4

3

10

13

2

Freight

Parking

Enviro.

Indicates number of respondents

Attendees at this Pilot Workshop were asked to choose the
Currently side- Bus routes:
Not a bike route ADT: 27,000
Not a Truck
No existing
level ofwalk
importance
Cretin Avenue.
For
on one
134 & 63 of different uses forRoute
parking
side of street
Notes: user group
Enhancement
each
or
roadway
quality,
attendees
chose
either
planned
High, Medium, or Low importance. The chart above shows the
results of this exercise. Pedestrians and transit were judged
to be most important, with parking and freight voted least
important.

This form adapted from the Complete Streets Workshop, presented by Mn/DOT and the University of Minnesota Center for Transportation Studies

•

Stormwater (Maplewood
Mall)

•

Flowers and Trees

•

Hanging baskets

•

Mississippi River

Tallies Improvement
12
Multi-use trail along west side of Cretin
11
Tighten corner radius at I-94 ramp to southbound
Cretin and relocate bus stop from off-ramp to Cretin
11
Remove Temple bus stop and enhance bus stops at
Carroll and Ann Arbor with high visibility crosswalk,
flasher and/or median island refuge
8
Reduce speed to 30 mph
6
Relocate sidewalk on east side of Cretin between
Temple and I-94 and reconfigure pork chop at I-94
ramp for new NB bus stop
6
Add sidewalk on Beverly to complete circuit around
Town and County
3
One southbound bus stop at Roblyn with place
pedestrian flasher and crosswalks and pedestrian
crossing signage at Temple and Carroll
3
Add community gateway at north end of Cretin
2
Bike path connection from Beverly to Cretin
2
Trail connection on east side of cretin to St. Anthony
2
Consistent street trees along corridor
1
New geometry for I-94 eastbound off-ramp
1
Improve sight lines at southern off-ramp intersection
and add signage to watch for pedestrians at I-94
1
Enhanced signage to indicate left turn to St Anthony
1
Striped wide median down center of Cretin
**Description of ranking exercise. Improvements in bold are
called out on the preceding page.

Public Art Themes

CARROLL

MARSHALL

Functional Balance: Exercise Results

Pedestrian Transit

•

Improvements Ranked

Cretin Avenue Design Workshop 8/22/13

Functional Balance Exercise

Participants

Next Steps

1. Identify sources and opportunities for implementation.
2. Work with public agencies and neighborhood
organizations to imeplement improvements.
3. Explore demonstration project to test improvements.

Michelle Beaulieu, SPPED
Monica Beeman, SPPW
Kyle DuKart, Union Park DC
Tim Faust, Union Park DC
Joni Giese SRF
Tim Griffin, Saint Paul
Riverfront Corp.
Dan Haak, SPPW
Anton Jerve, SPPED
Josh Kinney, Saint Paul
Riverfront Corp.
Mike McGarvey, SRF

Michael Mechtenberg,
MetroTransit
Drew Ross, Desnoyer Park
Brenda Ryan
Anna Springfield, St. Paul
Smart-Trips
Scott Thompson, Metro
Transit
Jessica Treat, St. Paul SmartTrips
Anne White, Union Park DC
Pilot Project Workshops
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Appendix B: East 7th Street “Better Block” Event June 8, 2013
Background and Objective

A “Better Block” event was held on June 8, 2013 on East 7th
Street between Margaret and Arcade Streets. The purpose of
the event was to showcase what can be done in the street, by
temporarily transforming the existing block into a “Complete
Street” with walkable and bikeable amenities and pop-up
businesses. The event illustrated the Street Design Manual’s
design guidelines in a way that the community could participate
in and experience.
More than a dozen locations were evaluated for the Better
Block event using the criteria listed below under “Site
Selection Process.” East 7th was selected because it provided
an opportunity to build on the existing initiatives in Dayton’s
Bluff and the event’s principles and format could be adopted
for other parts of the City as well. This Appendix lays out the
components of Better Block event planning in a way that can
be used by other communities to plan their own, similar event.

Team Organization

A Better Block event is most successful when a wide group of
stakeholders and community members work together. The East
7th Street Better Block was organized jointly by Team Better
Block and Dayton’s Bluff Community Council and supported
over fourty volunteers and City staff. Organizing the volunteers
is crucial to getting the various tasks completed in an efficient
and timely manner. The descriptions below can help recruit the
right volunteers for the right jobs.

Pop-Up Shops

Metric
Safety
Auto speed
Buffer from moving vehicle
Crossing distance
Comfort
Noise (decibel level)
Outdoor seats (number)
Lingering time (Average)
Interest level
Food sales
Population

Existing Cross Section

Event Cross Section

Pop-Up Team: Always wanted to start that small business or
have a friend or family member that talks about the flower
shop they always wanted to own? This is the time to try it out!
We will have a crowd of folks wanting to see the better block
and they will bring a wallet. We find access to vacant shops
and we want to fill them with: Flower shop, coffee shop, book
store, music house, gift shop, you name it! Bring in food trucks
to buffer parking lots. Bring your ideas.
Total people needed: 20

Interpretive Sign
Site Selection Process

Provide a description of:
• Immediate area
• Sense of safety
• Potential for interest (Ages 8-80)
• Unique qualities
Rate the following from 1 (low) to 4 (high):
• Form: Building edges that define space.
• Pop-up: Leasable/Available buildings which present
opportunities for temporary business development.
• Street: Potential for multi-modal street infrastructure,
available capacity (ADT under 20,000).
• Community: Proximity to a neighborhood.
• Comfort: Trees and shade.
• Partners: Interest from local partners, existing
organizations.
• People: Existing special events.
Total points = Overall rating
Saint Paul Street Design Manual

Street Team: Focus on redesigning the street with complete
street principles including bicycle and pedestrian amenities. It
helps to know how to talk to engineers. Volunteers needed:
• 10 Streetscapers. The ability to lift 50 pounds is a must
for street re-invention. You will get a hands-on education
in street improvements from collecting, mobilizing to
installing cross walks, lighting, planters and café furniture.
You will learn how their placement influences placemaking
and effects business.
• 5 Landscapers. Connections to landscapers and others
with plants helps. We borrow and we borrow well. We will
need to acquire plants from local nurseries to use for the
day, place them and keep them alive!
• 4 Number crunchers. Nothing is worth doing unless you
measure it! Speed study, pedestrian and bicycle counts
and other livability indicators will be tracked before and
during the Better Block.
• 1 Designer. Needs the ability to work with CADD and/or
Photoshop.
Total people needed: 20

Performance Measures
Before

During

37 MPH
8 feet
60 feet

25 MPH
20 feet
22 feet

92 db
6
20 seconds

60 db
50
120 seconds

N/A
Local

Sold Out
Regional

Marketing and Documentation: We need to get people to the
better block to show them what a revitalized main street is
and we need to document the event well to spread the news
later. Team idntifies metrics to measure before and during the
event (as shown for the East 7th Street Better Block, above).
Volunteer needs include:
• 1 Outreach manager
• 2 Photographers and videographers
• 1 Web manager
• 1 Copy editor
• 1 Reporter/writer
Total people needed: 6

Signage and Wayfiding: What am I looking at and where
do I go? We need folks that have graphic capabilities to
create signage and wayfinding for the better block and the
surrounding community. The East 7th Street Better Block
included pages from the draft Street Design Manual describing
chages to the street. This team is responsible for graphics,
production and installation.
Total people needed: 4
Pilot Project Workshops
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Appendix B: East 7th Street “Better Block” Event June 8, 2013
Event Poster

D. Transit Cafe

Better Block Plan

D
B
E. Plaza
A

A. Enhanced Ped Crossing

Saint Paul Street Design Manual

B. Cycle-track

E

C

C. Market

F

F. Activities

Pilot Project Workshops
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Appendix B: East 7th Street “Better Block” Event June 8, 2013
Making the Better Block

A Better Block event requires materials to mold the street
into a new configuration. Ideally, these materials would be
borrowed or obtained through donations to keep the costs of
the event down. Some of the elements that make a successful
Better Bock are listed below. Communities should find a space
to safely and securely store these materials as needed, as well
as an open, well-ventilated space to make the benches and
bike racks for the event.

Materials Starter List
•

6-15 trees

•

40-60 shrubs

•

2 large planters

•

35 small planters

•

40 café chairs

•

10 café tables

•

6 info podiums

•

50 pallets to make benches and bike racks

•

3-5 paint gallons

•

12 sixty yard duct tape rolls

•

2,000 feet straw wattles for temporary curbs

•

100-200 posters

Tools Starter List
•

15 saws

•

4 ladders

•

5 drills

•

10 power screwdrivers

•

15 hammers

•

30 paint brushes

•

10 paint rollers

•

200 nails

•

40 four inch bolts

•

200 screws

Saint Paul Street Design Manual

Better Block Checklist

Organize a core group of volunteers into teams (see
descriptions of each team on page F-i):
• Street Team
• Outreach, Marketing and Doumentation
• Pop-up Retail
• Signage and Wayfinding

Meet with Public Works Traffic Division to discuss event
and discuss parameters for the event. It is good to
identify any safety concerns and refine design ideas with
City staff.
Set a date and make a poster. Organize the Better Block
in coordination with an existing event, like an art crawl
or food festival. Publicize the Better Block at least three
months in advance. Expect to have about 10% of the
project “figured out” at this point. Have faith that the
project will develop smoothly.
Shoot a video of the existing conditions in the area and
splice it together with images of what you would like
to see happen, such as a plaza, a bike lane and active
businesses. Use this to get traction and excitement for
the project.
Set up an online sign-up form to organize volunteers.
Host weekly gatherings to begin to plan the Better Block.
Host a community walk of the area on a Saturday
morning. Invite the community, business owners,
property owners, the press, City staff and local leaders
to have a look at the block. Use the Better Block Survey
to capture people’s impressions. Highlight what is good
about the area and then talk about what is holding it
back. Ask what this neighborhood needs to be complete.
Organize the community input into a strengths and
weaknesses document. Host a design workshop with a
local urban planner or designer to discuss light, quick
and cheap methods of improving the block. Be sure to
invite property owners and request access to vacant
buildings at this time. It is a great way for them to show
off their property and get a free tidying up from the
Better Block volunteers!

Apply for a special event permit (Type B) from the City.
Typically these applications need 30 to 60 days for
review. You will likely need to provide a traffic control
plan, special event insurance, porta-potties, police
officers and sanitation. These are typical for any event.
Partnering with an existing event will relieve some of
this burden.

Thank You Poem

“Borrow, build and buy only if you have to” is the mantra
for getting the Better Block done. Have volunteers begin
asking friends and contacts for access to landscaping,
chairs and tables, building materials and whatever
needs your team identifies. People are often glad to
loan something if only for a weekend. Make a sponsor
page on your web site and solicit donations and in-kind
assistance for pulling off the Better Block. Typically,
you will need a minimum of $1,000-$2,000 to cover
special event permit requirements, basic services, and
incidential materials.
Host a build day a week or two prior to the event. Gain
access to vacant buildings and have the pop up teams
work on setting them up, build tables and chairs and
clean-up the Better Block area.
Post pictures from the pre-build to your website and
share with the media. Invite policymakers and city staff
to the Better Block. Make sure insurance and other
requirements have been acquired.
Assign volunteers to document the Better Block while
it is in progress with video and pictures. Upload them
to social media during the event. Use the Performance
Measures to document the impacts. Thank sponsors
during and after!
Coordinate a meeting with volunteers and City leaders
after the Better Block to discuss ways to make the
changes permanent. Make plans for more Better Blocks
and lend support to pop-up businesses to become
permanent.

Next Steps
•

Incorporate an improved East 7th crossing and pedestrian
improvements to Margaret Street as part of the Margaret
Bikeway project.

•

Identify where cycle tracks may be be appropriate
elsewhere in the city.

•

Permitting has become more complicated given the State
jurisdiction over food permits. Develop info decribing
the permitting process for future Better Block events.
Additionally, the Open Streets concept, where the street is
closed to auto traffic is another option for a street-focused
community building event.

•

Use the Better Block process to help design a street.
Pilot Project Workshops
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Appendix C: Functional Balance Exercise

C-i

High

Medium

Low

Pedestrian

Transit

Bicycle

Auto

Freight

Parking

Enviro.

Notes:

Example Use Spectrum:

High

Pedestrian
Mall

LRT

Greenway

Freeway

Industrial
District

Mainstreet

Scenic Byway

Medium

Residential
Street

Bus Route

Local Bike Trail

Minor Arterial

Commercial
Center

Residential
Road

Parkway

Low

Freeway

No Transit

Rural Hwy

Pedestrian
Plaza

Local Road

Rural Hwy

Industrial
Center

Pedestrian

Transit

Bicycle

Auto

Freight

Parking

Enviro.

This form adapted from the Complete Streets Workshop, presented by Mn/DOT and the University of Minnesota Center for Transportation Studies

Appendix D: Better Block Process
TIME
6

EVENT
Meet with Better
Block organizers

OBJECTIVES
Select block location

MONTHS
4

Meet with City
and partner
MONTHS organization

Set event date
Identify permits
needed
Recruit volunteers
Create promotion
materials

3

Meet with
property and
MONTHS business owners
Host community
meeting and walk
2

Meet with
permitting
MONTHS agencies
6

Hold planning
session

WEEKS

1

Develop ideas for
block
Capture peoples’
impressions of block
Identify needs and
opportunities

WEEK

Organize volunteers

Host a design workshop with a local urban planner or designer and property owners
to discuss lighter, quicker and cheaper methods of improving the block
Request access to vacant buildings
Create list of supplies needed
Finalize volunteer teams
Finalize food and drink vendor list and locations
Have volunteers begin asking friends and contacts for access to landscaping, chairs
and tables, other building materials
Make a sponsor page on your web site and solicit donations and in-kind assistance
(typically, minimum costs are $1,000-$2,000 for permits and services)

Build furniture
Stage event spaces

BLOCK

D-i

Gain access to vacant buildings and have the pop up teams work on setting them up
Post pictures from the pre-build to your web-site and share with the media
Invite policymakers and City staff to the Better Block
Confirm insurance, traffic control, and other requirements are in place
Train flaggers for traffic control safety (if needed)
Finalize and stage materials for set-up
Clean-up the Better Block area

Set-up the event

Prepare for event

Complete any changes to street first then focus on staging on private property
Assign volunteers to document the Better Block while it is in progress
Upload video and photos to social media

Better Block

Document metrics

Collect performance measures to document impacts
Thank sponsors and volunteers during and after

HOURS
BETTER

Invite the community, business owners, property owners, City staff and leaders for a
site tour
Discuss and document what is good about the neighborhood, what is holding it back,
and what it needs to be complete
Organize the community input into a strengths and weaknesses document
Identify volunteer team leaders
Complete special event permit (typically, requires 30 to 60 day review period)
Identify supplemental requirements such as traffic control plan, special event
insurance, food permits, police officers, sanitation, etc.

Paint murals and
assemble public art

6

Make and publicize event poster at least three months in advance
Identify an existing event, like an art crawl or food festival, to share with Better Block
Begin hosting weekly planning gatherings (typically, about 10% of the project is
“figured out” at this point)
Collect images of existing conditions and pair with images of what you would like to
see
Set-up an online sign-up form to gather volunteers
Sketch a few street design alternatives and begin to vet with organizers and city staff

Submit permit
applications

Borrow, build and buy
(but only if you must)

Hold build
sessions

ACTIVITIES
Develop goals for event
Evaluate potential sites based on Better Block criteria and select preferred location
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Introduction

Introduction
Our streets define our city. From Snelling Avenue to
Maiden Lane, they dependably offer safe passage to
hundreds of thousands of drivers, riders, pedestrians
and bicyclists living out their daily lives. They bring
employees to work and customers to businesses and
allow the delivery of goods and services essential to a
thriving economy. They give shape - and identity - to our
neighborhoods from Highwood to Lex-Ham. They are
places where we come together on buses and trains, as
well as, on front stoops and sidewalk cafes.
Today we are asking them to do even more. As a
community concerned about our impact on the global
environment, we are asking our streets to help us expand
public transit, treat stormwater, and extend the city’s tree
canopy. As a community concerned about improving public
health, we are asking our streets to be safe and attractive
places for people of all ages to walk and bike. As a central
city challenged to accommodate a greater share of the
region’s population, we are asking our streets to serve as
gathering places for a more densely settled community.
The Street Design Manual provides tools to all those who
want to ensure that our streets create high quality public
spaces at the same time that they safely accommodate
all modes of transportation. Made possible by a grant
from the U.S. Department of Transportation, this manual
represents an important next step in the on-going process
of building and renewing our city for the future.
Sincerely,
Christopher B. Coleman
Mayor
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Introduction

Purpose of the Manual
Saint Paul has been pursuing an inclusive street design
process to accommodate multiple transportation modes
and there is a recognized need to refine and formalize
the process by creating a manual that comprehensively
defines the best street design practices for Saint Paul. The
Saint Paul Street Design Manual (Manual) is intended to
be a tool to implement complete streets policies and guide
the design of all future street projects so that each will
be a well-coordinated process and contribute as part of a
balanced transportation network for the greatest over-all
benefit to the public. The Manual proactively addresses
all transportation modes to ensure safe, efficient, and
equitable travel for all roadway users, and a maximum
return on transportation investments well into the future.
Specifically, the Manual:
•

Establishes the central Street Design Manual for all City
departments, as well as community stakeholders.

•

Explains how projects proposed at the neighborhood
level fit into citywide or regional multimodal networks.

•

Illustrates various street improvements and
explains how they will affect and benefit multiple
transportation modes and users.

•

Provides examples of what a multimodal project will
look like once it is complete.

Credit: Toole Design Group

Credit: Toole Design Group
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Audience
3. Promote Neighborhood and Economic Vitality: Streets
This Manual is intended to target a diverse audience that
help define and connect neighborhoods. A portion of
includes City engineers, planners, and decision-makers,
each property’s value in the city is supported by the
as well as neighborhood groups and other advocacy
access created from its proximity to a robust transit
organizations that are concerned with how Saint Paul
and street network. Streets that perform multiple
streets accommodate a wide range of roadway users and
functions support vital local economies by providing
positively enhance neighborhood livability and economic
efficient access and mobility, enhancing the public
development. Because this Manual is intended to be
realm, and creating unique places that attract people
used by a variety of individuals – both professionals and
and commerce. Flexibility in street design can help to
laypeople – information is presented in easy-to-understand
maintain, and preserve the historic areas, corridors,
language and visually supported by graphics and
and buildings that make Saint Paul and its individual
photographs to the fullest extent possible.
neighborhoods unique.

Guiding Principles
The guidelines and policies presented in this Manual are
centered on the following principles which provide a
framework for the planning, design, and management of
Saint Paul’s streets:
1. Accommodate All Modes of Travel: Each street design
process must consider the needs and characteristics
of all modes of travel (driving, riding transit, walking,
bicycling, moving freight) and users of all abilities
and strive to identify win-win solutions for improving
access and mobility of people and goods. Streets
that perform multiple functions improve multimodal
access throughout the city. While all modes may
not ultimately be accomodated on all projects, over
time, this approach will enhance livability, provide
transportation choices, and encourage active living.
2. Ensure Safety for All Users: The design process must
take into account the safety of all roadway users,
especially more vulnerable groups such as pedestrians,
children, senior citizens, cyclists, and persons with
disabilities.
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4. Integrate Placemaking and Public Art: Streets
represent the largest component of public space in
Saint Paul and contribute greatly to the sense of place
and community. Saint Paul streets can strengthen
community cohesion through public art that is
integrated into the early stages of street design and
other placemaking elements that attract people and
serve as focal points of neighborhood centers.
5. Incorporate Sustainable Design: Street design has
social, economic, aesthetic, and environmental
impacts. Well-balanced design maximizes long-term
transportation investments. Long-term environmental
and financial sustainability depend on the long-term
health of resources and predictable maintenance
costs. As a winter city, all-season functionality is a
critical consideration in street design. Emphasize
design techniques that reduce maintenance costs,
and integrate green infrastructure to improve street
tree health, manage stormwater run-off, and improve
environmental quality.

Introduction

How to Use the Manual
The City of Saint Paul has developed the Saint Paul Street
Design Manual to provide policy and design guidance to
governmental agencies, consultants, private developers
and community groups on the planning, design, and
operation of roadways, sidewalks, and off-street paths in
Saint Paul. The Manual is intended to ensure that Saint
Paul’s streets are safe for all users and to foster an efficient
project development and review process.
Street design in Saint Paul is a complex endeavor and
designs must respond to the varied conditions and site
constrains. Design decisions require engineering judgment
that balances the use of available guidance and with
ongoing innovations in street design and technological
advances. The Manual has been developed to supplement
existing manuals and standards including the Manual
on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), guidance
issued by the American Association of State Transportation
Officials (AASHTO), and the National Association of City
Transportation Officials (NACTO).
The Manual is intended to be a living document which is
periodically updated to reflect changes in best practices,
guidelines, and standards, similar to the MnDOT State
Aid Manual, MN MUTCD, AASHTO Green Book and Guide
for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. It is anticipated
that this document will require regular minor edits and
a substantive update will likely occur every five years to
coincide with the American Public Works Association
reaccreditation effort of the Public Works Department.
Regardless of what and how changes are made to this
document it will be important to establish a process that
ensures checks and balances among competing interests.

Saint Paul Street Design Manual

Individual Treatments
The discussion of individual treatments in each chapter is
organized within the following three sections:
•

Definition: Provides an overview and general
description of the individual treatment.

•

Applicability and Use: Describes under what conditions
the treatment is appropriate.

•

Design Considerations: Provides specific design
guidance to help tailor the use of an individual
treatment for varying contexts.

Chapter Layout
The layout and design of each chapter is organized in
a hierarchy to guide readers from high level design
principles to individual design treatments. In order to serve
the diverse audience referenced above, the manual is
organized so that general information related to planning
treatments (definitions, applicability and use) occupy
the first page on a topic, while more detailed design
considerations occupy the following pages. Many of the
treatments in the manual are connected to a variety
of other treatments or regulations; in the interest of
presenting a thorough resource, each treatment page
includes links that direct users to relevant internal and
external resources.
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Background
Policy Support for Developing a
Street Design Manual
Comprehensive Plan
The Saint Paul Street Design Manual builds upon and
articulates recent policy commitments the City has made
to develop a more balanced and complete transportation
system that enhances neighborhoods. The Manual
provides specific guidance on how to best accommodate
all transportation modes in a safe and efficient manner
and highlights opportunities for green infrastructure
and public art integration. The City’s most recent
Comprehensive Plan update (adopted by the City Council
in February 2010) contains several strategies and policies
supporting the design approach presented in this Street
Design Manual. Specifically, the Transportation Element
of the Comprehensive Plan is built upon four strategies:
provide a safe and well-maintained system; enhance
balance and choice; support active lifestyles and a healthy
environment; and enhance and connect neighborhoods.
This Manual addresses many of the specific policies listed
under each of the four transportation strategies either
directly or indirectly. On the next page is a list of policies
that support the development of this Manual and the
design guidance it contains.

Complete Streets Resolution
In March 2009 the Saint Paul City Council unanimously
passed a resolution supporting complete streets. The
resolution highlighted the health impacts of improving
walking and biking conditions and the environmental
benefits of increasing the mode-share of active
transportation and transit users and thus, reducing
dependence on fossil fuels. The concept of complete
streets has further policy support from the State of
Minnesota complete streets legislation. The Manual builds
upon this recent local and state policy support for complete
streets.
In 2010 the Mayor created a Transportation Committee
of the Saint Paul Planning Commission. This Committee is
comprised of four Planning Commissioners, and up to eight
additional community members, including representatives
from the following areas of interest:
•

Transit, including bus and passenger rail

•

Pedestrian/walkability issues

•

Bicyclists

•

Freight and logistics industry; including trucking, rail
operations, and airports

•

Accessibility representatives or persons with disabilities

•

Representatives of commercial corridors (i.e., small
business owners)

•

Downtown or business representatives

The Committee advises the Planning Commission on
transportation related plans, policies, and projects and
creates a transparent public forum for such discussions.
The Committee’s work helps the Planning Commission
better integrate land use and transportation decisions as
they relate to zoning, neighborhood and comprehensive
planning, and infrastructure investments.
The City also added a Sustainable Transportation Planner
to the Department of Public Works in January 2011 to
facilitate a balanced and flexible transportation system for
the City of Saint Paul. Currently, this planner focuses on
bike and pedestrian issues, planning, projects and programs
throughout the city.
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Background

SAINT PAUL COMP
PREHENSIVEE PLAN POLICIES THAT SSUPPORT CO
OMPLETE STTREETS
“Provid
de a Safe an
nd Well‐main
ntained Systtem” Policiees:

1.1 Comp
plete the streetss ‐ The needs of all users of the transportation
t
syystem – includinng pedestrians, ccyclists, transit,
freight, and
a motor vehiclle drivers – shou
uld be accommodated and balannced to the exteent appropriate tto the function aand
context of
o the
street.
1.2 Exam
mine alternativess to enhance safe
ety through righ
ht‐of‐way design , including narro
owing or removiing lanes on roads.
1.3 Evalu
uate existing crossswalk striping, design, and pedestrian‐scale lig hting standards.
1.4 Imple
ement reconstru
uction projects fo
or improved safe
ety.
1.6 Desiggn for improved accommodation
n of pedestrians and bicycles onn bridges.
1.7 Minim
mize and consolidate driveway curb
c
cuts on com
mmercial streetss as opportunitiees arise.
1.8 Support the completion of Residentiaal Street Vitalityy Program (RSVPP), an ongoing prrogram to reconstruct and impro
ove
the appearance, function
n, and safety of Saint
S
Paul streetts.
1.12 Parttner with schools, nonprofits, otther governmentt agencies, and businesses to edducate people about bicycling and
walking.
1.13 Estaablish freight corrridors to enable
e the prompt delivery and transffer of cargo and to reduce noisee and air pollutio
on in
adjoiningg neighborhoodss.
1.14 Increase pedestrian, bicycle, and motorist safety th
hrough effective law enforcemennt, detailed crassh analysis, and
engineerring improvemen
nts to reduce the
e risk of crashes.

“Enhan
nce Balance and Choice” Policies:

2.1 Creatte true transporttation choices fo
or residents, workers, and visitoors in every part of the city. The City should creaate
places to
o live, work, play, and conduct bu
usiness that do not depend prinncipally on the automobile for acccess, but rather
accommo
odate all modes of transportatio
on.
2.4 Develop a strategy fo
or investing in a broad range of infrastructure
i
prrojects, including, but not limiteed to, street and
d
traffic im
mprovements to support the grow
wth of existing employment,
e
se rvices, parks, annd schools.
2.6 Focuss on the improve
ement and exten
nsion of bus servvice and facilitiees on existing traansit routes, and
d on new routes to
serve pro
oposed LRT stations in collaboration with Metro
o Transit.
2.11 Creaate more seamle
ess connections between pedestrians, bicycles, transit, and automobiles.

“Suppo
ort Active Liffestyles and
d a Healthy Environmen
E
t” Policies:

3.1 Support cooperative efforts in streettscape design, landscaping, pedeestrian‐scale lighhting, and otherr amenities for
people.
3.2 Formalize citywide sttandards and above‐standard op
ptions for pedesstrian oriented sttreetscapes.
ngthen pedestriaan pathways between housing, transit,
t
and neigghborhood servicces.
3.3 Stren
3.4 Develop and maintain a complete an
nd connected bikkeway system.
3.6 Fill gaaps in the bikeway system.
3.7 Creatte a comprehenssive system of bicycle network and
a pedestrian ppath signage andd wayfinding.
3.8 Prom
mote “bicycle bou
ulevards” as a ne
ew type of bikew
way.
3.9 Adop
pt a citywide bicyycle parking requ
uirement.
3.10 Creaate public bicycle
e parking facilities to increase bicycling trips cityywide.
3.11 Provvide safe citywid
de connections to
t schools, librarries, parks, and rrecreation centeers, with improved crossings and
d
comfortaable pedestrian environments
e
att high demand destinations.
d

“Enhan
nce and Con
nnect Neighb
borhoods” Policies:
P

4.4 Coord
dinate with surrounding commu
unities and jurisd
dictions to enha nce regional biccycle and pedesttrian networks,
recogniziing the importan
nce of Saint Paull in regional and statewide connnectivity.
4.7 Connect neighborhoo
ods that have po
oor sidewalks orr little access to ttrails and bike ro
outes, especiallyy east and north
h of
Downtow
wn.
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Transportation Planning and Design
Documents - National Standards
and Guidelines
The following resources present a variety of transportation
design resources and requirements. Some resources are
standards while others are guidelines. All manuals and
guides referenced are periodically updated to provide best
practices. The active links in this manual provide the most
recent versions of these manuals.

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD)

AASHTO Green Book

Level of Authority: Standards, most of which are
requirements (“shalls”). Some standards are flexible in that
there may be more than one option for implementation.

Issuing Agency/ Organization: American Association of
State Highway Transportation Officials

Issuing Agency/ Organization: Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), Minnesota Department of
Transportation (MnDOT)

Overview: The MUTCD is issued by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) of the U.S. Department of
Overview: A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways
Transportation (USDOT) to specify the standards by
and Streets, 6th Edition, 2011, commonly referred to as
which traffic signs, road surface markings, and signals are
the “Green Book,” contains the current design research
designed, installed, and used. These specifications include
and best practices for highway and street geometric
the shapes, colors, fonts, sizes, etc., used in road markings
design. The document provides guidance to highway
and signs. In the United States, all traffic control devices
engineers and designers who strive to make unique
must generally conform to these standards. The manual
design solutions that meet the needs of highway users
is used by state and local agencies and private design and
while maintaining the integrity of the environment. It is
construction firms to ensure that the traffic control devices
also intended as a comprehensive reference manual to
they use conform to the national standard. While some
assist in administrative, planning, and educational efforts
state agencies have developed their own sets of standards,
pertaining to design formulation. Design guidelines are
including their own MUTCDs, they must substantially
included for freeways, arterials, collectors, and local roads, conform to the federal MUTCD, and must be approved by
in both urban and rural locations, paralleling the functional the FHWA. The Minnesota Department of Transportation
classification used in highway planning. The book, similarly, (MnDOT) uses the Minnesota Manual on Uniform Traffic
is also organized into the following functional chapters
Control devices for Streets and Highways, which is in
to stress the relationship between highway design and
substantial conformance with the federal MUTCD. Detail
function: Highway Functions, Design Controls and Criteria, drawings for signs and traffic control devices along with
Elements of Design, Cross-Section Elements, Local Roads
supplemental details pertaining to standard signs and guide
and Streets, Collector Roads and Streets, Rural and Urban
signs, can be found in the MnDOT “Standard Signs Manual”
Arterials, Freeways, Intersections, and Grade Separations
and the federal “Standard Highway Signs and Markings”
and Interchanges.
book.
Level of Authority: Guidelines
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Highway Capacity Manual
Issuing Agency/ Organization: Transportation Research
Board
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The Highway Capacity Manual is a publication
of the Transportation Research Board (TRB). It contains
concepts, guidelines, and computational procedures
for computing the capacity and quality of service of
various highway facilities, including freeways, highways,
arterial roads, roundabouts, signalized and unsignalized
intersections, rural highways, and the effects of mass
transit, pedestrians, and bicycles on the performance of
these systems. The latest edition of the Highway Capacity
Manual (2010) significantly updates the methodologies
that engineers and planners use to assess the traffic and
environmental effects of highway projects. Most notably,
the manual includes an integrated multi-modal approach
to the analysis and evaluation of urban streets from the
points of view of automobile drivers, transit passengers,
bicyclists, and pedestrians. This multi-modal approach
is known as Multi-modal Level of Service or Quality of
Service. Building on previous research (NCHRP Report
616, NCHRP 3-70) the 2010 Highway Capacity Manual
enables agencies to balance the level of service needs of
auto drivers, transit riders, bicycle riders, and pedestrians
in their street designs by providing agencies with a tool for
testing different allocations of scarce street right-of-way to
the different modes using the street. It is anticipated that
quality of service analysis will continue to improve as the
understanding of various roadway user characteristics and
perceptions improves and microsimulation analyses are
calibrated accordingly.

Saint Paul Street Design Manual

American Public Transportation Association
(APTA) Recommended Practice: Designing
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Running Ways
Design Manual
Issuing Agency/ Organization: American Public
Transportation Association (APTA)
Level of Authority: Standards, most of which are
requirements (“shalls”). Some standards are flexible
in that there may be more than one option for
implementation.
Overview: The American Public Transportation
Association (APTA) Recommended Practice: Designing Bus
Rapid Transit (BRT) Running Ways Design Manual provides
recommended practices for the design of running ways
for bus rapid transit systems. The manual aims to provide
guidance to transportation professionals, government
agencies, developers and other interested parties in
implementing or enhancing bus rapid transit systems.
Included in the manual is a review of running way designs
and guidelines related to busways on separate rights-ofway, separate busways or HOV lanes within freeways,
or exclusive transitways on arterial streets. In addition,
guidance is provided on bus rapid transit facility geometry,
cross-section dimensions, drainage and other engineering
considerations, and pavement design.
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AASHTO Guide for the Development of
Bicycle Facilities
Issuing Agency/ Organization: American Association of
State Highway Transportation Officials
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The AASHTO Guide for the Development of
Bicycle Facilities is a resource for the design, development,
and maintenance of safe on- and off-street bicycle
facilities. The Guide presents a set of best practices for
designing roadways that comfortably accommodate a
variety of user types. The information in the Guide is not
intended to be strict standards nor is it all encompassing,
rather it aims at providing guidance that should be used in
conjunction with other regulations such as the Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).

NACTO Urban Street Design Guide
Issuing Agency/ Organization: National Association of City
Transportation Officials
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The purpose of the NACTO Urban Street
Design Guide is to provide cities with state-of-the-practice
solutions that can help to design complete streets in
urban settings. The NACTO Urban Street Design Guide
recognizes the direct relationship between street design
and economic development and emphasizes safety for
all traffic modes. The NACTO Urban Street Design Guide
is not intended to be a comprehensive guide for the
geometric design of the street, rather it covers design
principles to meet the complex needs of cities. It builds off
the street design manuals adopted by several cities since
2009. The NACTO Urban Street Design Guide references
MUTCD.
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NACTO Urban Bikeway Guide
Issuing Agency/ Organization: National Association of City
Transportation Officials
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The purpose of the NACTO Urban Bikeway
Design Guide is to provide cities with state-of-the-practice
solutions that can help create complete streets that
are safe and enjoyable for bicyclists. Most treatments
included in the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide
are not directly referenced in the current version of the
AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities,
although they are virtually all (with two exceptions)
permitted under the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD). The NACTO Urban Bikeway Design
Guide is not intended to be a comprehensive guide for
the geometric design of bikeways, rather it covers certain
types of on-road bikeway designs, specifically bike lanes
and several new and innovative types of on-street bikeway
design treatments, but does not cover shared use paths,
signal design, and many other relevant topics. In most
cases, the NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide should be
used in tandem with the AASHTO Bike Guide.

Separated Bike Lane Planning and Design
Guide
Issuing Agency/ Organization: Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA)
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The MUTCD is issued by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) of the U.S. Department of
Transportation (USDOT) provides guidelines for one- and
two-way cycle tracks, including optiond for intersections,
driveways, transit stops, accessible parking and loading
zones. Recognizing this is a developing facility type, the
guide provides case studies to aid in implementation. The
guide also identifies data to collect before and after cycle
track projects and potential future research to refine and
improve the practice.

Background

State of Minnesota Standards and
Guidelines
Minnesota MUTCD
Issusing Agency/Organization: Minnesota Department of
Transportation, FHWA
Level of Authority: Standards
Overview: This manual establishes uniform policies for
traffic control devices that regulate, warn and guide road
users along all roadways within Minnesota. This manual
is in compliance with the federal Manual on Uniform
Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways (MUTCD)
produced by the Federal Highway Administration. Much
of the content of this manual is taken directly from the
federal MUTCD, however several have been altered to
better represent Minnesota regulations and conditions.

Minnesota Department of Transportation
Road Design Manual
Issuing Agency/ Organization: Minnesota Department of
Transportation
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The Minnesota Department of Transportation
Road Design Manual establishes uniform policies
and procedures for the Minnesota Department of
Transportation. The design criteria included in the manual
is applicable to the broader highway and street system
within the state. The policy and criteria in the manual are
largely adapted from the AASHTO publication, “A Policy on
Geometric Design of Highways and Streets,” which itself
has been adopted as the design standard for the National
Highway System by the Federal Highway Administration.
However, the manual is not intended as a legal standard.
Rather, it presents vital information and guidance
normally required in the design of a new or reconstructed
facility. The City of Saint Paul applies the Manual’s design
criteria to its street design projects while also using
engineering judgment and balancing social, economic
and environmental factors to yield appropriate designs
suitable for unique circumstances.

Saint Paul Street Design Manual

Minnesota Best Practices Synthesis and
Guidance in At-Grade Trail-Crossing
Treatments
Issuing Agency/ Organization: Minnesota Department of
Transportation
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The Minnesota Best Practice Synthesis and
Guidance in At-Grade Trail-Crossing Treatments was
developed by MnDOT in order to provide transportation
professionals with a comprehensive resource for the design
of safe at-grade trail crossings. While a variety of resources
exist for the design of trails and their intersections with
roadways, this document provides a comprehensive
review of best practices on the state and national level.
This document provides transportation professionals with
a synthesized list of best practices in trail crossings from
Minnesota, as well as nationally. The document examines
a variety of safety issues associated with several trail
crossing types and considers the wide range of trail users
in Minnesota (e.g. people who travel by foot, bicycle, or
snowmobile) and the varying needs of each mode at trail
crossings.

Minnesota Department of Transportation
Load and Resistance Factor Design (LFRD)
Bridge Design Manual
Issuing Agency/ Organization: Minnesota Department of
Transportation
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The Minnesota Department of Transportation
Load and Resistance Factor Design (LFRD) Bridge Design
Manual is a guide to MnDOT Bridge Office policies and
procedures for the design, evaluation and rehabilitation
of bridges. The most recent version of the manual (2013)
presents MnDOT’s design practices in conformance with
a new design methodology, Load and Resistance Factor
Design (LRFD) and also contains fifteen comprehensive
design examples.
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Minnesota Bikeway Facility Design Manual

State Aid Manual

Issuing Agency/ Organization: Minnesota Department of
Transportation

Issuing Agency/ Organization: Minnesota Department of
Transportation

Level of Authority: Guidelines

Level of Authority: Procedural Requirements

Overview: The Minnesota Bikeway Facility Design Manual
provides engineers, planners, and designers with a
primary source to implement the Minnesota Department
of Transportation (MnDOT’s) vision and mission for
bicycle transportation in Minnesota. This manual also
provides citizens, developers and others involved in the
transportation planning process guidance on the critical
design and planning elements to promote bicycle safety,
efficiency, and mobility.

Overview: The Minnesota State Aid program provides
resources (monetary, staff, research) to assist counties
and cities with construction and maintenance of
community interest highways (i.e., highways and streets
that function as an integrated network and provide
more than only local access) and streets on the State Aid
system. The State Aid Manual outlines the procedures,
requirements, and certain design standards cities must
follow when submitting their annual funding needs to
the Commissioner of Transportation via the State Aid
system. The State Aid Manual does not dictate design or
construction of projects. Each year the City of Saint Paul
submits the necessary information that explains the City’s
road, structure, and railroad crossing funding needs. The
municipal screening board uses this information to make
recommendations to the Commissioner regarding the
money needs of each urban municipality.

The Bikeway Facility Design Manual was developed in
2007 and much of the design guidance it contains is
based on the American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide for the
Development of Bicycle Facilities (1999) and the 2003
edition of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD) (see further below for explanation of the
MUTCD). The AASHTO Guide for the Development of
Bicycle Facilities has since been updated (the fourth
edition was published in June 2012). A new edition of the
MUTCD was published in 2009 and the newest edition of
the Minnesota MUTCD was published in July 2012. The
bicycle treatments included in this Manual reflect these
newer guidance and standards documents, as well as
current best practices, which, in some cases, differ from
guidance provided in the Minnesota Bikeway Facility
Design Manual.

MnDOT Guidance for Installation of
Pedestrian Crosswalks on Minnesota State
Highways
Issuing Agency/ Organization: Minnesota Department of
Transportation
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: MnDOT’s Guidance for Installation of
Pedestrian Crosswalks reflects the Departments mission of
including the provision of safe and efficient transportation
facilities for all modes. MnDOT reviewed the most
recent research and best practices in order to determine
when and where to provide pedestrian crosswalks. The
guidance recognizes a range of elements that can affect
the location of facilities including volume, speed, number
of travel lanes, type of roadway and type of pedestrians.
The objective of this publication is to establish a step-bystep procedure to evaluate the use of various pedestrian
crossing treatments.
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Background

Minnesota Stormwater Manual
Issuing Agency/Organization: Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The Minnesota Stormwater Manual serves
as a resource for professionals who work to manage
stormwater. The manual is updated frequently to
provide practitioners with best practice policies and
resources. It provides evaluation measures for source
reduction, checklists for visual inspections, simplified
field measurements, and instructions for using simulated
runoff and state-of-the-art monitoring. In addition to best
practices, it provides a variety of case studies of BMP
assessments.

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (PCA)
Plants for Stormwater Design
Issuing Agency/Organization: Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The PCA Plants for Stormwater Design provides
guidance for urban landscape designers, installation
practitioners, and stormwater managers. The guidance
describes plant species’ susceptibility to water-level
fluctuations and landscape pollutants in order to provide
better stormwater detention and treatment. The goal of
the document is to provide practitioners with effective
techniques to improve stormwater treatment and
management practices through the use of native plants.
131 plant species are profiled with regards to their
stormwater management uses, characteristics discussed
include:
•

Habitat and range

•

Light exposure needs

•

Normal water level

•

Flooding/fluctuation tolerances

•

General pollution sensitivities and tolerances

•

Design considerations

•

Wildlife use

•

Nursery stock and seed availability

•

Recommended planting techniques
Saint Paul Street Design Manual

Metropolitan Council Standards
and Guidelines
Regional Transitway Guidelines
Issuing Agency/ Organization: Metropolitan Council
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The purpose of the Regional Transitway
Guidelines is to provide technical guidance, based in best
practices, that supports the development and operation of
transitways (Commuter Rail, Light Rail Transit, Bus Rapid
Transit) in a way that is consistent, equitable, efficient, and
delivers an effective, integrated, and user‐friendly transit
system throughout the Twin Cities region. Transit modes
not addressed by the Guidelines include Dedicated Busway,
Express Bus with Transit Advantages, and Streetcar. The
guidelines most relevant to the Street Design Manual
pertain to station spacing and siting, station and support
facility design, runningways (guideways), and vehicles.
The Guidelines are supplemented by three technical user
guides intended to provide insight into implementing
the guidelines for local transit and planning staff. These
user guides address Station and Support Facility Design
Guidelines, Runningway Guidelines, and Travel Demand
Forecasting.
The technical guidance included in the Regional Transitway
Guidelines has been taken into consideration in the
development of the Saint Paul Street Design Manual.

Station and Support Facility Design
Guidelines User Guide
Issuing Agency/ Organization: Metropolitan Council
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: This User Guide for the Regional Transitway
Guidelines includes guidance on right-of-way requirements,
bus turning radius and staging requirements, street
reconstruction standards, and station design, including
streetscaping, public art, LRT platform configurations, and
other considerations impacting street design.
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Other Relevant Documents that
Inform Street Design
ADAAG/PROWAG
Issuing Agency/ Organization: U.S. Department of Justice/
Access Board
Level of Authority: Guidelines
Overview: The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA, 1990,
Public Law 101-336) is a broad civil rights statute that
prohibits discrimination against people with disabilities
in all areas of public life. The Department of Justice’s ADA
Title II implementing regulations apply to state and local
government services, activities and policy making. As part
of FHWA’s regulatory responsibility under Title II of the
ADA and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
(504), the FHWA ensures that recipients of federal aid and
state and local entities that are responsible for roadways
and pedestrian facilities do not discriminate on the basis of
disability in any highway transportation program, activity,
service or benefit they provide to the general public; and
to ensure that people with disabilities have equitable
opportunities to use the public rights-of-way system.

Minnesota’s Best Practices for Pedestrian/
Bicycle Safety (Report 2013-22)
Issuing Agency/ Organization: MnDOT
Level of Authority: Resource
Overview: This reasource guide provides a usful summary
of pedestrian and bicycle best practices. The documant
contains a summary including safety benefits and
generalized cost of many of the design elements incuded
in the Saint Paul Street Design Manual. This document
may be particularly useful to planners and neighborhood
organizations.

The Access Board has developed proposed guidelines for
public rights-of-way (PROWAG) that address various issues,
including access for blind pedestrians at street crossings,
wheelchair access to on-street parking, and various
constraints posed by space limitations, roadway design
practices, slope, and terrain. The proposed guidelines
cover pedestrian access to sidewalks and streets, including
crosswalks, curb ramps, street furnishings, pedestrian
signals, parking and other components of public rights-ofway.
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Background

City of Saint Paul Standards and
Guidelines
Saint Paul Standard Plates

Saint Paul Bicycle Plan

All construction, development, repair, or adjustments
affecting city infrastructure within the City of Saint Paul
must adhere to current standards. The City of Saint
Paul’s Standard Plates are intended to provide guidance
for the design, review, and construction of those public
improvements in or under the public right-of-way and
public easements. Standard plates address curb and
gutters, pavement, sewers and appurtenances, lighting and
electrical, and tree planting in the public right-of-way.

The City of Saint Paul is developing a citywide Bikeways
Plan to guide the development of a safe, effective, and
well-connected network of bicycle facilities to encourage
and facilitate bicycle transportation. The primary objective
of this plan is to designate corridors throughout the city
for future development of bikeways. When completed,
this plan will be adopted as an addendum to the City’s
Comprehensive Plan.

Street and Park Tree Master Plan
The Saint Paul Street and Park Tree Master Plan is a living
document aimed to provide guidance on the proper
selection, placement, and maintenance of trees in a variety
of settings. The Plan provides a wealth of knowledge as
well as links to other online resources to help City staff and
residents to plan and maintain a healthy and diverse urban
forest. The Plan is intended to be used as a comprehensive
guide by City staff, public and private developers, and
property owners.

Parks and Recreation System Plan
The Parks and Recreation System Plan provides a vision
for maintaining the city’s high quality parks and recreation
system. It outlines challenges to keeping Saint Paul’s
parks vital, accessible, safe, environmentally sound and
ﬁscally responsible, while also identifying opportunities
for further improvement. The plan acknowledges the
financial constraints it must operate under and that current
conditions do not meet all users’ needs. In order to remedy
these situations the plan aims to help the city become
“The Most Livable City in America,” through effective long
term planning. The Plan assesses the current park system,
provides an overview of recreation trends, deﬁnes six
goals, lists initiatives and actions that will help attain those
goals, and provides tools designed to help implement the
Plan.

Saint Paul Street Design Manual

Saint Paul Street Lighting Policy
Citywide lighting is provided for the safe operation of
roads and sidewalks in the City of Saint Paul. The Traffic
& Lighting Division is responsible for light installation
and maintenance on streets, bridges, paths and trails in
the City of Saint Paul. The policy defines standard and
above standard lignting fixtures, pole colors, and spacing
guidelines. The city’s lighting system includes more than
37,000 light fixtures on 32,000 light poles. Alley lights are
installed and maintained by Xcel Energy at the request of
adjacent property owners. Residents contact Xcel Energy
directly for installation and maintenance of alley lights

Blooming Saint Paul
Blooming Saint Paul is a comprehensive initiative to
revitalize Saint Paul’s downtown and neighborhoods
through lush and colorful landscape elements and public
art. It focuses on creating an attractive, safe, and healthy
city where people choose to live, work and play. Investing
in Saint Paul’s urban environment needs to go beyond basic
engineered solutions for Saint Paul to succeed in becoming
the ‘Most Livable City’. Through Blooming Saint Paul, the
community and City departments work together to make
sure greening concepts are included and promoted in key
public spaces and facilities, neighborhoods and private
development. These include roadways, parkways, parks,
plazas, pedestrian and bicycle ways, commercial corridors
and public buildings. Private developments are encouraged
to retrofit existing facilities. New developments are
encouraged to include greening concepts in their design
plans whenever possible.
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City Ordinances
Brick Street Policy
The Brick Street Policy identifies existing brick streets and
allows City Council to assess benefitting propertys 25% of
the reconstruction costs.

Public Art Ordinance Program Guidelines
The Saint Paul Public Art Ordinance Guidelines establish
the working methods to actualize the public art ordinance
(discussed above). The Public Art Ordinance Program
Guidelines are to be used city-wide – by City departments,
agencies, district councils, neighborhood groups and
artists. The purpose of the Guidelines is to provide
administrative guidance for projects funded through the
City’s capital improvement budget on properties that
will be owned and operated by the City. Guidance is also
provided for temporary projects, exploratory projects,
performances and events that are encouraged by the
ordinance and may be funded by the City or others.
The types of projects within the public right-of-way that
might include public art elements are identified in the
Street Design Manual. Such projects include, but are
not limited to, the construction or renovation of new or
existing sidewalks, traffic calming elements, bridges and
streetscape elements.

Traditional Neighborhood District Regulations
(Code of Ordinances Part II, Title VIII, Chapter
66, Article III)
Traditional neighborhood (TN) districts are intended
to foster the development and growth of compact,
pedestrian-oriented urban villages. There are four TN
districts, each intended to encourage a compatible mix
of commercial and residential uses within buildings, sites
and blocks; new development in proximity to major transit
streets and corridors; and additional choices in housing.
The regulations most relevant to the Street Design Manual
include:
•

Off-street parking – placement in relation to principal
buildings and minimizing total lot frontage for parking
to be no more than 50 percent, and only if rear parking
is impractical or insufficient.

•

Block length – not to exceed 400 feet in mixed use
areas, and 660 feet in residential areas.

•

Street and alley network – Existing street and alley
network is to be preserved and extended as part of any
new development. Culs-de-sac are discouraged.

•

Setbacks and front yard areas – allows first four feet
of front yards (along University Avenue) to be paved
similar to public sidewalk and include amenities such
as benches, tables, and planters, otherwise requires
landscaping.

•

On-street parking – streets are to generally have
parking on both sides to buffer pedestrians, calm
traffic, and supplement off-street parking.

•

Street trees – requires street trees at regular intervals
to help define the street edge, buffer pedestrians from
vehicles, and provide shade. Trees are to be planted
in planting strip at least 5 feet wide between the curb
and the sidewalk, or in a planter of a design acceptable
to the city.

•

Sidewalks – sidewalks are to be constructed on both
sides of the street; 5 feet minimum width, and 6 feet
or more in areas of high pedestrian activity, e.g., T4
district.

Historic District Design Guidelines
There are several Historic Districts in Saint Paul. Each
district has design guidelines that may influence street
design and should be understood as part of scoping a
project. Existing historic district design guidelines include:
•

Dayton’s Bluff Historic District

•

Irvine Park Historic District

•

Lowertown Historic District

•

Summit Avenue West Historic District

•

University-Raymond Commercial Historic District

•

Hill Historic District

•

Jacob Schmidt Brewing Company Historic District
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•

Building entrances – requires primary pedestrian
entrances to be oriented towards street,
encouraging activation of the street.

•

Street-level uses – encourages activation of the
pedestrian zone by requiring a diversity of uses,
entrances oriented towards street, lining of
above ground parking structures with retail uses,
minimization of residential uses at street-level in
mixed use areas.

Architectural design – includes standards for building
facades, building entrance location, screening of service
areas, parking entrance design.

Subdivision Regulations (Code of
Ordinances Part II, Title VIII, Chapter 69)
Articles V (General Requirements and Design Standards)
and VI (Improvements) in Chapter 69 contain provisions
and requirements addressing streets, blocks, alleys,
and associated improvements. The regulations most
relevant to the Street Design Manual include:
•

Streets - standards including right-of-way and
roadway width, alignment and connectivity of new
streets, and intersection angle and offsets.

•

Blocks - block width and length (not to exceed 1,000
feet in residential areas).

•

Access - Lots shall not, in general, derive access
exclusively from an arterial. Where driveway access
from a major or secondary street may be necessary
for several adjoining lots, the Planning Commission
may require that such lots be served by a combined
access drive in order to limit the possibility of traffic
hazards on such street.

•

Alleys – defines when alleys are required and alley
widths for residential, industrial, and commercial
uses.

•

Street trees – tree spacing, placement, and species.

•

Street lights – street lights are required at all
intersections and along streets spaced no more than
200 feet apart.

•

Sidewalks – public sidewalks are required along
both sides of collector and arterial streets and in
other locations required by the City Council.

Saint Paul Street Design Manual

Heritage Preservation Commission (Code of
Ordinances Part II, Title IX, Chapter 73)
Chapter 73 establishes the Heritage Preservation
Commission and its roles. The chapter also defines criteria
for the designation of heritage preservation sites and the
process by which permits are reviewed.

Historic Preservation Districts and Programs
(Code of Ordinances Part II, Title IX, Chapter
74)
The City of Saint Paul has nine Heritage Preservation
Districts and Sites. Several of these districts are sizable
and contain numerous streets. The Street Design Manual
recognizes that streets, in many cases, contribute to the
character of these districts, and it provides sufficient
flexibility to allow for the preservation or enhancement of
unique historic attributes within the right-of-way. However,
safety and accessibility are paramount considerations in all
street design considerations.

Boulevard Planting (Part II, Title XII Chapter
105)
The City of Saint Paul allows property owners to plant
and maintain boulevard areas adjacent to their property
in a manner which enhances the aesthetic appearance of
City streets. The boulevard area is defined as the space
between the sidewalk and roadway, or where no sidewalk
exists, between the property line and the roadway.
This section of the City’s code establishes permitted
plantings, maintenance requirements for property owners,
procedural guidelines, and compliance requirements.

Restrictions on Use of Sidwalks, Streets, etc
(Part II, Title XII Chapter 106)
Chapter 106 provides regulations from the City of Saint
Paul regarding the permitting, establishment and siting of
sidewalk cafés. No person shall operate a sidewalk café
without a license and a right of way obstruction permit
issued by the City of Saint Paul Sidewalk café furnishings
are defined as tables, chairs, plant tubs, planters, and
fencing or barricades and associated equipment.
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Permits for Driveways, Sidewalks, Curbs, Etc.
(Code of Ordinances Part II, Title XII, Chapter
121)
Chapter 121 defines conditions and regulations regarding
contruction and repair between the curb and the property
line within the right of way. The ordinance includes
conditions for which a boulevard area may be paved.

Right of Way Permits (Code of Ordinances
Part II, Title XII, Chapter 135)
Chapter 135 regulates obstructions of and excavations in
the rights-of-way by providing, among other things, for
the issuance of permits granting authority to obstruct
or excavate therein and by providing for the subsequent
restoration of the rights-of-way. The permitting process
ensures that utilities and/ or their contractors working
in the right-of-way are competent and qualified and that
they conduct their work such that the public health, safety
and welfare are maintained; that the property and safety
of other users of the right-of-way are protected; and that
the structural integrity of the right-of-way is protected and
insured.

Street Vacations (Code of Ordinances Part II,
Title XII, Chapter 130)
Chapter 130 of the City’s code of ordinances establishes
the terms and conditions for vacations of streets (the
transfer of public right-of-way, which the City owns fee
title). Street vacations are typically initiated by written
petition of the majority of property owners of the property
on the line of the street to be vacated, or by any number of
owners of property on the line of the street to be vacated
if it is determined that a hardship exists. Vacating of a
public street results in the city being compensated a sum
of money determined by the council. A Council resolution
for a street vacation may reserve the City’s right to install,
maintain and operate any sewer, water, gas or electric
main, pipe or conduit, or any other public utility.
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Projections and Encroachments (Part II, Title
XII, Chapter 134)
In certain cases the City may allow use of the public
right-of-way by adjacent property owners for purposes
that cannot be reasonably satisfied on private property
and where it is determined by the Director of the
Department of Public Works that the area of projection or
encroachment cannot be vacated under Chapter 130 of
the Legislative Code. An encroachment includes any above
or below grade protrusion beyond the property line which
extends into, upon, over, under or otherwise occupies any
public street, alley, sidewalk, boulevard or right-of-way.
Examples of encroachments include, but are not limited
to, steam lines, conduits, lighting standards, areaways,
tunnels, trapdoors, retaining walls, parking bays and
nonstandard walks, and do not include awnings, business
signs and certain building projections. Any encroachment
requires a permit issued by the Director of Public Works.
Permits may be revoked if they are not properly maintained
or pose a public safety hazard, or the city may request an
encroachment to be removed or relocated (at the owner’s
expense) because it interferes with a public improvement
undertaken by the City within the public right-of-way.

Parkways (Code of Ordinances Part II, Title
XIII, Chapter 145)
The City’s code of ordinances identifies which roadways are
parkways and establishes jurisdiction over these defined
streets and avenues to both the Departments of Public
Works and Parks and Recreation. This chapter also defines
parkways where trucks (over 9,000 pounds) are prohibited.

Truck Route Ordinances (Part II, Title XIII,
Chapter 146)
Chapter 146 establishes procedures for the movement of
commercial vehicles along and between truck routes in
Saint Paul. In addition the chapter provides exceptions in
which deviating from these routes is permissible.

Background

Block Parties and Community Festivals (Part
II, Title XXIX, Chapter 366)
No person or organization shall use any public street,
sidewalk or alley for a block party or community festivals
in the city without a permit. However, it is the policy of
the City to encourage the holding of small block parties or
community festivals without a permit. Generally, a permit
is not required for such events meeting the following
characteristics:
•

No food or beverages are sold to the public;

•

The street, sidewalk or alley involved is totally
residential in nature and does not cover an area
greater than one (1) city block in length (two (2) block
faces constitute one (1) block in length) and does not
encompass an intersection;

•

The event is held between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and
sunset; and

•

Application for a permit is made at least thirty (30)
calendar days prior to the event; provided, however,
that the time limit may be waived by the chief of
police in his or her discretion upon a determination
of hardship to the applicant and no adverse effect on
public health, safety or welfare.

Assessments (Part III, Title IV, Chapters 61-65)
Chapters 61 through 65 establish authority and procedures
for the City to assess property owners for maintenance and
improvements within the public right-of-way. Specifically,
chapter 61 establishes an annual program and assessment
procedures for tree maintenance; chapter 62 establishes
an annual program and assessment procedures for street
maintenance services; chapter 63 establishes assessment
procedures for the installation of water pipes; chapter
64 establishes the process, procedures and calculations
associated with establishing a local improvement district,
including the combined sewer separation program; and
chapter 65 establishes assessment procedures for certain
improvements to designated heritage preservation
buildings and certain improvements to public realm
aspects of non-designated buildings in the B4 and B5
zoning districts.

Assessments (Part III, Appendices, Chapter
A-8)
Chapters A-8 establishes special assessment policies for
first time street construction and reconstruction. The policy
establishes assessment rates by improvemment type and
defines exeptions and special cases.

Public Art Ordinance (Code of Ordinances
Part III, Title I, Chapter 12)
In 2009 the Saint Paul City Council passed an ordinance in
the Municipal Code that established the City of Saint Paul
public art program. The ordinance established the principle
that artists should be involved from the earliest stages of
conceptual planning, and continue through project design
and implementation.
For all capital projects funded by eligible sources resulting
in a property to be operated by the City, one percent
of eligible project costs shall be used for public art.
Maintenance and restoration costs for the City’s public
art collection shall be funded by one-half of one percent
appropriated annually from the City’s capital improvement
budget maintenance costs.

Saint Paul Street Design Manual
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3

Design Treatments

Street Design Treatments
Behind the Curb

Between The Curbs

This section includes:

This section includes:

•

Sidewalks and The Zone System

•

Travel Lanes

•

Boulevard Planting

•

Parkways

•

Street Tree Planting

•

Bridges

•

Rain Gardens

•

Transit

•

Bio-Infiltration Systems

•

Access Management

•

Roadway Lighting

•

Bicycle Facilities

•

Driveways

•

Bike Lanes

•

Bicycle Parking

•

Buffered Bike Lanes

•

Wayfinding

•

Counter-flow Bike Lanes

•

Site Planning

•

Shared Lane Markings

•

Off-Street Paths

•

Climbing Lanes

•

Stairways

•

Cycle Tracks

•

Bicycle Boulevards
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•

Bike Lanes at Intersections

•

Traffic Calming

•

Convertible Streets

•

Alleys

Street Design Treatments

Intersections
Regarding Dimensions Depicted in Cross-Sections:
Saint Paul rights-of-way are typically 60’, 66’ or 80’ wide.
In all cases, typical cross-sections must fit within existing
right-of-way constraints. Ranges vary based on available
right-of-way and existing curb to curb width. In addition,
the cumulative relationship between lanes must be
taken into account when selecting lane width. In general,
multiple minimums should be avoided (i.e., minimum
center turn lane, inside lane, curb lane and sidewalk).

This section includes:
•

Corner Curb Radii

•

Bump Outs

•

Skewed Intersections

•

Roundabouts

•

Channelized Right Turn Lanes

•

Marked Crosswalks

•

Mid-Block Crossings

•

Over and Under Crossings

•

Pedestrian and Traffic Signals

•

Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon (RRFB)

•

Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI)

•

High Intensity Activated Crosswalk (HAWK) Signal

Regarding Dimensions Depicted in Cross-Sections:
Saint Paul rights-of-way are typically 60’, 66’ or 80’ wide. In all cases, typical cross-sections must fit within existing
right-of-way constraints. Ranges vary based on available right-of-way and existing curb to curb width. In addition, the
cumulative relationship between lanes must be taken into account when selecting lane width. In general, multiple
minimums should be avoided (i.e., min. center turn lane, inside lane and curb lane).
Saint Paul Street Design Manual
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Sidewalks and the Zone System
Definition
Sidewalks provide pedestrians with space to travel within
the public right-of-way that is separated from motor
vehicles. Four zones make up the area between the edge
of the outside travel lane and the edge of the right-ofway: the Curb Zone, the Boulevard Zone, the Pedestrian
Zone, and the Frontage Zone. The width and character of
the zones will vary depending on the adjacent land use,
available right-of-way, and intended function.
Sidewalks provide access to destinations such as transit,
schools, employment and shopping. They also serve
as a place for social walking, physical activity, lingering,
and people-watching. Narrow sidewalks do not support
lively pedestrian activity, and may create danger¬ous
conditions making people walk in the street. The preferred
widths for each sidewalk zone are provided under “Design
Considerations”.

Credit: Michael Richardson

the Curb Zone and the Pedestrian Zone. This is where
vegetation, utilities, bike parking and street furniture
should be located. This zone organizes objects away from
Although the boundaries between the four zones can
sometimes be blurred, each zone serves a distinct purpose. pedestrian flow, and simultaneously provides a buffer
for pedestrians from the roadway, space for storm-water
management, and snow storage. Sidewalk cafes and
The Curb Zone is the area between the road¬way and
public art may also be placed within this zone. A buffer
the Boulevard Zone. Rolled or mountable curbs should
between pedestrians in the Pedestrian Zone and motor
not be used where motorists are not intended to park on
vehicle traffic creates greater levels of comfort and safety.
the Boulevard Zone and sidewalk. The Curb Zone should
Vertical objects in the Boulevard/Furnishing Zone must
be clear of any vertical elements to allow for access from
be strategically placed to not obstruct sight lines, prevent
parked vehicles. The curb zone is also where curb cuts are damage from vehicles on the street, and to allow for access
placed.
to and from parked cars.
The Boulevard/Furnishing Zone is the area between
This zone should also be designed to accommodate snow
storage in the winter to prevent snow from obstructing
the Pedestrian Zone. Green infrastructure elements should
be designed to make use of storm-water runoff from the
sidewalk and/or the street.

Placemaking / Public Art Opportunity
Public art may
be integrated
into the sidewalk
surface provided
it does not create a tripping or
slipping hazard
and meets ADA
guidelines.
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Applicability and Use
The Pedestrian Zone is the area of the sidewalk corridor
that is specifically reserved for pedestrian travel. It should
function in all weather conditions. It is desirable that this
zone should provide five feet minimum clear width free
of any physical obstructions to allow for free pedestrian
movement. In areas with higher pedestrian volumes
(existing or anticipated) the width should be expanded.
Generally, street furniture, plantings, outdoor seating,
surface utilities, and other elements should not protrude
into the Pedestrian Zone.
The Frontage Zone is the area between the Pedestrian
Zone and building frontages, which may incorporate public
right-of-way (where available) or private property (where
building setbacks have been provided). The Frontage Zone
provides a buffer for pedestrians from building entrances
and architectural elements and may also provide space for
sidewalk cafés, window shopping, or landscaping.

Saint Paul Street Design Manual

General
•

Sidewalks with Boulevard/ Furnishing Zone should
always be provided on both sides of the street.
Curbside sidewalks should be provided only in extreme
circumstances where right-of-way is constrained and
adjacent property is built-out.

•

For new developments and where opportunities are
available to create additional setback, site designs
should accommodate wider sidewalks with generous
Boulevard/ Furnishing Zones.

•

Where minimum Boulevard/ Furnishing Zone widths
cannot be provided due to right-of-way constraints,
parked cars and/ or bicycle lanes can provide an
acceptable buffer between traffic and the sidewalk.

•

Sidewalks should be present on both sides of all
arterial streets.

•

New sidewalks are currently 100 percent assessed to
the adjacent property owners. Sidewalk replacement
or repair are not typically assesed to adjacent property
owners.
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Sidewalks and the Zone System
Design Considerations
•

•

•

•

•

•

The width and design of sidewalks will vary depending
on street typology, demand, and available right-ofway, and should, to the extent possible, adhere to the
dimensions in the table below.
The Pedestrian Zone should, as much as possible, keep
to the natural path of pedestrian travel parallel to the
roadway. Ideally, they will be located in a position that
naturally aligns with crosswalks at intersections.
It may be desirable in some spot locations for the
Pedestrian Zone to curve to form a more direct route
to an intersecting walkway, to preserve significant
trees, or to provide a greater degree of separation
between the sidewalk and the roadway.
The Pedestrian Zone must meet load–bearing, friction,
and other requirements as per relevant standard plate
and regulations.

Where buildings are located against the back of the
sidewalk and constrained situations do not provide
width for the Frontage Zone, the effective width of the
Pedestrian Zone is reduced by 1 foot, as pedestrians
will shy from the building edge.

•

The Frontage Zone should be maximized to provide
space for cafés, plazas, and greenscape elements along
building facades wherever possible, but not at the
expense of reducing the Pedestrian Zone beyond the
recommended minimum widths.

•

The minimum width of the Frontage Zone necessary to
accommodate sidewalk cafes is 6 feet.

Pedestrian Zone
•

In high volume, high density pedestrian areas the
Pedestrian Zone should be balanced with other zones
to accommodate large amounts of pedestrian traffic.

Boulevard/ Furnishing Zone
•

Refurbished, reused and recycled materials should be
considered.

Utilities, street trees, and other sidewalk furnishings
should be set back from curb face a minimum of 18
inches.

•

Utility boxes should be placed as far from the
intersection as possible to maintain sight trianges for
pedestrians, cyclists, and motorists.

•

The minimum width of the Boulevard/ Furnishing Zone
necessary to accommodate sidewalk cafes is 8 feet
(including 2 feet of clearance from face of curb).

•

Permeable paving may be considered where
appropriate. Refurbished, reused and recycled
materials should be considered.

The area within 24 inches of the face of curb should be
kept free of all obstructions.

•

When reconstructing sidewalks and relocating utilities,
all utility access points should be relocated outside of
the Pedestrian Zone, where possible.

•

Refer to ADA requirements for sidewalk design. All
new sidewalks and curb ramps shall comply with ADA
regulations.

•

•

The Pedestrian Zone should be clear of any
obstructions including utilities, traffic control devices,
trees, and furniture. Permeable paving should be
utilized wherever possible (i.e., where all applicable
standards can be met).

•

•

Frontage Zone

• Areaways and vaults may limit the possibility of having
In certain contexts (e.g., business districts, historic
plantings and street trees.
districts, major transit stops) above standard pavement
materials such as brick, stone or textured concrete may • The area within 24 inches of the face of curb should be
be desired. In such cases a maintenance agreement
kept free of all obstructions.
that identifies the entity responsible for ongoing
Curb Zone
maintenance will be required.
• The Curb Zone should be free from all objects,
In historic districts, sidewalk scoring pattern may be
furniture, sign posts, etc.
regulated by the guidelies of the district.
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Sidewalks and the Zone System
Zone Definition & Widths

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

Pedestrian Zone

Pref.

Preferred

Min.
des.

Minimum
Desirable

Boulevard &
Furnishings
Zone
Pref.

Min.
des.

Downtown Streets

2’

0’

12’

8’

6’

5’

Mixed-Use Corridor Streets

2’

0’

8’

6’

6’

5’

Residential Corridor Streets

2’

0’

5’

5’

6’

5’

Neighborhood Streets

2’

0’

6’

6’

6’

5’

Industrial Streets

2’

0’

5’

5’

6’

5’

6’

5’

10’

6’

Parkways

Varies

Curb &
Gutter (varies)

STREET TYPE

Frontage
Zone

Table Notes: St. Paul is a built environment. These dimensions reflect ideals which may or may not be achieved.
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Boulevard Planting
Definition
Boulevard planting typically consists of turf grass located
in the planting zone and are maintained by the adjacent
property owner. Plantings may include other species when
planted and maintained by adjacent property owners,
residents or businesses.

Applicability and Use
All boulevards are public property and subject to the
conditions stated in City Ordinance Chap. 105, “Care
and Maintenance of Boulevards”. Boulevard plantings
are most appropriate on streets where there are fewer
demands on the limited space within the right-of-way, less
parking turnover, and more hospitable growing conditions,
such as on residential corridor streets and on traditional
neighborhood streets. Parkways may have plantings
that are selected, planted and maintained by the Parks
Department to create a unique aesthetic character for that
street.
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Credit: Gina Coffman
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Design Considerations
The primary concerns regarding understory plantings are
pedestrian access, security, visibility, and ongoing cost and
ease of maintenance. Consequently:
•

Plantings shall conform to zoning requirements,
including:

•

Within 30 feet of intersections and corners, plants
must not exceed 12 inches.

•

Other plants must not exceed a height of 36 inches.

•

Plantings shall be maintained in such a way that there
is no overhang or encroachment onto the sidewalk,
curb or street area.

•

Any structure, such as a raised planter, requires an
obstruction permit.

•

When placed adjacent to on-street parking, plants
should be located away from ‘door zone’ of parked
cars, typically 2 feet from the curb.

•

Plantings should be salt and drought tolerant.

•

Plantings should be selected and planted as to not
interfere with street tree health.

•

Irrigation may be considered in conditions where there
is limited ability to capture adequate rainwater and will
require an ongoing maintenance agreement.

8’ min. vertical clearance
from sidewalk to lowest
branch

3’ max. planting height
12” max height at
intersectio ns
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Street Tree Planting
Definition
Street trees are those growing within the public right-ofway and are one part of the broader community forest.
They are typically located between the curb and the
sidewalk and or/ within medians. Trees provide many
ecological benefits to the city and also help to define a
street corridor.

Applicability and Use
Street trees offer the following environmental, economic,
social, and health benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Experiential quality for pedestrians, such as sense
of enclosure, shade, and protection from elements
Energy conservation.
Air quality improvements.
Oxygen production, carbon sequestration and storage.
Reduction of UV radiation and the heat island effect.
Rainwater interception, infiltration, and improved
water quality.
Creation of visual friction that may discourage
speeding.
Buffering of pedestrians from travel lanes.
Increase in economic activity and value of
communities.
Social, aesthetics, place-making and psychological
benefits through their beauty and transformative
potential.
Habitat for birds and wildlife.

Credit: Anton Jerve

Because boulevard areas also provide space for utilities
and street furniture that serve both the street and the
Pedestrian Zone, the extent and design of street tree
plantings will vary from street to street.
The Street and Park Tree Master Plan identifies tree
selection criteria and provides district tree planting maps to
guide tree selection.

Urban environments, however, are a very challenging
setting for the urban forest. Plantings are at risk from
physical damage from vehicles and people, litter, air and
water pollution, extreme temperature fluctuations and
other weather conditions. Soil structure and volume are
critical to tree establishment, growth, and health. Street
trees often struggle to thrive due to inadequate soil
volumes and poor or compacted soils which can limit
available soil moisture, oxygen and nutrient exchange.
Street trees may struggle to thrive due to limited soil
volume, poor soils, soil compaction, and lack of oxygen,
poor drainage or irrigation, and deicing salt. For these
reasons, boulevard plantings must be thoughtfully
selected, located, and provided with supportive growing
conditions to achieve their intended objectives and allow
plants to succeed.
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Design Considerations
Selection

Spacing Recommendations

Species diversity is important to the long term health of
the community forest, and can be facilitated by selecting
two or more tree types to plant along a street while
coordinating species diversity at the neighborhood and
city scale. Continuous rows of the same tree species can be
susceptible to diseases and pests and should be limited in
use.

•

General guidelines for tree selection and installation
include:
•

Tree species characteristics should be understood
when selecting trees as these may influence
maintenance requirements, sight lines, shading levels,
and aesthetics. Species characteristics to consider
include:

Ornamental trees: 20-30 feet minimum on center
•

•

Trees that have a maximum height of 25 feet and
can be used in restricted areas where overhead
clearance is a factor (e.g., under power lines)

Canopy trees: 30-40 feet on center
•

Trees that have a minimum height of 30 feet and
provide a significant ‘canopy’ over the street and
adjacent properties

•

Street lights: Maintain 15 feet minimum between
street lights and tree trunks

•

Stop sign or other traffic control: Place trees 30 feet
minimum from corner

•

Hydrants, driveways, or utility poles: Place trees 10
feet minimum from object.

•

Form, texture, seasonal variation

•

Maintenance requirements

•

•

Foliage density including shading levels and the
possibility of foliage to obscure buildings and signs

Check standard lines of sight based on street
classification.

•

In historic districts,tree selection and spacing may
depend on district guidelines and approval through the
Heritage Preservation Commission.

•

Leaf debris and fruit production.

Tree species must correlate to boulevard width and
available soil volumes:
•

Narrow planting spaces such as small streets,
alleys, and medians call for trees with columnar
form.

•

Wider streets and medians, such as mixed-use
streets can support larger trees with overarching
canopies.

•

Avoid utility conflicts, including overhead wires and
underground utility infrastructure.

•

Street classifications will influence species selection.
For example, tree branching structure should be
considered for truck routes.

•

Tree selection should respond to adjacent land uses.

Section
Street Design: Behind the Curb
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Planting Environment
Street trees need adequate soils, soil moisture, and
soil volume to support tree establishment and growth.
Whenever possible, street trees should be planted in
continuous beds rather than isolated tree basins to provide
larger, shared rooting space. When large planting beds are
not possible, the use of root trenches to connect separate
soil volumes should be considered. Above all, tree basins
should be sized to support the proposed tree at mature
size; and tree species should be selected based on the
proposed growth space and soil volumes.
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Street Tree Planting
Design Considerations Continued
Best management practices recommend that for every
1 square foot of mature canopy cover, 1.25 to 2 cubic
feet of soil be provided to support tree growth and root
development. The use of rock based structural soils may
require an adjustment of total volume as the rock may
account for up to 70 percent of the total soil volume.
Planting bed design standards using structural soils are
available from the City Forester.
Pedestrian traffic and vehicle access through the Planting/
Furnishing Zone can cause soil compaction which impacts
soil structure and tree health.
•

Where traffic is minimal, boulevards should be covered
with mulch, turf grass, or ornamental plantings. A
mulch ring around the tree retains soil moisture,
cools soils, prevents soil compaction, and reduces
maintenance.

•

Permeable hardscape, such as pavers, may be used
in commercial area Planting/Furnishing Zones to limit
soil compaction where there is higher pedestrian
traffic. When using pavers, a structured soil must be
used and an opening of several inches should remain
around the trunk to allow for tree growth. Pavers are
an above standard material and require an additional
assessment and agreement with adjacent property
owners for ongoing maintenance.

Adjustable tree grates are generally not considered a best
practice, but may be considered in select situations with
the approval of the City Forester.
A number of new practices are being employed to help
trees succeed in urban environments. These include:
•

Engineered or structural soils, modular structural
armatures and suspended pavements.

•

Permeable paving.

•

Enhanced soil preparation and amendments.

•

Stormwater infiltration practices.

The prevention and mitigation of tree and soil damage
during construction and street maintenance projects it
critical to both the long term health and success of urban
trees and reducing costs associated with tree replacement,
corrective maintenance, and boulevard restoration.
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Credit: Greg Reese

Maintenance
•

The Department of Parks and Recreation-Forestry
maintains public boulevard and park trees.

•

The planting, pruning, treatment, or removal of trees
in boulevards and street right-of-way requires a permit
issued by the Department of Parks and RecreationForestry prior to the start of any work.

•

Regular watering should be provided by adjacent
property owners for newly planted trees.

•

Consider ongoing ADA compliance and maintenance of
surface treatments over the life of a tree.

•

Where pavers, tree grates, or guards are used,
maintenance must be provided to remove the pavers,
inner rings of the tree grate, and adjust or remove the
tree guard as the tree grows.

•

Consider the use or design of tree protection measures
that reduce unintentional injury to trees caused by turf
maintenance, snow removal, and other activities that
can impact tree growth and increase tree mortality.

Landscaped Boulevard

3” min. depth mulch, turf,
or other plantings (varies)

Rootball

Hardscaped Boulevard

Undisturbed subgrade to
provide a firm base
for rootball

4’ x 4’ min. tree basin with
prepared topsoil,
underdrain as necessary

15” min. square
opening at tree, 3”
min. depth mulch
Permeable pavers set
over paver bedding

Min.
structural
soil:
3’ depth x 6’
width
Non-woven geotextile fabric

Drain
Tree basin

Infiltration soil, depth varies

4’ x 4’ min.
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Rain Gardens
Definition
A rain garden is a landscaped depressed area that can hold
stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces (such as a
street) while it infiltrates into the soil below. Native plants
(forbs and/ or grasses) are often a defining characteristic,
increasing ecological value, aesthetics, and overall
infiltration capacity. Rain gardens are created behind the
curb by depressing (excavating) the boulevard below the
flow line of the gutter and utilizing a curb-cut opening to
allow stormwater runoff to enter from the street.

Credit: Michael Richardson

Applicability and Use
•

Requires commitment from adjacent property owners
for ongoing maintenance.

•

Use in commercial areas should be carefully
considered due to potential tripping ahzards as well as
high levels of litter and sediment that can frequently
accumulate in the rain garden.

•

May be considered during Residential Street Vitality
Program (RSVP) design to plan for needed curb-cuts
and associated excavation. Costs of plant materials,
installation, and ongoing maintenance are typically
provided by a third party and must be determined
before including rain gardens in boulevard design.

•

May be used to retrofit existing streetscapes to
increase neighborhood aesthetics and enhance natural
drainage. Property owners must obtain all proper rightof-way permits, as well as adhere to City rain garden
maintenance policy and boulevard codes.

•

May be used in areas with grade change of flat
topography (typically 5 percent or less); use of retaining
walls is discouraged and requires additional review.

•

If designed and installed by a jurisdiction other than
the City, then a license agreement is applicable.

•

Rain gardens are not typically used to meet stormwater
regulatory requirements.

Placemaking / Public Art Opportunity
Public art can add a focal point to rain gardens. Saint Paul
Public Works and the City Artist in Residence Program have
worked with artists to create art for rain gardens built as part
of the RSVP program. Public art in rain gardens should be
compatible with a wet environment.

Brad Kaspari
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Design Considerations
•

Existing subsurface conditions should always be
evaluated prior to design.

•

Areas of shallow bedrock, high water table, and
contaminated or poorly draining soils should be
avoided. Utility conflicts such as water, sewer, gas,
electric, fiber optic, etc. should be avoided.

•

Where infiltration is constrained but the overall system
is still warranted, impermeable liners and underdrains
can be incorporated to allow the system to filter
stormwater runoff before returning to the storm sewer
system.

•

Width will be dictated by space available between curb
and sidewalk.

•

Length will vary based on numerous constraints,
Utilities, carriage walks, driveways, and lighting fixtures
are typical structural constraints. Existing trees are
ecological constraints; rain gardens should not be
excavated within the drip line of an existing tree
canopy.

•

Side slopes should be no greater than 33 percent to
allow for proper safety, access and maintainability.
Railings are required for slopes steeper than 3:1 and
must be reviewed per encroachment permit.

•

A 2 foot flat buffer should be included adjacent to both
a sidewalk and curb.

•

The curb-cut inlet should provide a sturdy, stabilized
path for stormwater to enter the rain garden from the
street, in order to prevent erosion or damage.

•

Plant selection can vary widely. A moderate diversity
of native forbs and grasses is encouraged. Too many
species can complicate weeding for those other than
master gardeners

•

Trees may be planted with the consultation and
approval of the City Forester.
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Bio-Infiltration Basin Systems
Definition
A bio-infiltration basin stormwater system is a largescale, depressed landscaped feature intended to hold a
specified amount of stormwater runoff from moderate to
relatively high amounts of impervious surface. Stormwater
is retained while it infiltrates into the soil below. This
system is distinguished from other similar “Behind the
Curb” stormwater systems in that a bio-infiltration system
may include a storm sewer inlet and/ or outlet, will hold
a significant amount of runoff, and is typically maintained
by a public agency, i.e., the City, a district council, or a
watershed district.

Applicability and Use
A bio-infiltration basin is applied as an engineered system
having a calculated storage volume to meet water quality
design purposes. This part of the street infrastructure
is typically implemented as an opportunistic retrofit to
achieve noteworthy reductions in stormwater runoff.
These are often part of a larger construction project and
can be moderately to significantly expensive. While these
can be developed to meet a regulatory purpose, because
of their relatively large footprint, examples of this type of
street infrastructure are somewhat rare citywide. This is
a rapidly evolving facet of street design. (Note that street
reconstruction projects required to meet stormwater rules
typically construction infiltration ‘trench’ systems below
the street pavement between curbs.)

Credit: Sarah Zorn

Placemaking / Public Art Opportunity
Public art may
be integrated
into the sidewalk
surface provided
it does not create a tripping or
slipping hazard
and meets ADA
guidelines.
Troy Pillow
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Design Considerations
•

All bio-infiltration systems require a right-of-way
permit.

•

Trees may be planted with the consultation and
approval of the City Forester.

•

Existing subsurface conditions should always be
evaluated prior to design.

•

•

Utility conflicts (such as water, sewer, gas, electric,
fiber optic, etc.), areas of shallow bedrock, high water
table, and contaminated or poorly draining soils must
be avoided.

All plants should be compatible with the system;
often native plants (i.e., forbs) are suitable to these
environments. Exposure to salt and the extreme
conditions of wet and dry will dictate a narrow palette
of plants that will succeed.

•

Where infiltration is constrained but the overall system
is still warranted, impermeable liners and underdrains
can be incorporated to allow the system to filter
stormwater runoff before returning to the storm sewer
system.

•

Consider stormwater pre-treatment design options in
order to prevent coarse sand and grit particles from
prematurely clogging the system.

•

Sunken portions of the feature adjacent to the
sidewalk and/or on-street parking may require a
railing to protect pedestrians from injury during winter
months when snow can accumulate and obscure the
abrupt drop-off.

•

Bio-infiltration systems may require a negotiated
maintenance agreement between the involved
agencies.

•

Use in commercial areas should be carefully considered
due to high levels of litter and sediment, which can
frequently accumulate in the bio-infiltration basin.

•

May provide increased snow storage.

•

May provide an opportunity for public art or corridor
branding.
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Roadway Lighting
Definition
Street lighting is intended to prevent crashes and increase
safety by improving visibility of roadways, intersections,
crosswalks and other important activity zones in order to
facilitate safe movement of motor vehicles, pedestrians
and bicyclists during nighttime or low light hours.

Applicability and Use
•
•
•

•
•

Illumination should supply a minimum light level along
the segment with additional lighting to anchor and
illuminate crossings.
The amount of illumination required should be
proportional to the width and classification of the
roadway or intersection.
Street lighting can be used to create an environment
that feels safe and secure for pedestrians. Areas where
personal security is an issue should be considered for
enhanced lighting.
Pedestrian-scale lighting may also be used to enhance
and reinforce the character of the streetscape and
facilitate neighborhood identity and wayfinding.
Above standard illumination may also be targeted
in areas with higher volumes of pedestrian traffic,
a concentrated senior population, and land uses
that generate pedestrian trips during evening hours.
Examples include transit stops, major transfer points
and routes, community facilities, and commercial
areas. Costs are typically assessed to adjacent property
owners.

Credit: Luke Hanson

Placemaking / Public Art Opportunity
Streets lights
may provide
opportunities for
public art through
poles, flags, or
other installations
or actual light
installations.
Ross Lovegrove
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Design Considerations
•

•

The standard in Saint Paul is the single lantern lighting
style. The use of consistent luminaire types creates a
cohesive visual vocabulary and facilitates maintenance
and replacement.

sense of safety.
•

Light poles should be placed in the boulevard and
furnishing zone and located so that light isn’t blocked
by tree canopies.

A double lantern style light may be considered for
•
above-standard lighting and would require special
assessment and a maintenance agreement with
adjacent property owners and/ or business association.
•
In historic districts, other standards may be considered
or required based upon the guidelines of the district
and approval of the Heritage Preservation Commission.

Where feasible, light poles should be located on the
vehicle approach side (near side) of the crosswalk to
enhance visibility of pedestrians for oncoming vehicles.

•

Large fluctuations between dark and light must be
avoided as drivers’ vision must continually adjust to
varying light levels, thereby impairing vision.

Pedestrian-scale lighting should be closely spaced,
allowing lower intensity illumination and avoiding large
shadows.

•

Light poles should be placed in the boulevard zone so
as not to be blocked by tree canopies.

•

Lighting levels, especially at intersections, should
be periodically checked to ensure minimum lighting
levels meet the need of the street based on the width,
classification as well as for motorist, pedestrian and
bicycle safety

•

Light poles should be staggered, but spacing should be
consistent with regard to trees and other street poles
to the extent possible.

•

White light (light emitting diode or LED, metal halide,
induction, and fluorescent lamps) may be considered
at intersections to improve pedestrian perception and

•

•

Pedestrian-scale lighting can be used alone or in
combination with roadway-scale lighting in high
activity areas to encourage nighttime use and as a
traffic calming device.
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Driveways
Definition
Driveways provide access to properties from public streets.

Applicability and Use
Driveways occur wherever there are land uses that require
vehicle access from the street network. Driveways often
cross sidewalks, bike and parking lanes, and affect moving
traffic. These crossings can create conflicts between
various users. To the extent possible:
•
•

The number of driveways should be minimized,
particularly along commercial corridors, in order to
minimize conflicts.
As an access management principle, driveways
should be avoided within the functional area of an
intersection to reduce the potential for conflicts with
turning vehicles and pedestrians in the crosswalk.
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Credit: Anton Jerve
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Design Considerations
As a general rule, driveways should be designed to look like
driveways, not roadway intersections, and incorporate the
following design principles:
•

Sidewalks should be continuous across driveways
at a continuous grade and cross-slope and the
driveways flares should be contained within the
boulevard space and not intrude on the pedestrian
travel way.

•

The pedestrian zone should be consistent with
ADA guidelines to ensure that all pedestrians using
wheeled mobility devices can safely cross the
driveway.

•

A standard driveway has a 4 foot flare on each side
to prevent high speed turning movements.

•

Driveway width should be minimized to the extent
appropriate for traffic conditions, use, type and
location.

•

Driveways should be located outside the
functional area of the intersection, with an
absolute minimum of 100 feet from intersections
in commercial corridors and 40 to 60 feet in
residential corridors.
•

•

The functional area of an intersection
includes areas upstream and downstream of
the intersection. In contrast with the physical
area of an intersection, the functional area
varies depending on several site specific
variables including: amount of queuing at
an intersection; distance traveled during
perception-reaction time; and declaration
distance.

Maintain sidewalk slope and
grade across driveway

Ramp slopes from edge of
sidewalk through boulevard
to curb

Flares should be contained
within boulevard and not
intrude on the pedestrian
travelway

and pedestrian signal indications if part of a signalized
intersection.
•

Truncated domes should not be used where driveways
cross the sidewalk zone unless the driveway is
functioning as a leg of an intersection and curb ramps
are present.

•

Site obstructions (signs, landscaping, decorative
fencing, signal boxes, building features etc.) should be
carefully located to maximize visibility between turning
motorists and pedestrians at driveway.

In locations where a driveway must function as a leg of
an intersection, it should be designed with pedestrian
safety features such as crosswalks, small corner radii,
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Bicycle Parking
Definition
Conveniently located bicycle parking is an important
component of a multi-modal transportation system
because it allows bicyclists to secure their bicycles at their
intended destination, whether that is their place of work,
a local business or attraction, or a transit station. Bicycle
parking may be provided in a variety of forms depending
on whether it is for short-term or long-term use (e.g.,
a brief shopping stop, or an all day event). Short-term
parking may consist of individual or multiple bike racks
placed within the furniture or building frontage zones of
a street or high capacity corrals placed within the street
itself (where there is a defined motor vehicle parking
lane). Long-term parking may consist of racks or an array
of racks that may be sheltered and placed in off-street
locations such as parking garages/ lots or transit station
entrances (e.g., cages, sheltered corrals). Long-term
parking may be access controlled.

Credit: Michael Richardson

Applicability and Use
•

Well-designed and placed bicycle parking promotes
a more orderly streetscape, preserves the pedestrian
right of way and prevents damage to trees and street
furniture.

•

It should be conveniently placed within close proximity
to destinations such as businesses, parks, schools and
other community facilities, and major transit stops and
stations.

•

Bump outs may present an opportunity for bicycle rack
installation.

•

In historic districts, bike parking design and placement
may depend on district guidelines and approval
through the Heritage Preservation Commission.

•

In general, locating one or two racks at multiple
locations along a block face are preferred to grouping
all the racks at one location. In order to ensure there is
adequate parking to meet demand, parking utilization
should be periodically assessed, and additional parking
should be provided where demand is high.

•

In areas with high bicycle parking demand and limited
space behind the curb and limited private bike parking,
in-street corrals or other high capacity bike rack designs
may be considered. In-street facilities require a right of
way permit. Bump outs may present an opportunity for
bicycle rack installation.

Placemaking / Public Art Opportunity
Bike racks present an opportunity for public
art; however,
the basic Design
Considerations
outlined on the
next page should
be adhered to.
Troy Pillow
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Design Considerations

•

Racks must be securely anchored to the ground and
resist cutting, rusting and bending or deformation.

•

A minimum 2 feet of clearance around the rack should
be provided to allow users to access and securely lock
the bicycle from the side. Adequate end clearance
should also be provided to allow users to enter and
exit the rack area.

•

Bicycle racks must not interfere with bus loading/
unloading areas.

•

Generally, bicycle racks should be placed within the
furniture or building frontage zones, where there is
adequate room for a bicycle to be locked up without
protruding into the pedestrian zone or the clear zone
behind the curb.

•

Bicycle racks should be placed on concrete or other
similarly paved surface. Where bike ricks are desired
on a grass boulevard, a concrete pad or similar surface
shal be provided.

•

In-street bicycle parking (i.e., corrals) may be
considered where there is on-street parking and high
bicycle parking demand and limited other locations for
public and private bike parking.

•

In-street bicycle corrals require special consideration
for street sweeping and snow removal and storage.
Maintenance agreements may be required for in-street
bicycle parking facilities to ensure they are cleared
of snow and debris. In-street bicycle corrals may be
seasonal, and may be removed during winter months
to facilitate snow removal.”

•

Bus stops, fire hydrants, turning bus movements, utility
covers and sewer valves, parking meters, stormwater
inlets, and adjacent landscaping obstacles should be
considered when identifying a location for an in-street
bicycle corral.

Rack should be parallel
to pedestrian flow and
in-line with other street

8’
Parking Lane, if
applicable

Clear Space

Bicycle racks must support the bicycle in at least two
places to prevent it from falling over and allow locking
of the frame and one or both wheels with a standard
U-lock.

2’ min. all sides

•

8’--10’
Pedestrian Zone
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Wayfinding
Definition
Wayfinding signs provide information about direction
and distance to destinations, and may be focused on
pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, or oriented toward all
user groups.

Applicability and Use
Wayfinding signs are part of a system of sequential
destination information; thus, planning, placement, and
maintenance are critical. Signs should be located only
where they are needed. Pavement markings and public
art can also be used as part a wayfinding system. The
most effective wayfinding networks aim to achieve a
balance between providing useful information, safety, and
minimizing sign clutter.
Bicycle wayfinding signs should be posted on designated
bike routes and shared-use paths to direct bicyclists
around the citywide bike network and to major
destinations. Pedestrian wayfinding should be limited
to complex areas where a large number of pedestrians
are routinely accessing similar destinations, such as
downtown.

General Principles
•
•
•
•
•
•

Messages must be clear and concise.
Related signs should be combined to limit visual
clutter.
Signs should be limited in number and content as to
not overpower the reader.
Signs should be placed in such a way that primary
regulatory signs are not overlooked.
Groups of wayfinding signs should have a graphically
standardized appearance.
Signs must be maintained to ensure current
information and adequate condition.

Credit: Anton Jerve

•
•

Destination names will be kept generic to the extent
possible to avoid advertising.
Private campus areas, such as a college campus,
may provide a system of wayfinding to facilitate
internal site circulation. These systems are developed
independently from City wayfinding systems within the
public right-of-way.

General Wayfinding
Primary signing may be accomplished through street
name signs. The Saint Paul City Council determines street
names. Street name signs follow MN MUTCD standards.
Street name signs are posted on one of the quadrants at
residential intersections. At collector and arterial street
intersections signs are posted on diagonally opposite
corners. Signs may be mounted on stand-alone posts,
light poles, or on signal mast arms. The signs list the street
name, generalized street address range for that block and,
if on a bike route, a bike symbol. Street signs are installed in
conjunction with street reconstruction and are replaced to
maintain good visibility.

Placemaking / Public Art Opportunity
Public art in the
form of route logos (see MUTCD)
may be incorporated in the wayfinding signage
provided it does
not conflict with
minimum horizontal and vertical
clearance requirements.
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Design Considerations
Refer to Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD and MN MUTCD) standards for sign installation,
such as mounting height, lateral placement from edge of
path or roadway and other guidance.
•

Mounting height should generally be above the eye of
the intended user.

•

Size of font should be legible to intended user.

•

Signs should be combined horizontally or vertically,
where possible.

•

Lines of sight and visibility should be reviewed when
placing signs.

•

A sign should be as simple and as short as possible to
convey the intended message.

•

Pavement markings can also be used to assist with
wayfinding in some locations and can also be a
placemaking tool.

•

Wayfinding may be part of a broader district
wayfinding/ branding initiative.

•

In historic districts, sign and structure design and
placement may depend on district guidelines
and approval through the Heritage Preservation
Commission.

Pedestrian Wayfinding
•

Pedestrian wayfinding is primarily provided near major
attractions, such as theaters or event centers.

•

Pedestrian wayfinding may be provided at key entry
points to unique systems such as the downtown
skyway system.

•

Pedestrian wayfinding may be useful in areas where
large volumes of pedestrians may be walking to transit
stops, such as near light rail stations.

•

Signs should meet all needs for public accessibility.

Bicycle Route Wayfinding
This guidance is appropriate for on-street bicycle routes or
sidepaths adjacent to roadways.
•

Route identification signs and/or wayfinding pavement
markings may be placed generally every ½ mile, at the
far side of intersections with major bike routes and at
decision points.

•

D11-1c series Bicycle Route Signs with route name,
such as “CHARLES BIKEWAY,” in place of “BIKE ROUTE”
or M1-8 series signs should be used to identify bicycle
routes.

•

Decision signs should be placed in advance of
intersections with other major bike routes and at
decision points.

•

Decision signs should include destinations and
directional arrows, and may include distance.

•

D1-3 series Destination Supplemental Signs should
be used and, where feasible, consolidated with route
identification signs to minimize size and clutter.

•

Destinations should be listed with the closest
destinations towards the top of a sign assembly, with
a maximum of three destinations used on any single
sign.
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Wayfinding
Design Considerations Continued
Trail Wayfinding
This guidance is appropriate for trails located on
independent rights-of-way.
•

Where bikeways managed by multiple agencies or
from multiple systems share a common segment,
wayfinding signs appropriate for both agencies or
systems may be used.

•

Wayfinding or route identification signs should be
posted at all major decision points along the trail
(feeder trail intersections, forks in the trail, etc.) and
after all roadway crossings (local streets and arterials).

•

Street name signs should be installed at all locations
where trails intersect streets. This type of sign should
have a sign blade for both the street name and the
trail name.

•

Wayfinding signs may be part of a larger regional
network and/ or branding system.

Credit: Anton Jerve
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Stairways
Definition
Due to the steep and sloping nature of some of Saint Paul’s
neighborhoods, some streets are connected by pedestrian
stairways. The City of Saint Paul owns over 70 public
stairways, most of which are in the street right-of-way.
Many stairways in Saint Paul have been removed due to
deterioration and insufficient funding to replace.

Applicability and Use
Stairways may be considered where the street network
is discontinuous due to steep slopes in order to provide
pedestrian connectivity.
Since stairways are not ADA accessible, great consideration
should be given to other accessibility options for new
or reconstructed facilities. ADA require the provision of
pedestrian ramps, elevators, or other means. Existing
stairways should be maintained as appropriate.

Credit: Anton Jerve

Design Considerations
•

New stairways must meet all Americans with Disability
Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) standards, such as
for landings and handrails. Additional rest points with
benches may be used for especially long staircases.

•

Vegetation near stairs should be managed and
maintained to improve visibility and light for safety.

•

Public stairways may be historic or contribute to
historic districts. Any improvements should be
reviewed and considered based on applicable district
guidelines and/or approval through the Heritage
Preservation Commission.

•

Signage is recommended to indicate that the
pedestrian route utilizes the stairway and that it is a
public facility.

•

Periodic inspection should assess and prioritize
stairways for repairs and/ or replacement. Repairs
may range from replacing the handrail to removing
and replacing the landings, treads, or concrete slabs.
Repairs may trigger additional ADA requirements.

•

The inclusion of bike wheel rails should be considered.

•

Stairways should be augmented or replaced with
ramps along bike routes or where no other alternative
route exists.

Placemaking/ Public Art Opportunity
Stairways present
an opportunity for
public art; however,
both the basic Design
Considerations outlined
on the next page should
be adhered to.
Elizabeth Roy
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Site Planning
Definition
Site planning is the process of organizing and detailing
specifics about or for proposed improvements (e.g.,
buildings, parking, utilities) to a given lot. Site planning
considers how proposed improvements relate to the street
and facilitate circulation between the street (and adjacent
sidewalk) and the proposed uses. Review of accessibility
and impact to the right or way are part of the site plan
review process and Traffic Studies and Transportation
Demand Management Plans may be required through the
process.

Applicability and Use
A site plan is required for most development proposals
within the city. Site plans must respond to requirements in
the City’s zoning code (Article IV), which varies by zoning
district. Among the requirements in the zoning code that
may impact the overall feel, safety and functionality of
streets, and are addressed during the site planning process,
are building (yard) setbacks and placement, minimum
parking requirements, parking placement, plazas, and
landscaping.

Credit: Michael Richardson

Placemaking / Public Art Opportunity
Public art may
be incorporated
into site plans in a
number of ways,
including within
the building
frontage zone or
through visual
connections from
the sidewalk to
the lot interior.
Susan Fiene
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Design Considerations
New projects or buildings developed on large parcels
should form new blocks and streets that create a
comfortable and walkable block size to help complete
the network of streets.

•

Primary building entrances should be visible and
directly accessible from the sidewalk.

•

On-site bicycle parking should be conveniently located
in relation to building entrances.

•

On Downtown and Mixed Use Corridors where streets
and urban form are envisioned to be more pedestrianoriented, buildings should be placed in close proximity
to the sidewalk allowing for pedestrian gathering space
at corner or better sight lines, while providing for
the preferred dimensions of each sidewalk zone and
provide space for features such as sidewalk cafes.

•

Some sites in areas of poor connectivity may be
required to have pedestrian and/or bike easements to
improve access.

•

Off-street surface parking areas should preferably be
located behind buildings (i.e., not abutting sidewalks)
where feasible. Where surface parking areas must abut
a sidewalk, it should be interior to the block where
possible and should not generally comprise a majority
of the lot frontage.

•

Off-street surface parking areas abutting sidewalks
should be buffered by landscaping and other features
that serve to screen the parking use without impinging
sight lines at driveways and activate the street frontage
(e.g., seating areas). On other streets where pedestrian
activity is lower (e.g., Residential Corridor) parking
may be screened by landscaping and architectural
elements.

•

Structured parking that abuts the sidewalk on streets
where pedestrian activity is high should incorporate
high quality building materials and be screened by uses
(e.g., ground-level retail), or other features (e.g., public
art, seating areas) that activate the sidewalk area.

•

The number of driveways should be limited and
consolidated. They should be no wider than necessary
and designed to allow motorists to see pedestrians on
the sidewalk.

building faces at or near property
line, entrance via sidewalk

major arterial

minor arterial

•

parking set back from
sidewalk, buffered with
landscaping or low fence/
walls
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Off-Street Paths
Definition
Off-Street Paths are facilities that provide off-street space
intended for use by bicyclists and/or pedestrians. They
often parallel roadways and are typically separated from
the roadway by boulevard space or a physical barrier. Offstreet paths may be designated for one-way or two-way
travel. Most off-street paths accommodate both bicyclists
and pedestrians within the same space and are often
referred to as shared-use paths. However paths may also
be designated for exclusive use by bicyclists or pedestrians.
A defining feature of off-street paths is that they place
bicyclists and pedestrians in an off-street location, where
they become subject to all applicable laws pertaining to
pedestrian movement at intersections and driveways.
Credit: Michael Richardson

Applicability and Use
General

off-street paths when compared with on-street bike
lanes. This may be especially true of less experienced
or slower bicyclists. Off-street paths should not be
considered a substitute to accommodating bicycles
within the roadway.

•

Off-street paths are desirable along high volume or
high speed roadways, where accommodating bicyclists
within the roadway in a safe and comfortable way is
impractical.

•

Off-street paths typically have a lower design speed
for bicyclists than in-street facilities do and may not
provide appropriate accommodation for cyclists who
desire to travel at greater speeds. In addition, greater
numbers of driveways or intersections along a corridor
can decrease bicycle travel speeds and traffic signals
can increase delay for bicyclists on off-street paths
compared to cyclists using in-street bicycle facilities
such as bike lanes.

•

•

Off-street paths have a relationship with roadways
similar to that of sidewalks to roadways, in that
they function as parallel facilities located in close
proximity to vehicle travel lanes. Conflicts with vehicles
turning across the path of bicycles and pedestrians at
driveways and intersections are an inherent drawback
of off-street paths. Off-street paths are commonly
used along recreational corridors, scenic corridors, or
parkways, and may be part of a regional trail system.

Many cyclists express a strong preference for the
separation from motorized vehicles provided by

•

Off-street paths may be used to provide two-way
bicycle and pedestrian travel adjacent to one-way
roadways.

Placemaking / Public Art Opportunity
Public art may be placed
alongside off-street paths
provided it does not conflict
with minimum horizontal
and vertical clearance
requirements.

Foster Willey
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Design Considerations
General

•

When one-way paths for bicycles are provided within
roadway corridors, the paths in opposite directions
should be provided in pairs. Generally a pair of oneway off-street paths will be provided on opposite sides
of the roadway to allow bicyclists to travel adjacent to
motorized traffic in the same direction.

•

Off-street paths intended for use by bicycles should be
designed to meet adopted guidelines. This includes
widths, clearance, design speed, stopping and sight
distance.

•

Off-street paths intended for use by pedestrians must
meet accessibility requirements under the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA). Grades may meet but not
exceed the grade of the adjacent roadway.

•

If an off-street path is for the exclusive use of bicyclists,
a sidewalk or other pedestrian facility should be
provided to ensure that pedestrians do not encroach
into the facility intended for exclusive bicycle use.

•

Crossings must be designed in a way that facilitate
sight distance for drivers, bicyclists, and pedestrians,
provide stacking room for vehicles waiting to enter
the roadway or cross the off-street path, and allow
bicyclists and pedestrians to anticipate and react to
vehicular turning movements.

•

On a one-way path, an off-street facility may transition
to an on-road bike lane or cycle track configuration
in advance of an intersection or driveway. This allows
cyclists to take advantage of the comfort of off-street
paths in mid block locations with the operational
benefits of in-street cycling at intersections.

•

Off-street paths should be designed to maintain
constant cross slope and running slope through
driveways.

•

Enhanced traffic control devices such as bike signals at
intersections may be appropriate in some locations.

•

The desired buffer width between the off-street path
and the roadway is a minimum of 5 feet, with a desired
minimum of 6 feet, and may be a planted boulevard.
Plants must not exceed 36 inches or 12 inches within
30 feet of an intersection.

•

•

One-way paths may be used in park settings to
minimize conflicts between users where there are
high volumes of bicyclists or pedestrians. Because
pedestrians walk at relatively slow speeds, one-way
pedestrian paths are generally not encouraged.

At intersections with low-volume minor roadways,
the crossing of an off-street path and/or sidewalk
may be raised, in the form a raised crosswalk, table
or intersection to serve as a traffic calming feature for
motor vehicles. Raised paths through intersections
are more difficult to construct and maintain as grade
present issues for ADA compliance and drainage.

•

12 feet is the minimum width for a shared use path.

•

When one-way paths for bicycles are desired,
consideration should be given to discourage wrong
way cycling.
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Design Considerations Continued
•

The following guidance may improve safety at minor
intersection and driveway crossings:
•

Vehicle parking should be prohibited near an
intersection to improve visibility.

•

Street or sidewalk furnishings should
accommodate a sight triangle, or clear area at
intersections, for vehicles attempting to cross a
trail of:
•

20 feet the from minor street crossings;

•

and 10 feet from driveway crossings.

•

Color, yield lines, and yield signage may be used to
identify the conflict area and make it clear that trail
users moving through the intersection have priority
over entering and exiting traffic.

•

Motor vehicle traffic crossing the trail should be
constrained or channelized to make turns at sharp
angles to reduce travel speed prior to the crossing.
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Off-street Path at Driveway Crossing

Maintain sidepath slope and
grade across driveway
Sloped driveway apron

2’ shoulders/ clear zone to
vertical obstacles each side

Travel Lane

Boulevard

Shoulder/ Clear zone

Off-street path

Shoulder/ Clear zone

2’ 10’ min. 2’ 5’
min.
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Off-Street Paths

Travel Lane

2’

Boulevard

5’ min.

Shoulder/ Clear zone

Off-street path

Shoulder/ Clear zone

2’

10’ min.
12’ prefered
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Travel Lanes
Definition
The configuration and width of motor vehicle travel lanes
and parking lanes has a great impact on the space available
for other modes. Every foot of width between the street
right-of-way lines is a precious commodity.

Application and Use
Lane widths should be considered minimums in design
where trade-offs are required to meet the needs of all
users. They should be applied to street reconstructions
as well as projects where lane functionality is reallocated
between existing curb lines.
A design exception may be required for some widths on
federal or state-funded projects. State Aid requirements
allow for travel lane widths of 10 to 12 feet, depending
upon roadway classification, posted speed, and average
daily traffic (ADT). Parking lane widths vary from 8 to 10
feet on the basis of daily volume and posted speed. State
Aid requirements for streets without on-street parking
include a curb reaction distance that varies from two
feet to four feet, depending upon traffic volume, which is
added to the minimum lane width. Conflicts with State Aid
standards must be addressed on a case by case basis.
Due to coordination with other jurisdictions, minimum
lane width values are categorized by the traditional
highway based classification system. Decisions regarding
lane widths in the city should support the desired
characteristics of Saint Paul’s future land use types.
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Credit: Luke Hanson
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Design Considerations
Considerations Regarding Lane Widths

Multiple minimums

•

• The cumulative relationship between lanes and the
Narrowing lane widths and reclaiming space once
sidewalk must be taken into account when selecting
dedicated for automobile traffic is an important tool
lane width. In general, multiple minimums should
in equitably dividing roadway space. In response to
be avoided (e.g., minimum travel lane, bike lane and
specific conditions on a given roadway, lane widths
parking lane). The lane accommodating the most
different from those prescribed below may be
vulnerable mode should not be minimized.
required. For information on how narrower lane widths
impact capacity and average travel speeds see:
Bus Lane
Potts, Ingrid B., Harwood, Douglas W., and Richard, • A wider bus lane (14-16 feet) is preferred for shared
Karen R. Relationship of Lane Width to Safety for
bus and bicycle lane in order to allow for passing while
Urban and Suburban Arterials. Washington, D.C.:
staying in lane and to maximize bicyclists’ comfort and
Transportation Research Board, 2007.
safety.

•

During reconstruction projects, space reallocated from
vehicle lanes can be used to widen sidewalks, create
bump outs, plant street trees or greenscape elements,
install street furniture, implement bicycle lanes or
cycle tracks, or provide on-street parking lanes through
a lane diet.

•

•

During resurfacing or restriping projects, installing
minimum lane widths can provide additional space
to install bicycle lanes or cycle tracks. On roadways
with on-street parking, it is advantageous to provide
additional width to either the parking lane or the
bicycle lane, particularly in areas with high parking
turnover, to reduce the likelihood that a bicyclist will
be struck by a motorist opening a car door. This can
provide additional benefit in winter when snow can
narrow roadways.
A capacity analysis is often necessary to evaluate the
impacts of a proposed design on the operation of the
roadway or the adjacent road network.
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Travel Lanes
•

Wider lanes (11-12 feet) are appropriate in locations
with high volumes of heavy vehicles (greater than 8
percent) or designated transit routes.

•

Travel lanes immediately adjacent to on-street parking
should provide a minimum combined parking and
travel lane width of 18 feet.

Bicycle Lanes
•

The preferred width for bicycle lanes is 6 feet in areas
with high volumes of vehicles.

•

Wider bicycle lanes (6 -7 feet) are preferred in
locations with heavy parking turnover.

•

Bicycle lanes 5 feet in width may be considered on
non-arterial roadways when not adjacent to on-street
parking, or where no vertical curb is present.
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Travel Lanes
Design Considerations Continued
Parking Lanes
•

•

In areas of low parking turnover, a 7 foot parking
lane may be appropriate. In areas with high parking
turnover and high volumes of bicyclists an 8 or 9 feet
parking lane may be appropriate. 10 feet parking lane
is required for heavy traffic (10,000 vehicles per day),
high mix trucks, or turnover in parking.
For lanes with peak hour parking restrictions 14 feet
is the minimum width to accommodate shared use by
parked vehicle and bicycles during off-peak times.

One-way vs. two-way streets
One-way streets are configured to allow for one direction
of travel while two-way streets allow for two directions of
travel. One-way streets may be configured to allow for the
contra-flow of certain vehicles; usually transit or bicycles.
One-way and two-way streets each provide advantages and
disadvantages in terms of traffic operations, access, and
pedestrian safety. In some cases existing one-way or twoway configurations may be reevaluated as part of an overall
strategy to optimize street space and better accommodate
all travel modes.
In terms of pedestrian safety, there are benefits of both
one-way and two-way streets so the decision to convert
a one-way street to two-way (or vice versa) is contextsensitive. Studies have shown that converting two-way
streets to one-way generally results in fewer crashes
involving pedestrians because there are fewer turning
movements. However, one-way streets tend to encourage
higher motor vehicle speeds, and may increase vehicular
traffic if motorists are required to circle around to access
destinations in a dense, urban environment. Two-way
streets may reduce vehicle speeds due to increased turning
movements and increased perceived friction along the
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roadway. In addition, many one-way streets have multiple
lanes, which may create a multiple-threat crash condition
for pedestrians crossing the road.
One-way streets are often designed as part of a couplet
system--a pair of one-way streets, typically separated
by one city block--which often results in a higher vehicle
capacity than an equivalent two-way street. In some cases
developing a couplet system could be considered as an
alternative to widening a two-way thoroughfare. This may
be a beneficial option when trying to preserve pedestrian
space, trees and other aesthetic features.
Converting one-way streets to a two-way streets may be
an effective strategy for managing traffic patterns, reducing
motor vehicle speeds, improving access to businesses,
and changing the character of a neighborhood from being
a ‘pass-through’ to a ‘destination’ for motorists. Many
communities have found that local businesses benefit
from one-way to two-way conversions because access
is improved and motorists are more likely to stop and
patronize businesses. Conversely, conversion of a two-way
street to a one-way street may improve traffic operations
while providing space for other street zone elements
within the same right-of-way as the two-way option, such
as a pedestrian plaza, bicycle facilities, or stormwater
management features. If a street is converted to one-way,
it should be evaluated to see if additional changes should
be made. Potential changes include lane diets, road diets,
bump outs, corner curb radius reductions, and signal timing
that discourages higher vehicle speeds. Traffic circulation in
the surrounding area must be carefully considered before
converting streets to one-way or two-way.
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Travel Lane General Guidance

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

Center Turn Lane

Inside Lane

Curb Lane*

10’ - 12’

10’ -11’

10’- 14’

11’

11’

11’

RANGE
BASELINE
CONDITIONS FOR WIDENING



Bus route



Bus route + bike lane



Truck route



Frequent left turns





Adjacent to bike lane




Absence of inside lane




Two-way roadway
CONDITIONS FOR NARROWING



Manage speeds
ADT below 10,000



Infrequent left turns







REGARDING RANGES
The cumulative relationship between lanes must be taken into account when selecting land width.
In general, multiple minimums should be avoided (i.e. min. center turn lane, inside lane and curb lane).
*Curb Lane does not include gutter pan
Parking Lane
RANGE width 7’ - 8’
BASELINE width 8’ (includes gutter pan)
CONDITION for 8’- Commerical street with high turnover
CONDITION for 7’- Residential street with low turnover
2’ shy distanceis prefered minimum
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One Way/ Two Way Directional Conversions

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

12’
Travel
Lane

8’

10’-14’
Sidewalk &
Boulevard

12’

Parking Lane
Curb & Gutter

12’

Travel
Lane

Parking Lane

Curb & Gutter

Sidewalk &
Boulevard

8’

Travel
Lane

10’-14’

2½’

2½’

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

2½’

Right of Way 80’

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

Parking Lane
Curb & Gutter

Bike Lane

12’ 5’-6’ 8’
Travel Lane

Travel Lane

5’-6’ 12’
Bike Lane

8’
Parking Lane

Curb & Gutter

Sidewalk &
Boulevard

10’-14’

10’-14’
Sidewalk &
Boulevard

2½’

2½’

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

Right of Way 80’
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Parkways
Definition
Parkways are thoroughfares established to create
connections between parklands across the city. Parkways
are identified in the City Code. The Departments of Public
Works and Parks and Recreation work together to design,
maintain and regulate parkways.
As defined by the Park System Plan There are three types
are parkways in Saint Paul, Class A, Class B, and Class C.
•

Class A Parkways are those with existing off-road multi- Credit: Emily Erikson
use trails, or those on which trucks are prohibited
by City Code and where right-of-way is sufficient for
trail implementation and where multi-use trails are
proposed.

•

Class B Parkways are those on which trucks are
prohibited by City Code or those where right-of-way
limitations or urban design considerations, would limit
trail implementation.

•

Class C Parkways are those on which trucks are
permitted by City Code.

Application and Use
•

Each parkway is unique and is designed in partnership
with the Departments of Parks and Public Works and,
where applicable, Ramsey County. The design depends
upon the available right-of-way width and context of
the street. Parkways often have some the widest rights
of way in the city.
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•

Conceptualized over 100 years ago, the Grand Round
is a vision to connect the city’s major parks and
recreation destinations with a continuous scenic green
parkway. The Grand Round has been designated, but
not all portions have been constructed in the desired
character.

•

Improvements to some parkways, especially
through Neighborhood Centers (as defined in the
Comprehensive Plan), generally the community
commercial districts, may include assessments for
above standard streetscape improvements. These are
typically developed in partnership with the business
association, property owners, and/ or district council.

Street Design Treatments

Design Considerations
•

Commercial signs on parkways may be more strictly
regulated than on other facilities and parkways may
have their own wayfinding sign types.

•

Setbacks may be different than those typically applied
to that zoning district.

•

Trees are often used to help create the character of the
parkway.

•

Parkways often have planted medians with trees and/
or wider boulevards than on typical streets. The crosssection of a parkway may change by segment.

•

Off-street paths may be located along the roadway or
within the median.

•

Parkways should be designed to enhance scenic and
recreational experiences.

•

Driveway access from parkways should be limited to
the extent possible. Properties may be required to take
access from alternate streets or facilities.
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Bridges
Definition
Saint Paul has over 330 bridges spanning the Mississippi
River, highways, railroads, and other barriers. These
bridges provide critical connections between Saint Paul
neighborhoods as well as the greater region. Design of
roadway bridges should accommodate all transportation
modes. Special attention should be given to bicyclists
and pedestrians whenever bridges (underpasses in some
cases) are constructed, reconstructed or improved so these
facilities provide maximum safety and comfort for these
users.

Applicability and Use
Bridges play a central role in improving connectivity for
all roadway users between Saint Paul’s neighborhoods
and to the larger region. Many existing roadway bridges
create barriers to walking and bicycling because they do
not safely and comfortably accommodate these modes. As
many bridge structures approach the end of their useful
life there is an ever-growing need to reconstruct or replace
them, presenting opportunities to integrate pedestrian
and bicycle facilities and thus improving connectivity.
In fact, the U.S. DOT’s policy statement on bicycling and
walking recommends “integrating bicycle and pedestrian
accommodation on new, rehabilitated, and limited‐
access bridges” with connections to streets or paths. And
Title 23 United States Code section §217 requires that
bridges being replaced with federal funds include safe
accommodation for bicyclists if this accommodation is
not an “excessively disproportionate” cost (defined as
exceeding 20 percent of the larger project).

Credit: Luke Hanson

•

•

•

Options for retrofitting existing bridges to better
accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians include
narrowing travel lanes for the installation of bike
lanes or sidewalks. Installing a cantilever structure
or redecking the bridge, where feasible, may be
considered where sidewalks are absent on bridges.
Generally, retrofitting existing bridges can be very
expensive and funding sources may be more limited for
these types of improvements.
Bridge approaches play an equally important role
for improving connectivity from the point of view of
bicyclists and pedestrians. The absence of a sidewalk
or bicycle accommodation on the approach roadway
should not prevent the accommodation of these users
on the bridge.
A dedicated pedestrian/ bicycle bridge may be
needed in places where there are no existing
roadway bridges and a new connection would
greatly enhance connectivity, or where it is not
feasible to accommodate these modes on existing or
reconstructed bridges.

Placemaking / Public Art Opportunity
Public art on bridges
may serve as a
gateway feature
that expresses the
character and history
of a neighborhood or
district.

Credit: Ed Massery

Michael Marcil
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George Mason

Kim Beck
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Design Considerations
•

The type of bicycle and pedestrian accommodation on
bridges should be determined with consideration of
the road function, length of the bridge, and the design
of the approach roadway.

•

Bicycle and pedestrian accommodations should
generally be provided on both sides of the bridge. An
exception to this rule is where the cost is excessively
disproportionate (20 percent of the larger project).

•

Bicycle lanes and shared-use paths on bridges should
follow adopted design guidelines and standards for
bicycle lanes and paths.

•

Special attention must be paid to crossing locations
on either side of the bridges with a shared use path
facility on one side of the bridge to ensure that users
can cross to the shared use path facility in a safe,
convenient and readily apparent manner.

•

Pedestrian and bicycle bridges should include
appropriate lighting.
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Transit Stop Placement
Definition
The placement of a transit stop depends on the
operational characteristics of both the street and the
transit system, and should provide comfort, convenience,
safety and sufficient space for all transit users,
including pedestrians, cyclists and people with mobility
impairments.

Applicability and Use
•
•
•

•

Stops are typically placed curbside, but may be placed
within the center of the street where there are center
running transit lanes or streetcars.
Stops should be located in an area that is well-lit, with
good site distance in close proximity to crosswalks.
Stops should be located at intersections wherever
possible because intersections are generally more
convenient for passengers intercepting other transit
connections, accessing crosswalks, and connecting to
pedestrian routes and building entrances.
Stop spacing is typically determined by the operator.
Generally, local bus stops are usually spaced every
two blocks, limited stop bus stops are usually spaced
every 1/2 to 1 mile; and express bus stops may only be
in downtown and at destinations with no intervening
stops.

Design Considerations
•

Credit: Anton Jerve

•

At uncontrolled locations crossing enhancements such
as high visibility crosswalks, rapid flashing beacons,
center crossing islands, or mid-block pedestrian signals
may be considered. At mid block transit stop locations
the crosswalk should be placed behind the stop for
visibility of approaching traffic.

•

Where it is possible to still meet minimum stop spacing
requirements, consider moving transit stops located at
mid-block locations on multi-lane roads to signalized
locations. If this is not possible, consider additional
crossing treatments at these locations.

•

Transit stops should not be located at driveways. New
driveways should be discouraged at transit stops (and
generally along major transit routes).

At signalized intersections, transit stops should typically
•
be located at the far-side of intersections to facilitate
bus operations, transit signal priority, and pedestrian
movement. At stop controlled intersections, transit
stops should typically be located near side. The table
on the next page summarizes the advantages and
•
disadvantages of near-side, far-side and mid block stop
placement.

Transit stop placement for Light Rail, Bus Rapid Transit,
and Commuter Rail stations should adhere to the
Regional Transitway Guidelines in addition to any local
standards and guidelines that may apply.
Non-traffic considerations, such as building entrances or
narrow sidewalks, may be important when determining
bus stop placement.

Placemaking / Public Art Opportunity
Transit stops,
specifically shelters,
may provide space
for public art. Public
art may also be
integrated into the
street furniture
and other transit
facilities.
Aaron Scales
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Dennis Oppenhien

Kevin Berry
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Location

Advantages

Disadvantages

Minimizes interference when traﬃc is heavy on the
far side of an intersection

Increases conﬂicts with right-turning
vehicles
Stopped buses may decrease sight distance of
passing traﬃc, obscuring curb-side traﬃc
Minimizes the number of stops for buses
control devices, and pedestrians crossing in
front of bus
Obscures sight distances for vehicles crossing
Allows passengers to board and disembark while the
Near Side
the intersection from the right of where bus is
bus is stopped at a red signal phase
stopped
Decreases roadway capacity during peak
Allows for convenient access during winter months,
periods due to buses queuing in what may
as snow is already cleared at boarding points
function as a right-turn lane
Can delay buses that arrive during the green
signal phase and ﬁnish boarding during the
red phase
Loading area access often
requires additional snow removal
during heavy snow events.
Minimizes conﬂicts between right-turning vehicles
and buses
Optimal location for traﬃc-signal synchronized
corridors

Far Side

Provides additional right-turn capacity by allowing
traﬃc to use the right lane

Stacking buses may block the intersection
during peak periods
Stopping both at a signalized intersection and
a far-side stop may delay bus operations,
particularly where buses don’t have signal
priority
Right turns on to bus route streets may cause
traﬃc conﬂicts and divert such traﬃc into the
left lane.

Signalized intersections create traﬃc gaps for buses
to reenter traﬃc lanes
Improves pedestrian safety as passengers cross in
back of the bus
Boarding areas experience less congestion and fewer Decreases on-street parking supply (may be
conﬂicts with pedestrian travel paths
partially mitigated with a bus bulb-out)
Increases walking distance to intersections
Can be located adjacent to or directly across from a
and encourages passengers to cross street at
major transit use generator located midblock
Mid-Block
midblock (jaywalking)
Stopping buses and mid-block pedestrian
crossings may disrupt mid-block traﬃc ﬂow
May be less convenient for transit transfers
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Transit Stop Placement
Far Side In Lane Stop,
1 Lane with Parking

Far Side Bus Bump Out,
2 lanes with parking

Landing pad and
bus shelter

5’

Length of bus stop varies;
should be long enough
to accommodate all doors of transit
vehicles.

20’ min. from edge of crosswalk
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Sidewalks and the Zone System
Marked Crosswalks
Pedestrian and Traffic Signals
Bump Outs
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Near Side In Lane Stop,
1 Lane with Parking

Near Side Bus Bump Out,
2 Lanes with Parking
Landing pad and
bus shelter

20’ min. from edge of crosswalk

Length of bus stop varies;
should be long enough to
accommodate all doors of
transit vehicles.

Parking Lane
minus 1’

80’ min. to start of parking lane
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Transit Stops
Definition
Transit stops can be located adjacent to travel lanes where
busses stop in-lane, or in parking lanes or bus bays that
require buses to pull out of the travel lane. Their location
is a major factor in transit speed and reliability and overall
traffic operations. On corridors with high traffic volumes, or
infrequent gaps in traffic, buses that have pulled out of the
travel lane may be significantly delayed while trying to reenter the flow of traffic. Conversely, in-lane bus stops may
cause delay to other vehicles, particularly on streets where
traffic cannot change lanes to pass. Impacts to traffic
operations must often be weighed against transit reliability
and speed. However, stop placement (in relation to
intersection), signal design, and off vehicle fare collection
are among the methods that may allow for a balanced
approach that does not unduly impact any one roadway
user.

Credit: Michael Richardson

Applicability and Use
In-Lane Stops

Bus bump out should not be considered:

On corridors where improvements to transit speed and
reliability are desired, in-lane stop configuration should be
considered whenever feasible.

•

On arterials that have peak hour parking restrictions,
where there is a desire to have a bus lane, or at near
side stops with heavy right turn movements.

A bus bump out is an elongated bump out that serves a
transit stop and allows for in-lane stopping on streets with
on-street parking or shoulders. Bus bump outs should be
prioritized at intersections or mid block where:

•

Where the turning needs of larger vehicles precludes
the installation of bus bump outs at intersections.

•

In-lane stopping of bus vehicles is desired and onstreet parking is present.

•

Existing sidewalk width is too narrow to
accommodate a transit shelter, or where
pedestrian through travel is constrained.

•

Transit performance is slowed significantly due to
the time delays caused by reentering traffic flow,
and a bus bump out will mitigate this problem.

•

They may facilitate accessible boarding as the bus
can align directly with the curb.

•

They can be coupled with a crossing location that
also function similar to bump outs, shortening
crossing distances.

•

They provide space for ADA compliant, directional
curb ramps when placed at intersections where
sidewalks are narrow.
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Parking Lane Stops
•

On corridors where traffic operations would be heavily
impacted by in-lane bus stops, and where buses are
able to pull into and out of traffic without significant
delay, parking lane stops should be considered.

Bus Bays
•

Bus bays should only be installed where there is
adequate right-of-way and sidewalk width can be
maintained.

Street Design Treatments

Design Considerations
In-Lane Stops

Parking Lane Stops

•

Bus bump out width should be no more than the
adjacent parking lane minus 1 foot and should not
encroach into bicycle lane where present.

•

•

Bus bump outs on streets with one travel lane in each
direction may be staggered to allow space for vehicles
to pass a dwelling bus.

•

Bus bump outs should be long enough to
accommodate all doors of transit vehicles. Where
there is frequent service of multiple routes, bus
bump outs should be long enough to accommodate
two or more vehicles with an additional 5 foot of
maneuvering space.

Transit stop design for LRT, BRT, and Commuter Rail
stations should adhere to the Regional Transitway
Guidelines in addition to any local standards and guidelines
that may apply.

•

Bus bump outs may also impact underground utilities,
curbside parking, delivery access and garbage
removal, snow plows, and street sweepers. These
impacts should be evaluated when considering
whether to install a bus bump out.

•

Bump out installation may require the relocation of
existing storm drainage inlets.

•

Bus bump outs may use special paving treatments to
distinguish it from the adjacent sidewalk.

Turn-out areas must be of sufficient length to allow for
the longest bus vehicle to pull completely out of the
flow of traffic.
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Transit Zones
Definition
Transit zones include passenger waiting, queuing, and
boarding activities in the sidewalk area. Transit zones
should be easily identifiable, attractive, safe, accessible,
and provide a comfortable waiting area for transit
passengers while providing for unobstructed pedestrian
circulation.

Applicability and Use
Good layout of a transit stop includes:
•

Visual cues on where to wait

•

A clearly defined transit stop

•

Ease of access between the sidewalk and the transit
vehicle

•

Unobstructed path of travel on the adjacent sidewalk

Transit zones should be accessible. Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) considerations will be given top
priority in the siting and design of new and existing transit
zones.

Credit: Anton Jerve

•

Seating—located within the transit shelter (where
present). Additional seating, either formal (benches,
seats with armrests) or informal (bollards, low seat
walls, leaning bars), may be placed outside of the
shelter, provided it allows access to and from the
transit shelter and boarding area.

•

Trash cans—placed adjacent to the transit shelter
(where present).

•

Bike racks—where provided, racks should be placed
to not conflict with the boarding areas of a transit
stop. Bike-sharing stations, where provided, should be
placed outside of but in proximity to the transit stop.

•

Wayfinding information may be located within
the transit zone, particularly in downtown and in
neighborhood centers.

Transit zones deserve a higher than average level of
streetscape amenities to serve waiting passengers. Transit
zone improvements may include:
•

Transit signs – must be provided at all stops and
located at the preferred boarding location.

•

Transit shelters—provided where existing sidewalk
space allows or where a curb extension can be added
to provide sufficient space, and demand warrants.
They should not be provided where sidewalk width
is insufficient to accommodate a shelter and at least
the minimum required clear path of travel around
the shelter or the ability to carry expected pedestrian
volumes.

•

•

Lighting—located to illuminate the transit stop area,
particularly the front of the stop and the transit shelter •
(where present). Lighting may be integral to the transit •
shelter, or may be provided by standard pedestrian or
roadway lighting, where sufficient.
Special paving—may be provided to distinguish the
transit stop area from the adjacent sidewalk. Special
paving must meet accessibility requirements and may
include a unique scoring pattern, a contrasting paving
material, or a paving edge treatment delineating
the edge of the transit stop. Special paving may be
expensive, and is most appropriate at major stops on
Light Rail, Streetcar or major transfer points.
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Off-board fare boxes
Electronic real-time schedule information and other
premium elements should be added where demand
and funding exist.

Overhangs, canopies, and arcades on buildings adjacent
to transit zones may be used/designed to provide weather
protection for transit patrons, including leaning rails,
benches and pedestrian-scaled lighting.
All transit zone amenities must be consistent with Metro
Transit priorities, standards and criteria and authorized by
Saint Paul Public Works.
Street Design Treatments

Design Considerations

Accessible front
zone/ landing
pad, 5’ x 9’ min.

The clear loading area should be where the bus doors
typically open and accessible from the transit shelter
(where present) and adjacent sidewalk. If a zone is
designed for more than one bus, a clear loading area
should be provided for each vehicle.
The clear loading area should have a maximum 2%
cross-slope.

•

A 30 in by 48 inch clear floor wheelchair space should
be provided within the transit shelter (where present).
This space must be accessible from the sidewalk and
the loading area. In some cases, this may necessitate
modifying the transit shelter.

•

Where boarding platforms are not level with the
sidewalk, an accessible ramp must be provided from
the sidewalk to the platform.

•

Shelters should be located in the Furnishing/Boulevard
Zone wherever possible. They should be located to
provide at least 4 feet of clear space between the edge
of the curb and the front edge of the shelter, where
possible, or another accessible path to the shelter
should be provided. Alternately, shelters can be placed
in the frontage zone. In all cases, shelters must be
placed to leave the minimum required clear sidewalk
width.
Transit shelters should be located toward the front
of the stop to indicate where customers should wait
to board the vehicle. The shelter should be placed

Where used, bus
shelter size and
location vary

Frontage zone

•

•

Bus stop sign

Pedestrian
zone

•

Minimum clearance – While a 5 feet wide by 8 feet
deep sidewalk area meets minimum ADA standards,
a larger clear transit zone or bump-out is preferred
to ensure front and rear door access and egress for
most buses (30 feet of curb clearance is needed for
rear door access of a 40 foot bus, 50 feet clear space is
needed for a 60 feet articulated bus).

Boulevard/
furnishing zone

•

Street lighting and street furnishings as appropriate
• Placed in a way so as not to conflict with transit operations
• May necessitate additional sidewalk/ boulevard space

Back door or
extended back
door zone for
articulated bus,
4’ min. width

approximately 25 feet behind the front of the stop to
allow for an accessible boarding area (5 feet by 8 feet)
and for the bus to pull out of the stop (approximately
20 feet). Where there is a bus bay or boarding island,
the first 20 feet of setback is not necessary.
•

The shelters and other street furniture should not
impede sightlines for pedestrians waiting to cross at a
crosswalk.

•

Transit zone design for LRT, BRT, and Commuter Rail
stations should adhere to the Regional Transitway
Guidelines.
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Transit Lanes
Definition
Transit lanes provide exclusive or semi-exclusive use for
transit vehicles to improve the system’s travel time and
operating efficiency by separating transit from general
purpose travel lanes. Transit lanes can be located in an
exclusive lane or a shared lane with other users, e.g.,
bicycles, high occupancy vehicles.

Applicability and Use
•

Transit lanes are provided in corridors where faster
or more efficient transit service is desired. This makes
them well suited for corridors with high population
densities and a concentration of major destinations,
which support frequent headways (15 minute peak or
less).

•

Transit lanes may be provided curbside or within the
center of multilane streets with stop platforms located
on platform islands. Curbside transit lanes are generally
open to private vehicles accessing and at intersection
Credit: Michael Richardson
turn lanes.

•

Curbside transit lanes work best in locations with
no on-street parking, but can be placed adjacent to
parking lane.

•

Median transit lanes generally provide better service
and have fewer conflicts with parking, stopping and
turning vehicles, but have higher costs because of the
need for island stop platforms, rechannelization of
roadway, and possibly removal of raised medians.

•

Median transit stops are generally spaced further apart
(1/ 3 to 1/ 2 mile) to permit greater speeds and reduce
trip times.

•

Pedestrian access to median transit stops is more
difficult than for curbside stops. Transit stop platforms
should be located adjacent to, and accessed by,
marked crosswalks or signalized intersections.

•

Shared bike/bus lanes should be considered where
there are street right-of-way constraints and where
ways are sought to accommodate buses and bicycles
for better multimodal service. Rail-based transit lanes
are not appropriate for sharing with bicycles.

•

Space for a transit lane is typically created by removing
a travel lane, parking lane, or median.

•

Enforcement may be required to ensure private
vehicles are not traveling in the transit lane other than
for turning movements.
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Design Considerations

Transit Bus Lane

•

Minimum width for transit lanes is 12 feet.

•

Pavement markings and signage, or physical
separation, may be used to deter encroachment by
private vehicles.

•

Signal priority may be considered on transit corridors
to improve efficiency.

•

Dimensions for median transit stop platforms vary
depending on the peak passenger volume.

Cars may enter bus lane to
make a right turn 50’ to 200’
from the intersection

ONLY
BUS

Exclusive bus lane

11’ min.
13’--14’
if shared with bikes
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Shared Bus/Bike Lanes
Definition
A shared bicycle/ bus lane (SBBL) is a traffic lane dedicated
for exclusive use by buses, bicyclists and, usually, right
turning vehicles.

Applicability and Use
SBBLs are usually implemented when or where the
following conditions exist:
•

There are street right-of-way constraints and where
ways are sought to accommodate buses and bicycles
for better multimodal service without increasing safety
concerns.

•

A street where a preferential bus lane already exists,
and there is interest in allowing bicycles to use it.

•

A street where a preferential bus lane already exists,
and bicyclists are already using it illegally, even though
it has not been designed with bicycle safety in mind.

•

There is a desire to improve safety on a street that has
substantial bus or bicycle traffic.
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Installing a bus stop island with a bike lane to
the right of the island. Such a design may cause
additional conflicts between pedestrians who are
crossing over the bike lane to and from the bus
stop. These conflicts may be mitigated by installing
a railing on the island that directs pedestrians to
a marked crosswalk location, or installing a raised
crossing that encourages cyclists to slow down
when approaching the crossing.

If the SBBL is designated as a bus/right-turn-only
lane, then shared lane markings can be used to guide
bicycles to the left of buses at bus stops, or to the left
side of the SBBL at intersections where buses and/or
cars turn right. Standard “non-longitudinal” bike lane
markings (bicycle or bicyclist, with arrow) could be
used instead.

10’-12’

12’-15’

Curb & Gutter 2½’

“Leapfrogging” describes a situation where a bicyclist
and a bus repeatedly pass one another due to their
different operating characteristics. In more urban
contexts where bus stops are more frequent bicyclists
are likely to be able to travel faster than buses, thus
diminishing “leapfrogging”. In more suburban contexts
leapfrogging may be more apparent. There are several
options for managing conflicts between bicyclists and
buses at bus stop locations:
•

•

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

Bus/Bike Lane

•

While staying in the lane to pass is not a necessary
condition for a SBBL, it may be desired to enhance
safety and operations. The minimum width needed for
buses and bicycles to pass one another while staying in
lane and providing minimum clearance and operating
space is 15 feet. Additional width should be considered
where there is a gutter pan or more operating space is
desired.

Travel Lane

•

Bus/Bicycle Lane

10’-20’
Sidewalk &
Boulevard

Design Considerations

•

The lane can be designated as “BUS/ BIKE ONLY”
using pavement markings (FHWA 2009, Section 3D.01,
paragraph 7), and/or signs.

•

Pavement markings within a SBBL may include a
bicycle symbol or “BUS/ BIKE ONLY” symbol.

•

A shared lane marking may be used, but only on
roadways with a posted speed limit of 35 mph or less.
Shared lane markings also can be positioned within
the lane to guide cyclists where to ride. This may be
particularly important where parking is permitted
during off-peak hours and bicyclists are using the
remainder of the lane, which creates a risk of collision
with opening car doors.
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Access Management
Definition
Limiting and consolidating vehicle access points (also
known as access management) is proven to benefit
pedestrians and bicyclists and can also improve traffic
operations and safety for all modes by redirecting drivers
to intersections with appropriate traffic control devices.
Access management strategies include restricting turning
movements, particularly left-turns; through median
installation; increasing the spacing of, and reducing
the number and size of driveways, particularly near
intersections; and interconnecting parcels with service
roads or internal connections.

Credit: Anton Jerve

Applicability and Use
Access management strategies should be considered:

Driveway Consolidation

•

In corridors that have a relatively high number of
crashes.

•

Where numerous driveways or excessively wide
driveways impede pedestrian travel or create
unnecessary potential conflicts between drivers,
bicyclists, and pedestrians.

•

Where driveways are within the functional area of an
intersection.

•

Along four-lane undivided streets that have a high
number of left turn movements into and out of
driveways.

•

Where improved transit speed and reliability are
desired.

Research over the past several decades has consistently
shown that crash rates for all modes increase as driveway
density increases on a roadway (i.e., number of driveways
per mile). Multi-lane roadways without medians present
particular challenges to both pedestrians and motorists
as motorists turning left into a driveway are focused on
finding gaps in oncoming traffic. While focusing on gaps in
traffic, the motorists’ sight lines of potentially conflicting
pedestrians (and bicyclists if present on a sidewalk or side
path) are blocked by the approaching vehicles. Motorists
often accelerate rapidly to clear a gap on multi-lane
roadways, which puts the pedestrian at risk when crossing
a driveway.

Placemaking/ Public Art Opportunity
Public art may
be integrated
into the sidewalk
surface provided
it does not create a tripping or
slipping hazard
and meets ADA
guidelines.

Credit: Ines Hegedus-Garcia

Cracking Art Group
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Driveway consolidation should be considered where:
•

There are is a high number of pedestrian or bicycle
crashes along a corridor.

•

There are high levels of pedestrian and bicycle use.

•

There is a redundant driveway with low usage.

•

Driveways are spaced less than 30 feet apart.

•

Driveways are less than 30 feet from the corner of a
street intersection.

•

There are opportunities to develop shared/reciprocal
access and/or internal circulation between parcels.

•

Driveways are within transit zones or improved transit
speed and reliability are desired.

Medians
Medians are an area within the street separating different
lanes or traffic directions. For the purposes of this manual,
a median is raised rather than flush or painted. The
width as well as design of medians can vary widely. They
can range from narrow raised concrete islands to treelined promenades to intensively landscaped medians.
Medians may also provide space for pedestrians at crossing
locations and public art. In some environments, medians
can be constructed in sections, creating an intermittent
rather than continuous median.

Saint Paul Street Design Manual

Medians should be considered on two-way multilane
streets and as part of a broader access management
strategy, and may be most applicable in areas where there
are a high number of driveways, or where there are a high
number of crashes associated with turning vehicles.
Medians may be a good strategy to pursue along corridors
targeted for pedestrian safety improvements. However,
medians should not impede pedestrian access—median
crossing islands should be provided at crossing locations.
•

Corridors that are road diet candidates or with twoway center turn lanes present good opportunities for
the installation of medians.

•

On streets of limited width, it may be preferable to
include other treatments (e.g., expanded sidewalks
or dedicated transit or bicycle facilities) rather
than a median if there is not adequate room for all
treatments and travel lanes.
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Access Management
Design Considerations
Driveway Consolidiation

Medians

Site planning standards for new development should
require driveways to be spaced a minimum of 30 feet
apart and encourage or require internal circulation
between parcels that directs motor vehicles to locations
with appropriate traffic control. Fewer driveways result in
more space available for other elements that can enhance
the streetscape such as street trees, landscaping and
pedestrian amenities.

Design Considerations
•

Medians must be wide enough to provide adequate
space for pedestrians at crossings: 6 feet minimum.
Wider medians (8 to 10 feet) should be considered
in locations where high volumes of bicyclists are
expected, i.e. a trail or bicycle boulevard crossing.

•

Minimum width for landscaped medians is 8 feet.

•

A median crossing must be at least as wide as the
marked crosswalk, and should provide tactile cues to
indicate border between the median and vehicle travel
lanes.

•

Motor vehicle access and any delay associated with
driveway consolidation must be weighed against
proven safety benefits.

•

New and re-designed driveways must be at least 30
feet from the point of intersection of curb lines of 2 or
more intersecting streets

•

•

As an alternative to driveway consolidation (i.e.
eliminating one or more driveways), restricting
turning movements (i.e. right-in right-out or median
installation) should be considered.

Medians must be designed with landscaping that
maximizes sight triangles at crossing locations and
allows pedestrians to see to the other side.

•

Long continuous medians must accommodate
emergency vehicle turnaround movements. This may
be done by providing short segments with mountable
curb and paved area designed to the appropriate load
bearing specification. This can also be accommodated
by designing intersections to easily accommodate
u-turns.

•

Medians must be designed with no more than normal
curb height.

•

Medians should extend beyond the crosswalk at
intersections wherever possible, while accommodating
motor vehicle turning movements; the “nose” of the
median should not infringe on the crosswalk width at
intersections.

•

Street narrowing due to snow accumulation in the
winter may a consideration for median width on streets
with bike facilities.

Driveway consolidation decisions should be informed by
a comprehensive traffic impact analysis and pursued in
cooperation with property owners to ensure impacts to
businesses are minimized. Reduced access to businesses
may require out-of-direction travel for all users, including
walkers and bicyclists.
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•

•

Crosswalks should extend through medians at
intersections wherever possible, maintaining the width
of the crosswalk while protecting pedestrians from
motor vehicle turning movements.
By separating opposing traffic flow and eliminating leftturns, continuous medians may increase traffic speeds
by decreasing the traffic calming affect of oncoming
traffic in close proximity. Adding street trees or other
landscaping may increase visual friction and help to
moderate vehicle speeds.

•

Maintenance responsibilities of medians should be
clearly defined. Trees and other plant species should
be drought and salt resistant and hardy enough to
withstand harsh urban conditions.

•

Green infrastructure opportunities include the
use of unpaved and permeable surfaces and
the incorporation of other stormwater source
controls. Roadways may be graded to direct storm
water towards the median upon completion of an
engineering study to determine capacity and retention
limits; and if additional conveyance is required.

Right-in/Right-out Turning Restriction
Right-in/right-out (RIRO) is an access management
technique that refers to a street or driveway where only
right turns are permitted. RIRO configurations improve
safety by reducing the number of conflict points between
all roadway users. Research suggests that approximately
72 percent of crashes at a driveway involve left-turning
drivers. These crashes are primarily due to outbound
vehicles turning left across through traffic and to inbound,
left-turning vehicle conflicting with opposite direction
through traffic.

Applicability and Use
•

RIROs are best used at the following types of locations:

•

Locations with high pedestrian and bicycle volumes.

•

High crash locations.

•

Locations along arterial streets with speeds of 40 mph
or greater.

•

Locations with driveways in close proximity to
intersections or other driveways.

RIRO restrictions may be an effective traffic management
strategy for bicycle boulevards and may be part of a larger
access management strategy.
Design Considerations
•

When turn movements are restricted at driveways,
consideration must be given to where turning
movements are shifting along the roadway.

•

Where there are sidewalks, pedestrians must be
accommodated across the driveway. If raised diverters
(vs. paint) are used to restrict left-turn movements
and the driveway functions similar to a roadway
intersection, a cut-through at least as wide as the
crosswalk should be provided, and should have tactile
cues to indicate border between the refuge and vehicle
exit/entrance.
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Access Management
Access Management:
Driveway Consolidation
Consolidated turning movements, typ.
Multiple unconsolidated turning
movements, typ.
Driveway consolidation should be
considered where there is a high
volume of bicycle or pedestrian use.

Redundant driveways with
low use may favor consolidation

Driveway consolidation may help
increase the speed and reliability of
transit
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Access Management:
Driveways Near Intersections

typ. min. setback from
intersection (at edge of sidewalk):
100’ min. in commercial corridors
40’- 60’ in neighborhood corridors
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Access Management
Access Management:
Median Construction,
2 lanes
Preferred turning movements, typical

Street trees and landscaping on median create visual
friction to help moderate vehicle speeds

Construction of median prevents left turns to and
from driveways

Turns to be discouraged, typical

Median width 6’ min. for ADA access. Wider medians
of 8’-10’ should be used where high volumes of
bicyclists are expected to cross median (e.g. trail
crossing), 8’ min. for median with trees
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Access Management:
Median Construction,
4 lanes
Preferred turning movements, typical

Street trees and landscaping on
median create visual friction to help
moderate vehicle speeds

Construction of median prevents left
turns to and from driveways

Turns to be discouraged, typical

Median width 6’ min. for ADA access. Wider medians
of 8’-10’ should be used where high volumes of
bicyclists are expected to cross median (e.g. trail
crossing), 8’ min. for median with trees
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Bike Lanes
Definition
Bike lanes designate exclusive space for bicyclists through
the use of lines and symbols on the roadway surface. Bike
lanes are for one-way travel and are normally provided on
both sides on two-way streets or on one side of a oneway street. Bicyclists are not required to remain in a bike
lane when traveling on a street, and may leave the bike
lane as necessary to make turns, pass other bicyclists,
avoid obstacles within a bike lane, or to properly position
themselves for other necessary movements. Bike lanes
may only be used temporarily by motor vehicles accessing
parking spaces, turn lanes and entering and exiting side
streets, driveways and alleys.

Credit: Michael Richardson

Applicability and Use
•

Bike lanes should be used on corridors where there is
sufficient existing or anticipated bicycle ridership and
where traffic volumes and speeds are such that the
majority of bicyclists do not feel safe or comfortable
riding in a shared lane.

•

Bike lanes are typically installed on streets where there
is a striped centerline or lane lines, e.g., arterial or
collector streets. They can also be used on one-way or
two-way streets, and on single or multilane roads.

•

Bicycle lanes are normally placed on the right side of
the road to reflect the general traffic principle that
slower traffic keeps to the right.

•

On one-way streets, consider a left-side bike lane
where:
•

The majority of destinations (for bicyclists) are on
the left-side of street

•

There are significantly more driveways on the
right-side of the street

•

There are a high number of transit stops or
vehicles on the right side of the street, i.e., a major
transit corridor.

•

Bike lanes may be placed adjacent to a parking lane, or
against the curb gutter pan if there is no parking.

•

Reallocating existing street space (narrowing other
travel lanes, removing travel lanes, or reconfiguring
parking lanes) is a way to create space for bike lanes.
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Design Considerations
•

Minimum width for bicycle lanes is 5 feet. Wider bike
lanes (6-7 feet) are preferred in locations with high
volumes of bicyclists, heavy parking turnover, higher
vehicles speeds, higher traffic volumes, or a higher
percentage of heavy trucks or buses.

•

On State Aid Roads that allow 10 foot travel lanes,
bicycle and parking lanes shall be 1 foot greater than
minimum when travel lanes are reduced to less than
11 feet (see State Aid Rules reference).

•

Where space is constrained, an integral bike lane
and elongated gutter pan design may be used. The
elongated gutter pan should be the same width as the
desired bike lane.

•

Where space is constrained, a modified curb design
with a narrow gutter pan may be used. Gutter pans
may be narrowed to as little as 6 inches in width.

•

It is not desirable to include any portion of an adjacent
gutter pan in a bike lane. However, in retrofit scenarios
where bike lanes are being added to existing streets
and space is constrained, up to one foot of the desired
bike lane width may be gutter pan.

•

•

Longitudinal (in the same direction as travel) joints
are not desired within a striped bike lane. In a new
construction scenario, strategies such as the elongated
gutter pan, or the narrowed gutter pan should be
considered to achieve desired placement of the joint.
Where a longitudinal joint in a bike lane cannot be
avoided, the joint should be located as far to the curb
side of the bike lane as possible.
If longitudinal trenching is to be done in the bicycle
lane, the entire width of the bicycle lane should
be trenched to avoid an uneven surface and/ or
longitudinal joints.

•

Snow storage and removal should be considered when
determining the width of a bike lane.

•

Where additional space is available, consider providing
a buffered bike lane.

•

Green bike lanes meeting interim MUTCD conditions
may be considered at conflict zones between bicyclists
and motorists such as at intersection approaches and
right-turn peel offs/slip lanes, or where there is an
issue with parked vehicles in the bike lane.

•

Slip bike lanes may be considered to the left of a
right turn lane where bicycles continue through an
intersection and there is a dedicated right turn lane.

•

Bike lanes require periodic sweeping to clear debris
and should be cleared of snow in the winter.

Bicycle Lane Widths
General Guidance
CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

CONSIDERATIONS/FACTORS

Preferred

Minimum

Adjacent to a parking lane

6’

5’

On roads with ADT < 10,000

5’

5‘

On roads with ADT > 10,001

6’

6’

On roads with speeds > 35 mph

6’

6’

STRIPING WIDTH
4” outside stripe (adjacent to parking)
6” inside stripe
BUFFERS
2’ min. horizontal for buffered bike lane
JOINTS/SEAMS
Preferred no joints in bike lane. If joints are unavoidable, grind and fill to
create a flush surface.
GUTTER PAN
Acceptable to narrow to 6” to create space for bike lane.
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Bike Lanes
Bike Lane with Parking

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

5’-7’

Travel Lane

Travel Lane

Bike Lane

7’-8’

12’-16’
Sidewalk &
Boulevard

11’-12’

Curb & Gutter 2½’

11’-12’

Parking Lane

5’-7’
Bike Lane

Parking Lane

Curb & Gutter 2½’

Sidewalk &
Boulevard

12’-16’

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

7’-8’
Right of Way 80’
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Bike Lane without Parking, Typical Gutter Pan

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

8’-9.5’
Sidewalk &
Boulevard

5’-6’

Curb & Gutter 2½’

11’-12’

Bike Lane

Travel Lane

11’-12’

Travel Lane

11’-12’

Center Turn
Lane

5’-6’
Bike Lane

Curb & Gutter 2½’

Sidewalk &
Boulevard

8’-9.5’

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

Right of Way 66’
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Bike Lanes

8’ min.

Sidewalk &
Boulevard

Travel Lane

11’

Bike Lane in
Wide Gutter 5’ min.

Bike Lane in
Wide Gutter

11’

Travel Lane

5’ min.

11’

Center Turn
Lane

8’ min.

Sidewalk &
Boulevard

Bike Lane without Parking, Wide Gutter Pan

Right of Way 60’
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Buffered Bike Lanes
Definition
Similar to bike lanes, buffered bike lanes provide an
exclusive space for bicyclists, with the addition of a buffer
space separating the bicycle lane from the adjacent motor
vehicle travel lane or parking lane.

Applicability and Use
Buffered bike lanes:
•

Provide greater shy distance between motor vehicles
and bicyclists.

•

Provide space for bicyclists to pass another bicyclist
without encroaching into the adjacent motor vehicle
travel lane.

•

Encourage bicyclists to ride outside of the door zone
when the buffer is between parked cars and the bike
lane.

•

Provide a greater space for bicycling without making
the bike lane appear so wide that it might be mistaken
for a travel lane or a parking lane.

•

Appeal to a wider cross-section of bicycle users.

•

Encourage bicycling by contributing to the level of
comfort among users of the bicycle network.

Design Considerations
•

The minimum width for the buffer area is 2 feet. There
is no maximum.

•

Widths of buffered bike lanes are the same as for bike
lanes without buffers

•

Buffer striping will require additional time and
materials for installation and maintenance when
compared to conventional bicycle lane.

•

Consider placing the buffer next to the parking lane
where there is high parking turnover.

•

Consider placing the buffer next to the travel lane
where speeds are 35 mph or greater or when the ADT
exceeds 10,000.

Credit: Toole Design Group

Buffered Bike Lane adjacent to
Parking Lane

Travel Lane

Bike Lane

2’ 4’-5’
Min. Buffer

Sidewalk&
Boulevard

10’ min.

Curb & Gutter 2½’
Parking Lane

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

7’-8’
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Buffered Bike Lane

CITY OF
SAINT PAUL
2013

2’

5’

2½’

Bike Lane

Curb & Gutter

10.5’-12’
Sidewalk &
Boulevard

11’-12’

Min. Buffer

Travel Lane

7’-8’

11’-12’

Travel Lane

11’-12’

Center Turn
Lane

5’ 2’
Bike Lane
Min. Buffer

2½’
Curb & Gutter
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Counter-Flow Bike Lanes
Definition
Counter-flow bicycle lanes are bicycle lanes designed to
allow bicyclists to ride in the opposite direction of motor
vehicle traffic. Counter-flow bicycle lanes convert one-way
traffic streets into a two-way streets: one direction for motor
vehicles and bikes, and the other for bikes only.

Applicability and Use
Counter-flow bicycle lanes offer a number of benefits such
as reduced sidewalk riding, reduced wrong-way riding, and
elimination of out-of-direction travel through enhanced
connectivity. Counter-flow lanes may be considered after
careful review in the following situations:
•

On streets where bicyclists are already commonly
riding the wrong way.

•

On corridors where alternate routes require excessive
out-of-direction travel.

•

On corridors where alternate routes include unsafe or
uncomfortable streets with high traffic volumes or no
bicycle facilities.

•

On corridors where the counter-flow lane provides
direct access to destinations on the street under
consideration.

•

Where two-way connections between bicycle facilities
are needed along one-way streets.

Credit: Toole Design Group

This treatment works best on low-speed, low volume
streets, unless buffer separation or physical protection is
provided.
Combining both directions of bicycle travel on one side of
the street to accommodate counter-flow movement results
in a two-way cycle track (see related designs).
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Design Considerations
•

Bicycle lane text, symbol, and arrow markings (MUTCD
Figure 9C-3) must be used to define the bike lane
direction and designate that portion of the street for
use by bicyclists.

•

A “ONE WAY” sign (MUTCD R6-1, R6-2) with “EXCEPT
BIKES” plaque must be posted along the facility and
at intersecting streets, alleys and driveways informing
motorists to expect two-way bicycle traffic.

•

A “DO NOT ENTER” sign (MUTCD R5-1) with “EXCEPT
BIKES” plaque should be posted along the facility to
only permit use by bicycles. Intersection traffic controls
along the street (e.g., stop signs and traffic signals)
must also be installed and oriented toward bicyclists in
the counter-flow lane.

•

A solid double yellow lane line marking must be used
to separate opposing motor vehicle travel lanes from
the counter-flow bicycle lane.

•

A counter-flow lane should always be installed with a
bicycle facility (bike lane or shared lane marking) on
the other side of the roadway. A counter-flow bike lane
on one side of the roadway, without a complementary
facility on the other side of the roadway, will result in
wrong-way riding in the bike lane.

•

Counter-flow bike lane markings may be extended
across the intersection, as a way of alerting cross street
traffic to look for counter-flow bicyclists.

•

The counter-flow design introduces new design
challenges and may introduce additional conflict points
as motorists may not expect on-coming bicyclists. If
sufficient space exists, a buffered bike lane design
should be used. The buffer should conform to Figure
3D-4 of the MUTCD.
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Counter-flow Bike Lanes
Double yellow stripe

“DO NOT ENTER
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Shared Lane Markings
Definition
All vehicle travel lanes within a street may be considered
shared lanes except where bicycles are prohibited (e.g.,
limited access freeways). Shared lanes may be unmarked
or marked using shared lane markings (commonly referred
to as sharrows).

Applicability and Use
Shared lane markings alert motorists of the likely presence
of bicyclists and show bicyclists where to position
themselves within the travel lane. Shared lane markings
may also be used as a wayfinding tool. Neighborhood
streets, Mixed Use Corridors, Residential Corridors and
Downtown streets may all provide comfortable and safe
shared lane conditions. Shared lane markings may be
considered in the following situations:
•

On streets where space constraints and operations
make it unfeasible to provide an exclusive facility such
as a bike lane or cycle track.

•

As a wayfinding element for continuity in the bicycle
facility.

•

On streets with on-street parking, so as to help
bicyclists avoid collisions with car doors opening into
the travel lane.
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Design Considerations
Shared lane markings must not be used on streets with
speed limits higher than 35 mph.

•

On streets with lanes that are 11 feet or less, the
shared lane marking should be placed in the center of
the lane to indicate that motorists must change lanes
to pass bicyclists.

•

Shared lane markings should be placed in a location
that is outside of the ‘door zone’ of parked vehicles.

•

On multilane streets, shared lane markings are placed
in the outside lane.

•

On one-way streets, shared lane markings may be
placed in the curb lane on both sides of the street if
there are high volumes of bicyclists turning left and
right.

•

Shared lane markings are typically placed at the
beginning of each block, in each direction of travel.

•

On streets with ADT over 5,000, shared lane markings 10’ min.
may be used in select locations such as: downtown
where speeds are typically slower than 30 mph; to
connect gaps between bike lanes; or as a temporary
measure where a bike lane is preferred in the longterm.

•

When using shared lane markings to connect gaps
between bike lanes, safety, speed, volume and mix
of traffic should be considered to determine the
acceptable distance.
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Lane
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Marking
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Boulevard
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•

Right of Way 66’
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Climbing Lanes
Definition
Climbing lanes are bike lanes that are provided only on
the uphill side of streets. Bicyclists travelling in an uphill
direction move at significantly slower speeds than adjacent
traffic, and therefore benefit from the presence of a
separated lane. In such cases, a bicycle lane is installed on
the uphill direction, allowing motor vehicles to pass while
providing operating space for bicyclists negotiating the hill.

Applicability and Use
Climbing lanes may be used on any street with an
appreciable grade and should be strongly considered
where the grade is greater than 12 percent or sustained for
a length greater than 1,000 feet, and there is insufficient
space for bicycle lanes on both sides of the street. Climbing
lanes are not appropriate on streets where there are
short, rolling hills because the lanes would stop and start
too often, possibly confusing bicyclists and motorists with
the associated lane shifts and transitions. Climbing lanes
are beneficial to bicyclists and motorists for the following
reasons:

Design Considerations

•

Allow motorists to safely pass uphill riding bicyclists.

•

•

Provide a dedicated space in the street for bicyclists
who may tend towards weaving behavior as they
negotiate the hill.

Installation of climbing lanes may require vehicle
lane striping to be shifted slightly in order to provide
sufficient vehicle lane width.

•

Wider (i.e., 6 feet) climbing lanes provide more
operating space for uphill traveling bicyclists and
should be considered.

•

When travelling downhill bicycles pick up speed and
can travel at similar speeds as motor vehicles, therefore
shared lane markings may be used in the downhill
direction to direct bicyclists away from potential
hazards (e.g., doors of parked cars), which are more
difficult to react to at higher downhill speeds. Downhill
bicycle lanes should only be considered where there
is sufficient space to provide buffers between the bike
lane and parked cars.

•

A bike lane on one side of the roadway, without
a complementary facility on the other side of the
roadway (e.g., shared lane marking) will result in
wrong-way riding in the bike lane.

•

Bike lanes may require periodic sweeping to clear
debris and should be cleared of snow in the winter.

•

Improves motorists’ sight triangles at pedestrian
crossings located on the hilltop.
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Credit: Anton Jerve
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Cycle Tracks
Definition
Cycle tracks have several different forms but share
common elements—they provide space that is intended
to be exclusively or primarily used for bicycles, and are
separated from motor vehicle travel lanes, parking lanes,
and sidewalks. Cycle tracks may be one-way or two-way
facilities. One-way facilities are also known as Protected
Bike Lanes. Cycle tracks are generally located in the
roadway, separated from adjacent travel lanes by a buffer,
a median, a vertical element such as flexible posts, or a
parking lane. A defining feature of cycle tracks is that they
place bicyclists in the roadway, where they become subject
to all applicable vehicle traffic laws as defined by the state
of Minnesota, including at intersections.

Credit: Lars Christiansen

Applicability and Use
By separating bicyclists from motor traffic, cycle tracks
can offer a higher level of security than bike lanes and are
attractive to a wider spectrum of bicyclists with a range of
cycling abilities and preferences. Typical applications for
cycle tracks include:

Cycle tracks may be one-way or two-way. One-way cycle
tracks should be provided on both sides of a two-way street
unless there is a parallel route or some other unusual
situation. Two-way cycle tracks may be appropriate for the
following situations:

•

Streets with high bicycle volumes.

•

•

Streets on which bike lanes would cause even the most
•
skilled bicyclists to feel stress because of factors such
as multiple lanes, high traffic volumes, higher speed
traffic, high incidence of illegal parking in the bike lane, •
and high parking turnover.

•

Recreational corridors, scenic corridors, or parkways
that are part of a regional trail system

Streets with fewer conflicts such as driveways or crossstreets on one side of the street.
Streets where there is not enough room for a one-way
cycle track on both sides of the street.
One-way streets where counter-flow bicycle travel is
desired for connectivity purposes.

•

Streets where more destinations are on one side
thereby reducing the need to cross the street.

•

To connect with another bicycle facility, such as a
second cycle track on one side of the street.

Placemaking/ Public Art Opportunity
Public art may be used to Credit: Gordon Werner
separate the automobile
traffic from the cycle track.
Consideration should be
made for sight lines in
proximity to intersections.

Claudia Fitch
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Design Considerations
•

One-way cycle tracks typically range in width from 5
feet to 7 feet. The buffer between the cycle track and
adjacent traffic should be a minimum of 2 feet.

•

Two-way cycle tracks typically range in width from
10 feet to 12 feet. In constrained locations, an 8 foot,
cycle track may be considered. The buffer between the
cycle track and adjacent traffic should be a minimum
of 3 feet.

•

When protected by a parking lane, 3 feet is the desired
width for a buffer between parking lane and cycle track
to allow for passenger loading and to prevent dooring
collisions.

•

Streets with the least number of driveways or crossstreets provide the best opportunity for a quality cycle
track.

•

Cycle tracks should be installed only on streets for
which conflicts at intersections can be effectively
mitigated using parking lane restrictions, bicycle
markings through the intersection, or other signalized
intersection treatments.

•

Special consideration must be given to available
space and operational speed on two-way cycle tracks
proposed on streets with sustained grades due to the
heightened potential for conflict between uphill and
downhill bicyclists, as well as turning vehicles.

•

The buffer space may be emphasized with bollards,
planters, signs or other forms of physical protection.

•

At transit stops along cycle tracks, special consideration
should be given to manage bicyclist, pedestrian and
transit operator interactions.

•

Bicycle lane word, symbol, and/ or arrow markings
(MUTCD Figure 9C-3) shall meet the MUTCD guidelines
for placement.

•

If a two-way cycle track is configured on a one-way
street, the addition of a “ONE WAY” sign (MUTCD R6-1,
R6-2) with “EXCEPT BIKES” plaque is the appropriate
sign treatment to be posted along the facility and at
intersecting streets, alleys, and driveways informing
motorists to expect two-way bicycle traffic.

•

Special consideration should be given regarding
the use of color or pavement markings to enhance
locations of conflict, such as where cycle tracks cross
intersections or driveways.

•

Features such as a two-stage turn queue box may be
considered to assist bicyclists in making turns from the
cycle track facility.

•

When providing accessible vehicle parking spaces
alongside cycle tracks, there are a number of
considerations for accommodating persons with
disabilities in the design of one-way and two-way
protected cycle tracks.
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Cycle Tracks
Design Considerations continued
•

Driveways and minor street crossings are a unique
challenge to cycle track design. The following guidance
may improve safety at crossings:
•

If the cycle track is parking-protected, vehicle
parking should be prohibited near the intersection
to improve visibility. The desirable no parking area
is 30 feet from each side of the crossing.

•

Street or sidewalk furnishings should
accommodate a sight triangle, or clear area at
intersections, for vehicles attempting to cross a
cycle track of:
•

20 feet the from minor street crossings;

•

and 10 feet from driveway crossings.

•

Color, yield lines, and “YIELD TO BIKES” signage
should be used to identify the conflict area and
make it clear that the cycle track users moving
through the intersection have priority over
entering and exiting traffic.

•

Motor vehicle traffic crossing the cycle track
should be constrained or channelized to make
turns at sharp angles to reduce travel speed prior
to the crossing.
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Cycle Track, One-way with Floating parking
6” curb

One-way bicycle
traffic

3”
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Cycle Tracks
Cycle Track, Two-way with Horizontal Buffer
1’ min. shy distance
marked with 4” paint line

2’ shy distance marked
with 6” paint line
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Bicycle Boulevards
Definition
A bicycle boulevard is a local street or a series of
contiguous street segments that has been modified
to function as a through street for bicyclists, while
discouraging through automobile traffic but maintaining
local access. Bicycle boulevards create favorable conditions
for bicycling by taking advantage of neighborhood streets
and their inherently bicycle-friendly characteristics, e.g.,
low traffic volumes and operating speeds. It is often
necessary to make physical and operational changes,
particularly where bicycle boulevards intersect a busy
arterial street, to allow bicyclists to travel along a bicycle
boulevard with relative ease.

Applicability and Use
•

Bicycle boulevards are typically developed along
neighborhood streets and may serve as cross-city
routes, or as a component of a network of other
bicycle facilities that offer comparable levels of comfort
for the bicyclist, such as off-street trails or separated
on-street facilities.

•

A bicycle boulevard may also be developed as a
parallel, alternative bicycle route to a busier street
within the same corridor, but the alternative street
should have the same connectivity and access to
destinations.

•

Bicycle boulevards can also provide a short segment
on a route that might connect a neighborhood to a key
destination such as a school.
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Credit: Michael Richardson
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Design Considerations
A neighborhood street may already have many of the
desired characteristics that make it a comfortable and
continuous riding experience, or may incorporate several
of the following bicycle boulevard design elements to
accommodate bicyclists:
•

Traffic-calming features such as neighborhood
traffic circles, bump outs, and chicanes that slow
motor vehicle traffic but allow bicyclists to maintain
momentum.

•

At two-way stop-controlled intersections, priority
assignment that favors the bicycle boulevard, so
bicyclists can ride with few interruptions.

•

Traffic diverters at key intersections to reduce through
motor vehicle traffic while permitting passage for
through bicyclists.

•

Wayfinding signs and/ or pavement markings to guide
bicyclists along the way and to key destinations.

•

Shared lane markings or other markings where
appropriate to alert drivers and cyclists to the
recommended lane position for bicyclists on a shared
roadway.

•

Crossing improvements such as median crossing
islands, bump outs, marked crosswalks, rapid flash
beacons, or traffic signals where the bicycle boulevard
crosses major streets.
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Bicycle Boulevards
Bicycle Boulevard
On the bicycle boulevard:
Wayfinding signage and pavement markings such as “BIKE BOULEVARD,” shared lane
markings.
Arterial street

•

Bicycle Boulevard
6’

Width equal to
crosswalk

At arterial crossings, a variety of traffic control measures may be
employed in order to:
•
•

Facilitate bicycle crossing of the arterial
Slow or limit through traffic on the bicycle boulevard
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At intersecting side streets:
Traffic calming tools like mini-circle, bump outs OR
Positive traffic control (stop or yield) to favor bike
boulevard traffic
Side street

•
•

Bicycle boulevard
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Bike Lanes at Intersections
Definition
Intersections are often where most conflicts between
bicyclists and motorists occur. Particularly complicated
intersections can be intimidating barriers to less confident
bicyclists if not designed in a way that clearly indicates
to bicyclists and motorists how they should traverse the
intersection. Design innovations such as green bike lanes
and bike boxes can make traveling through an intersection
more comfortable for all modes.

Applicability and Use
Where there are existing or planned bike lanes, bicyclists
may be accommodated by continuing the dedicated bike
lane facility up to the intersection under MUTCD interim
guidance. Shared lane markings may be used to indicate
proper positioning where bicyclists must share the lane
with motor vehicles, or to direct bicyclists through the
intersection or a left-turn bike lane. Green bike lanes or a
dashed stripe may also be used direct bicyclists through
the intersection. Bike boxes (described elsewhere in this
manual) allow bicyclists to move to the front of the queue,
which improves their visibility and ability to safely execute
a left turn or clear an intersection during the green phase.

Credit: Toole Design Group

Right Turns
Right turns are relatively easy for bicyclists, since they
typically ride on the right side of the street. Where there is
a right-turn only lane, right-turning bicyclists are typically
encouraged to merge with right-turning motor vehicles.
Through Movements
Through-moving bicyclists may be vulnerable to rightturning motor vehicles crossing over the bike lane (often
referred to as a “right hook” conflict). Where there is no
designation of a right-turn only lane, the bike lane may be
continued to the edge of the intersection.
Where there is a right-turn-only lane, there are several
considerations:
•

Where there is adequate width to continue the bike
lane marking up to the intersection, the bike lane
should be marked to the left of the right-turn only
lane, enabling bicyclists and right-turning motorists
to sort their paths by destination in advance of the
intersection, avoiding last-moment conflicts.

•

Where there is not adequate width to continue the
bike lane marking up to the intersection, shared lane
110

markings may be incorporated at the left edge of the
right-turn lane or in the through lane.
Additional treatments such as green bike lanes and signage
may be used to raise both motorists’ and bicyclists’
awareness of potential conflict.
Left Turns
A separate bicycle left-turn lane should be provided where
there are considerable volumes of left-turning bicyclists, or
where a designated or preferred bicycle route makes a left
turn. Left-turn lanes may also be appropriate at locations
where left turns are allowed for bicyclists but not motorists
(e.g., onto a bicycle boulevard or shared use path). A
green bike box may be used at a signalized intersection to
facilitate bicyclists making left turns, to provide storage
if bicycle volumes are high, and to raise awareness of
motorists that bicyclists may be present.
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Design Considerations
Shared Motor Vehicle Through/Right-Turn Lanes

Right-Turn-Only Lanes

•

•

Through bike lanes must be placed to the left of rightturn-only lanes.

•

A dotted line should be used to indicate where rightturning motor vehicles are expected to cross over the
bike lane. The dotted line should commence 80 to 200
feet and become solid 50 to 80 feet from the stop bar
or crosswalk. Green pavement markings may be used
within the dotted transition area (note – white dotted
line must always be placed just outside both sides of
the green bike lane).

•

The “BEGIN RIGHT TURN LANE YIELD TO BIKES (R4-4)”
sign may be used to remind motorists entering the
turn lane of their obligation to yield to bicyclists who
are continuing through the intersection in the bike
lane. Other signs may be used as appropriate. Care
should be taken to avoid over-signing intersections to
avoid creating confusion.

•

The use of dual right-turn-only and through/ right-turn
lane next to a right-turn-only lane should be avoided
where there is a through bike lane.

On approaches to intersections that do not have
right-turn-only lanes, bike lane lines may be dotted
or temporarily dropped. The dotted line is intended
to provide a reminder that merging movements can
be expected, and should be used where there are a
high number of right-turning vehicles, or where heavy
vehicles frequently turn right.

•

If dotted lines are installed, they should begin 50 to
200 feet prior to the crosswalk or edge of intersection
if no crosswalk exists.

•

Alternatively, rather than continuing a dotted bike lane
marking, bike lanes may be dropped on an intersection
approach. Dropping of a bike lane should occur 50 to
200 feet prior to the crosswalk or edge of intersection
if no crosswalk exists. Shared lane markings may be
used to indicate preferred positioning for bicyclists
(e.g., in center of lane or off of curb so that they are
more visible to right-turning vehicles).

•

The bike lane line should resume with a solid line on
the far side of the intersection (outside crosswalk
area).

Left-Turn Lanes
•

Where it is determined a bicycle left-turn lane is
appropriate, it should be placed to the right of a
dedicated left-turn lane on both two-way and one-way
streets.
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Bike Lanes at Intersections
Bike Lanes adjacent to Through/Right-Turn Lanes, at Signals

Dashed lines delineate
bike lane 50’-200’ prior
to crosswalk or edge of
intersection
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Bike Lanes at Intersections
Traffic Signal Bicycle Detection

Loop detector,
configurations vary

2½’

10’ min.
Sidewalk &
Boulevard

Travel Lane

11’

Curb & Gutter

Pavement marking
to indicate proper
position for detection
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Bike Lanes with Shared Lane Markings through Complex Intersections
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Bike Lanes at Intersections
Green Bike Lane with Slip Lane

Painted green bike lane ends
50’-80’ from stop bar or
crosswalk

Painted green bike lane begins
80’-200’ from stop bar or
crosswalk
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10’-11’
Travel
Lane

Bike Box

5’
Min.

10’-11’
Travel
Lane

10-16’

Bike Box
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Traffic Calming
Definition
The term traffic calming is used to describe a range of
strategies to slow vehicular traffic in order to enhance the
safety, comfort and livability of streets for all users. Higher
vehicle speeds decrease drivers’ peripheral vision and
their overall awareness of, and their ability to react to, the
movement of all roadway users including bicyclists and
pedestrians on roadways. While engineering strategies are
the most visible, they are most effective when combined
with strategies that incorporate education, enforcement,
and encouragement elements.
Engineering approaches focus on physical measures—
typically altered roadway geometry or devices that create
vertical or horizontal deflection—to slow or limit a vehicle’s
path of travel.
Credit: Michael Richardson
Traffic calming changes require a review of street
conditions and possible traffic study to ensure that
proposed changes are appropriate.

Applicability and Use

•

There are both physical and visual elements that can help
slow vehicle traffic. Visually narrowing a street, or changing
its aesthetics can be effective traffic calming techniques,
and can be more widely applicable than geometric
measures. Treatments include:
• Curb and gutter, which defines the traveled part of the
roadway
• Sidewalks, which indicate that motorists should expect
to see pedestrians
• Outdoor cafes or other activities in the pedestrian
zone, such as street furniture
• Street trees, which create a sense of enclosure
• On-street parking, which creates an activity zone to
which drivers must pay attention
• Pavement type and road striping
• Buildings that are closer to the street (i.e., no parking
or drive-through between the street and adjacent
buildings)
• “Paint the Pavement” and other neighborhood signage
and public art programs.

•

The physical narrowing of roadways is an effective way
to slow traffic. Treatments depend on the roadway
classification and traffic volumes, as well as the volume of
large vehicles and include:

•
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•

Bump outs, either at intersections or mid block
crossings, which also shorten pedestrian crossing
distances
Reduction in curb radii, in order to slow turning
movements
Lane diets or roadway diets, which reduce the number
of lanes or amount of lane space and can result in
slowed vehicle travel

Creating vertical or horizontal deflection of the vehicle
path is a very effective way to slow traffic, and may be
appropriate on residential streets. Horizontal deflection is
typically most effective. Treatments include:
•
•
•

Bump outs, either at intersections or mid block
crossings.
Traffic circles, which force drivers to slow at
intersections and yield to users approaching from the
left.
Speed humps provide a gentle rise on the roadway.
Speed humps are not appropriate on collector streets
and require a speed study showing 85th percentile at
least 5 mph over the speed limit. Speed humps can be
a relatively easy retrofit but reduces on-street parking.
Chicanes force drivers and bicyclists to navigate a
narrowed “s” shaped pathway along the street created
by the placement of bump outs that alternate from one
side of a street to the other, typically in groups of three.

Street Design Treatments

Design Considerations
Traffic Calming Intersection Treatments
Blocking or restricting access is highly effective, but can
have the unintended effect of creating traffic problems on
neighboring streets. Treatments include:
• Diverter Median Barriers, which restrict a driver’s
ability to cross an intersecting street.
• Diverter Islands restrict turn or through movements for
vehicle traffic, and may allow bicycle and pedestrian
traffic in all directions. Diverter islands are typically
used at intersections to deter heavy vehicle volumes
and eliminate cut-through traffic. They should be
part of a larger traffic calming strategy that evaluates
and handles accessibility through the adjacent street
network and considers emergency vehicle response
times. Effects are generally limited to the intersection;
the street may require additional traffic calming in
addition to the intersection treatments to be effective.
• Right In/Right Out restrictions, which restrict left turns
into and left turns out of a street.

General considerations
Traffic calming measures that may be applied depend on
the context of the street. Special consideration should be
given to:
• Street classification
• Traffic operational analysis
• Mix of traffic, including consideration of bus, bike or
truck routes
• Adjacent land uses
• First responder vehicle needs
• Effect on on-street parking
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Traffic Circle
Definition
Traffic circles are circular islands that are installed in the
center of appropriate residential street intersections to
reduce traffic speeds and collisions. Traffic circles require
vehicles to reduce speed while allowing continuous traffic
flow. Traffic circles should be accompanied by tight curb
radii on the adjacent corners to reduce right turning
vehicle speeds. Larger vehicles such as school buses that
make wider turns can be accommodated by building traffic
circles with mountable curbs.

Applicability and Use
Traffic circles may be considered in the following situations:
• At intersections of residential streets with high design
speeds where there is a history of crashes
• Along bicycle routes (residential streets that are signed
or otherwise designated as bicycle routes)

Credit: Michael Richardson

Visibility can be enhanced
with paint and reflectors
Regulatory and/or warning
signage should be provided
to remind traffic to proceed
counterclockwise around the
circle.

Design Considerations
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic circles should be sized according to street width
and allow for the passage of emergency vehicles
and snow plows. Street narrowing due to snow
accumulation should be considered when determining
the circle diameter.
Regulatory or warning signage should be provided to
remind traffic to proceed counterclockwise around the
circle.
Landscaping in the circle should be kept below
18 inches to maintain clear visibility through the
intersection.
Visibility can be enhanced with paint and reflectors.
Circles should be designed with mountable curbs to
allow for emergency vehicle access.
Fire and emergency vehicles, buses and other large
vehicles may make left turns without going around the
circle.
Parking should be restricted parking 30 feet from
intersections.

Mini traffic circle
slows traffic
and creates
stormwater capture
opportunities.
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Diverter Island
Definition
A diverter is an island built at a residential street
intersection that restricts through or turning movements.
There are a variety of diverter designs which are selected
based on context and desired movement restrictions.

Applicability and Use
•

Neighborhood residents experience the greatest effect
from the installation of diverters. Therefore, diverters
should be considered only when less restrictive
measures are not appropriate.

•

Diverters must be used in conjunction with other traffic
management tools within the neighborhood street
network.

Design Considerations
•
•
•
•
•

Credit: Anton Jerve
Cut-throughs
for bicyclists

Diverter islands should be designed to maintain bicycle
and pedestrian access by providing cut-throughs.
Preferred cut-through width is 6 feet.
Islands can include a combination of planters, public
art, or other materials, keeping a clear sight-window
above 18 inches.
Can incorporate green infrastructure principles
by treating stormwater and using low-growing
landscaping.
Parking restrictions may be needed at corners to
accommodate turns and improve sight distance
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Intersection Median Barrier
Definition
Intersection median barriers are raised curbs or islands
that extend through an intersection along a main street.
The purpose of this treatment is to prevent motor vehicle
traffic on cross streets from making any movement other
than a right turn onto or off of a main street. Intersection
median barriers are primarily a traffic management
technique used where there is significant cut-through
traffic on a neighborhood street or where left-turn
movements are a safety concern. The median barrier is
typically placed within the higher traffic street, preventing
motor vehicle left turn movements onto neighborhood
streets, while ensuring safe and convenient bicycle and
pedestrian access, often in conjunction with a bicycle
boulevard.

Credit: Michael Richardson

Applicability and Use
Intersection median barriers are a type of traffic diversion
and should be used only after a complete traffic analysis.
This treatment may be considered in the following
locations:
•
•
•
•

•

Where cut-through traffic on a neighborhood street
has been observed to be a problem.
Where analysis of traffic patterns in the area shows
that cut-through traffic would not be diverted to a
nearby street.
Where local residents would not have to drive
excessive distances to access their homes. Excessive
distance may be defined during the planning process.
Where there are bicycle/pedestrian priority routes
(i.e., Bicycle Boulevards). Intersection median barriers
reduce motor vehicle volumes on residential streets,
reduce bike and pedestrian exposure and provide an
opportunity to enhance crossings of higher volume
and speed roadways.
Where emergency response times are not negatively
impacted (see Design Considerations).
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Design Considerations
•

•

The intersection median barrier must be a minimum
6 feet wide (8 to 10 feet preferred on primary
bicycling routes) to provide sufficient area for multiple
pedestrians and bicyclists waiting to cross the street,
and for longer bicycles, or bicycle combinations (e.g., a
bike with trailer is approximately 9 feet in length).
Alternatively, separate cut-through/crossing areas may
be provided for bicycles and pedestrians. Pedestrian
crossing areas should align with crosswalk while the
bicycle cut-through may be placed in line with vehicle
travel lanes.

•

At unsignalized locations pedestrian/bicycle crossing
warning signs may be placed within the intersection
median barrier, as well as on each side of the street.
Other crossing enhancements may be considered as
well.

Street must be wide enough to accommodate a median.
Excessive lane shifting to fit a median barrier is not
desirable. In addition, there must be enough lane width
to accommodate truck and emergency vehicular turning
movements.

Arterial street

Diverter forces right turns for motorists and
prevents left turns while allowing bicycle and
pedestrian travel in all directions

6’ cut through for bicyclists
Neighborhood street
(or bike boulevard)

10’ cut-through for pedestrians/crosswalk

Parking restrictions may be needed at corners
to accommodate turns and improve sight
distance
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Speed Humps
Definition
Speed humps are a roadway design feature that consist
of raised pavement approximately 3 to 4 inches high at
their center, which extend the full width of the street. The
height of a speed hump tapers near the drain gutter to
allow unimpeded bicycle travel. Speed humps should not
be confused with speed bumps commonly found in parking
structures.

Applicability and Use
Speed humps may be considered on low volume
neighborhood streets in order to control vehicle speeds.
Streets that have high traffic volumes, are transit routes
or have frequent freight travel are typically not good
candidates for speed humps.

Design Considerations
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Speed humps should have a smooth leading edge, a
parabolic rise, and be engineered for a speed of 25 to
30 mph, so they can be negotiated by large vehicles.
Speed humps should be clearly marked with reflective
markings and signs.
Typically speed humps are 22 feet in length, with a rise
of 6 inches above the roadway and should extend the
full width of the roadway. They should be tapered at
the edges to the gutter to accommodate drainage.
Grade should be considered; do not use on roadways
with greater than 5 percent grade.
Do not use on collector or arterial streets.
Parking must be restricted adjacent to humps.
A speed study showing 85th percentile at least 5 mph
over the speed limit required prior to implementation.

Credit: Michael Richardson

22’ travel length bump
with parabolic section
tapers to gutter to allow
drainage

22’
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Chicanes
Definition
Chicanes can take the form of curb extensions, center
islands, or staggered on-street parking. These traffic
calming features slow vehicles by compelling them to shift
laterally or pass through a narrowed section of roadway.

Applicability and Use
Chicanes may be considered on residential streets where:
•
•
•
•

There is a high volume of high speed cut through traffic
Children frequently walk or bicycle to and from school
A comprehensive neighborhood traffic calming
program is present, particularly in neighborhoods
Other traffic calming measures have been
implemented.

Credit: Google Earth

•
•

Design Considerations
•

•
•

•

The size of chicanes will vary based on the targeted
design speed and roadway width, but must be 20 feet
wide curb to curb at a minimum to accommodate
emergency vehicles.
Can incorporate stormwater treatment and low
growing landscaping.
Parking may be affected to a greater extent than other
traffic calming measures.

•

Bump outs placed 50’ - 80’
apart, in sets of 3
Shape, length and angle
of bump outs depends on
roadway configuration
Bump outs may be used for
stormwater management,
green space
20’ min. clearance required
for fire vehicle acess

Placemaking/ Public Art Opportunity
Public art may
be placed
on chicanes.
Consideration
must be given to
sight lines.

Slotted design maintains
existing gutter and allows
drainage

colab studio
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Convertible Streets
Definition
Convertible streets are rights-of-way that are used for
multiple purposes where there is infrastructure that will
allow all or some of the street is temporarily closed to
traffic. A typical example would be a regularly occurring
community event such as festivals, farmers markets
or other activities. These streets are often civic and
social community centers and should be designed to
accommodate public gatherings.

Applicability and Use
•
•

Credit: Visit Saint Paul

Convertible streets are often streets with prominent
public institutions such as libraries or cultural
institutions.
Events may occur on a set schedule; such as weekly
farmer’s market, seasonal events, annual community
social events or they may be single use events.

Design Considerations
•

Ensure permitting system is easily accessible and
logical.

•

Proposed street segments must be found to be
appropriate for conversion and ensure that normal
flow of traffic is not significantly encumbered.

•

The frequency and recurrence of the event must be
significant enough to justify the expense of permanent
infrastructure.
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Alleys
Definition
Alleys are rights of way that connect two streets and
provide access to the garages, backs of buildings, loading
areas and parking areas. Alleys often accommodate utilities
and garbage storage and collection.

Applicability and Use
Many of the older residential and neighborhood
commercial areas have a network of alleys. Waste
collection, parking access and loading should occur in
alleys to the extent feasible to lessen the demand for
space in the street for features and functions that serve
people accessing businesses and residences using a variety
of transportation modes. Using alleys also reduces the
number of curb cuts reducing the number of conflicts with
pedestrians and increasing the potential number of onstreet parking

Credit: Dan Haak

Design Considerations
•

Alleys should be a maximum 20 feet in width and have
a clear zone of 16 feet to allow for service truck access
and emergency vehicle access.

•

Some Mixed-use Corridors may have adopted plans
recommending commercial use of shared residentialcommercial alleys to reduce potential conflicts with
pedestrians.

•

Where alleys intersect streets alley entrances shall
have raised crosswalks to make the crossing easier
for pedestrians, the sidewalk more visible to drivers,
and physically require drivers to slow down while
approaching the sidewalk.

•

Pervious paving material may be considered when
repaving or paving alleys.

20’
min.

•

In alleys shared by residential and commercial uses,
above standard lighting may be considered to improve
personal safety. Above standard lighting may require
an assessment and maintenance agreement with
adjoining property owners.
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Curb Radii
Definition
Curb returns or radii are the curved connection of curbs
at the corners formed by the intersection of two streets,
which guide vehicles in turning corners. The shape of a
corner curb radius has a significant effect on the overall
operation and safety of an intersection.

Applicability and Use
The shape and dimensions of curb radii vary based on
street type, transportation context, and design vehicle
(vehicle type used to determine appropriate turn radius at
an intersection). Smaller corner radii increase pedestrian
safety by shortening crossing distances, increasing
pedestrian visibility, and decreasing vehicle turning speed.
Smaller corner radii also provide better geometry for
installing perpendicular curb ramps for both crosswalks
at each corner, resulting in simpler, more appropriate
crosswalk placement, in line with the approaching
sidewalk. Factors to consider when designing curb radii:
•
•

Credit: Michael Richardson

Curb radius: the actual radius proscribed by the curb
line at an intersection.
Effective radius: The radius available for the design
vehicle to make the vehicle turn, accounting for the
presence of parking, bike lanes, medians, or other
features.

Curb radii can be designed:
• To allow for the selected design vehicle to complete a
turn fully within its designated travel lane or lanes.
• To accommodate a vehicle turn by allowing for a
particular vehicle type to complete a turn with some
latitude to partially use adjacent or opposing lanes on
the origin or destination streets.
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Design Considerations
The effective turning radius (rather than the actual curb
radius), should typically be used to determine the ability of
vehicles to negotiate a turn. Determination of the design
vehicle should consider and balance the needs of the
various users of a street--from pedestrians and bicyclists
to emergency vehicles and large trucks--considering the
volume and frequency of these various users.
The design vehicle should be selected according to the
types of vehicles using the intersection with considerations
to relative volumes and frequencies. The designer
should balance designing for a larger vehicle versus
accommodating the needs of large vehicles, which may
allow encroachment into another lane.
A typical curb radius of 20 feet (smaller radii may be
considered) should be used wherever possible including
where:
•

There are higher pedestrian volumes

•

There are few larger vehicles

•

Bicycle and parking lanes create a larger effective
radius.

Vehicle Type

Factors that may affect the curb radii must be taken into
consideration:
•

The street type

•

The angle of the intersection

•

Bump outs

•

The number and width of receiving lanes

•

Large vehicles

•

Effective turning radius

Where there are high volumes of large vehicles making
turns- inadequate curb radii could cause large vehicles to
regularly travel across the curb and into the pedestrian
waiting area.
See the table below for guidance on the location and
design vehicle for different street types.

Location

Design Vehicle

Possible Accommodation

Corners with turning buses on bus routes
or where buses start run or return to
base. In locations where traffic volumes
influence effective turning radii with lane
encroachment.

CITY-BUS or WB-40

Turn partially from adjacent lane

Corners with potential occasional turning
buses due to detours

CITY-BUS or WB-40

Emergency
Vehicles2

All intersections

Fire Vehicle Hook and Where feasible
Ladder with outriggers

Freight Vehicles3

Per Comprehensive Plan

WB-50

Transit Vehicles

1

A-BUS, articulated bus

Turn partially from adjacent lane

Turn partially from adjacent lane
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Curb Radii
Design Considerations continued
1

On corners along bus routes, where buses may have to make
occasional detours, turns should accommodate a transit
vehicle using the entire roadway, similar to an emergency
vehicle.

2

Because emergency vehicles have sirens and flashing lights
and other vehicles must pull over, they can typically use the
full right-of-way without encountering opposing vehicles. On
busier streets, the ability of emergency vehicles to swing wide
may be limited by queued traffic which may not be able to
pull over.
Freight corridors are streets that are designated on Figure
T-1 in the Transportation Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan.
Freight corridors should be designed for WB-50 trucks. Larger
WB-60 trucks may also be present on city streets, particularly
on designated state highways, truck routes and in industrial
areas. These may need to be accommodated in certain
instances, though they generally do not fit well on the existing
street network in most of Saint Paul.

A variety of strategies can be used to maximize pedestrian
safety while accommodating large vehicles including:
•

Adding parking or bicycle lanes to increase the
effective radius of the corner

•

Varying the actual curb radius (i.e., compound curb
radii) over the length of the turn so that the radius is
smaller as vehicles approach a crosswalk and larger
when making the turn. Compound radii effectively
shorten crossing distances and make pedestrians
visible while accommodating larger vehicle turns;
because they allow more sweeping turns and they do
not slow turning vehicles.

•

Painting a median: Where there is sufficient lane
width on the destination street, a painted median
can enable a large vehicle to complete a turn without
turning into opposing traffic.

•

Restricting access: Where there is a desire to keep
curb radii small, restrictions on large vehicles
making the turn may be considered. This should be
considered in light of the overall street network.

•

Installing advance stop lines on the destination street
to increase the space available for large vehicles to
make a turn by enabling them to swing into opposing
lanes on the destination street while opposing traffic
is stopped.

3

Street Type

Design Vehicle

Accommodation
Vehicle*

Neighborhood

Passenger car

School Bus

Residential
Corridor

SU-30

WB-40

Mixed Use
Corridor

SU-30

WB-40

Downtown

WB-40

WB-50

Parkway

School Bus

WB-40

Industrial

WB-50

WB-60

* Accommodations include: turning partially or entirely
from adjacent lanes, turning from opposing lanes, or
turning into opposing lanes.
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Typical Curb Radius Signalized Intersection

4-lane Signalized Intersection

Bus turns into inside lane

20’ standard curb radius

2-lane Signalized Intersection

Recessed stop bar accommodates
bus right-turn movements
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Bump Outs
Definition
Bump outs (or curb extensions) are created by extending
the sidewalk or curb line into the roadway. Bump outs
are intended to improve lines of sight and may improve
safety and increase safety and provide extra space along
sidewalks for pedestrians and amenities such as street
furniture.

Applicability and Use
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Bump outs shorten crossing distances (exposure time)
and increase visibility between roadway users: the
waiting pedestrian can better see approaching traffic
and drivers can better see pedestrians waiting to cross
the road.
Bump outs calm traffic, particularly for right turning
vehicles.
This treatment is particularly valuable in locations
with high volumes of pedestrian traffic. Bump outs
can be located at intersections or at mid block
pedestrian crossings.
Bump outs should only be considered where on-street
parking is present.
They cannot be used along arterials that have peak
hour parking restrictions to move traffic more
efficiently.
They may provide space for ADA compliant,
directional curb ramps where sidewalks are narrow.
They may be used at transit stops (i.e., bus bump
outs) to increase transit stop waiting area capacity
and facilitate in-lane stopping of transit vehicles.

Credit: Toole Design Group

•

Bump outs may provide space for utilities, signs
and amenities such as bus shelters or waiting
areas, bicycle parking, public seating, public art,
street vendors, newspaper stands, trash and
recycling receptacles and green infrastructure
elements where they do not impede, pedestrian,
cyclist, or motorist sight lines.

Placemaking / Public Art Opportunity
Bump outs may
provide space
for placemaking
elements such
public art, seating,
bicycle racks, and
landscaping.

Kevin Berry
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Design Considerations
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

The turning needs of larger vehicles should be
considered in bump outs design.
When bump outs conflict with turning movements,
they may be installed on only one side of a crossing,
rather than eliminated.
Minimum bump out width is 6 feet (the approximate
width of a parked car).
Bump outs should generally be 1 foot narrower than
the parking lane to not encroach upon a travel lane or
bicycle lane. The bump out should be sized so that the
gutter pan joint is outside of the bike lane.
The minimum length of a bump out shall be the width
of the crosswalk, allowing the curvature of the bump
out to start 5’ after the crosswalk. The overall length of
a bump out can vary depending on the intended use
(i.e., stormwater management, bus bump out, restrict
parking) and potential for sight line improvement.
Minimum roadway width between bump outs is 26
feet, curb face to curb face for two-way traffic.
The angled portion of the bump out should be 30
degrees from the main curb line with 5 foot radii to
accommodate plows.
Bump outs may also impact underground utilities,
curbside parking, delivery access and garbage removal,
snow plows, and street sweepers. These impacts
should be evaluated when considering whether to
install a bump out.
Bump out installation may require the relocation of
existing storm catch basins which can increase costs
substantially. Catch basins should be centered at least
5 feet from the beginning of the bump out.
Placing bump outs at corners with fire hydrants can
also help to ensure fire access is not blocked by parked
cars.

5’ Min.
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Skewed Intersections
Definition
Skewed intersections occur when streets intersect at
angles other than 90 degrees.

Applicability and Use
Skewed intersections are generally undesirable and
introduce the following complications for all users:
• The travel distance across the intersection can be
greater, which increases exposure to conflicts and
lengthens signal phases for pedestrians and motorists.
• Skews require motorists and pedestrians to crane their
necks to see other approaching users, making it less
likely that some users will be seen. Skews generally
reduce visibility for all users on all approaches.
• Obtuse angles encourage high speed vehicle turning
movements.
• Acute angles may cause complications for turning
vehicles, particularly larger vehicles.

Credit: Michael Richardson

Every reasonable effort should be made to design or
redesign the intersection closer to a right angle.
•
•

•

Priority should be given to intersections with identified
crash problems, on school walking routes, near transit
stops, or with high pedestrian use.
If major alterations are being done to an existing
skewed intersection, consider whether it is possible to
reconfigure the intersection so that the crossings are
closer to perpendicular.
In some cases, consideration should be given to
acquiring right-of-way to allow for a redesign that
results in a less complicated intersection. It may be
possible to offset costs by selling back or swapping
those portions of the right-of-way that are no longer
needed for the intersection, or repurpose this area
for a pocket park, rain garden or other streetscape
enhancing feature.
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Design Considerations
Where it is not possible to reconfigure a skewed
intersection due to placement of buildings or other
constraints, the following design strategies should be
considered:
•
•

•
•

Adjusting signal timing to allow for longer pedestrian
crossing times.
Providing high visibility crosswalks, as appropriate.
Crosswalks should align with the pedestrian zone of
the sidewalk and should not be pulled back from the
intersection as a means to shorten the pedestrian
crossing distance – such a strategy is counter to
pedestrian or motorist expectations, and it can create
problems for visually impaired pedestrians.
Pedestrian refuges may be considered if the crossing
distance exceeds approximately 40 feet.
General-use travel lanes and bike lanes may be striped
with dashes to guide bicyclists and motorists through
the large undefined area that results from intersection
skew.

Installation of a bump out on the obtuse side of the
intersection can reduce the corner curb radius and
reduce the amount of undefined space, thus reducing
high speed turning movements. Bump outs also reduce
pedestrian crossing distance and may accommodate green
infrastructure such as rain gardens and vegetation or other
streetscape enhancing features.

Existing
Typical skewed intersection:
Wide turning radius results in higher speed turns and longer
pedestrian crossing time/exposure

Proposed
Realigned intersection:
Narrower turning radius encourages slower turns, shortens
pedestrian crossing distance and improves sight triangles for all
modes
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Roundabouts
Definition
Roundabouts provide non-signalized traffic control at
intersections. They typically include a one- or two-lane
roadway that encircles a central island around which
vehicles travel counterclockwise.
Note: Roundabouts should not be confused with traffic
circles which are operationally similar to roundabouts
but are generally used in lower speed and lower volume
environments such as Established Neighborhood Streets
and have different design considerations.

Applicability and Use
•

•

•

•

Generally, multilane roundabouts are not
recommended because of safety concerns for
pedestrians, especially those with visual impairments,
and bicyclists. Installing two or more sequential
roundabouts may provide the opportunity to reduce
the number of vehicle lanes between intersections.
Can handle significant traffic volumes and may be
used in place of signals at many types of intersections,
including standard four-way intersections, intersections
with more than four intersecting streets, high volume
grade-separated intersections where there is desire to
bring streets back to surface level, intersections with
freeway on and off ramps.
May have limited applicability in heavily built-out areas
where right-of-way acquisition may be cost prohibitive
as they can require more right-of-way than typical
intersection designs.
Due to a substantial reduction in vehicle speeds
roundabouts have been shown to reduce all forms of
crashes and crash severity. In particular, roundabouts
eliminate the most dangerous and common crashes at
signalized intersections.

Placemaking/ Public Art Opportunity
Public art may be placed on
roundabouts. Consideration
must be given to sight lines
and maintenance access.

Credit: Toole Design Group

Benefits of single-lane roundabouts include the following:
• Minimal to no delay for pedestrians, who have to cross
only one direction of traffic at a time due to the splitter
island.
• Improved accessibility through intersections for
bicyclists through reduced conflicts and vehicle speeds.
• Reduced delay, travel time, and vehicle queue lengths.
• A smaller carbon footprint (no electricity is required for
operation and fuel consumption is reduced as motor
vehicles spend less time idling and do not have to
accelerate as often from a dead stop)
• Reduced maintenance and operational costs (costs are
primarily related to landscaping and litter control)
• Lowered noise levels
• Facilitated U-turns
• Constructed as a part of a new road or the
reconstruction of an existing road, the cost of a
roundabout can be comparable to or even cheaper
than the construction of an intersection and the
associated installation of traffic signals and additional
turn lanes
The primary disadvantage is that sight-impaired people
can have difficulty navigating the uncontrolled crosswalks
at each of the entry/egress points to the roundabout (see
Design Considerations for mitigation solutions).

Manjit Sandhu
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Design Considerations
Roundabouts can be more complex than standard
intersections for persons with disabilities, particularly the
visually impaired. There are several treatments that should
be incorporated to mitigate these challenges, including:
• The draft Public Right of Way Accessibility Guidelines
(PROWAG) requires (not adopted) detectable warning
strips at all entry and exit points, including splitter
island refuges.
• Setting sidewalks back from the edge of the circular
roadway by at least 5 feet so that visually impaired can
more clearly identify and follow designated crossing
points.
• Building the roundabout to a design speed of 20 mph
or less.
• The draft PROWAG requires accessible pedestrian
signals to be installed at all crosswalks across any
roundabout approach with two or more lanes in one
direction. The PROWAG requirement does not specify
the type of signal except that it must be accessible,
including a locator tone at the pushbutton, with
audible and vibrotactile indications of the pedestrian
walk interval.
• Signage indicating the presence of the pedestrian
crossing should be used to remind drivers that while
they are only required to yield to traffic within the
roundabout, they are required to stop for pedestrians
that are in the crosswalk.
Roundabouts should feature the following elements:
• Splitter islands at all ingress and egress points that
provide a crossing island for pedestrians, breaking up
the crossing into two separate movements. Splitter
islands should have a minimum width of 6 feet, and
preferably 8 feet from curb face to curb face.

•

•
•

Marked crosswalk through the center of the splitter
island, set back one car length (20 to 25 feet) from the
entry point into the roundabout, allowing motorists
to focus on yielding to pedestrians in crosswalk before
negotiating entry into roundabout traffic while also
not forcing pedestrians too far out of direction. Sight
distances should be maintained to the left as the
motorist enters the roundabout so that motorists are
aware of vehicles and bicyclists in the roundabout,
as well as to the right as motorists are exiting the
roundabout so they can see pedestrians in the marked
crosswalk.
Deflection that encourages slow traffic speeds, but
allows for movement of larger vehicles.
A landscaped visual obstruction in the central island,
which obscures the driver’s view of the road ahead, to
discourage users from entering the roundabout at high
speeds.

Other Design Considerations
• Continuing bicycle lanes through roundabouts has
not been shown to improve safety. Rather, bicycle
lanes should terminate in advance of crosswalks at
roundabouts, providing sufficient space for bicyclists
to merge with motor vehicles. Alternatively, bicycles
may be accommodated on sidewalks. The AASHTO
Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities provides
detailed design guidance for both options.
• Ramps, angled between 20 and 45 degrees, should be
provided 50 feet before and 50 after the pedestrian
crossing of the splitter island, allowing bicyclist to exit
before or reenter the roadway after the roundabout.
Broken line bicycle lane markings should be provided.
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Roundabouts
Design Considerations continued
•

•

•

•

50 to 75 feet in advance of the ramps; shared lane
markings may also be included. Signage to warn
pedestrians that bikes may be joining them on the
sidewalk may be needed.
For a typical single-lane roundabout at a four-way
intersection the center island will more or less be
a circle that can vary in size from 12 feet to 90 feet
to fit a wide range of intersections, achieve desired
deflection, and accommodate through movements and
different turn movements by various design vehicles.
For intersections with an odd number of approaches
or offset approaches the shape of the center island
should be modified to achieve appropriate deflection.
Including a truck apron (a paved, load-bearing
area) around the edge of the central island is the
typical approach for accommodating larger design
vehicles. The truck apron is often paved with a fairly
rough texture, and raised enough to discourage
encroachment by smaller high-speed passenger cars
and achieve desired deflection. The truck apron should
have a three inch high rolled curb.
Restricting or not accommodating turn movements
by trucks and articulated buses may allow the
construction of a smaller roundabout without
acquisition of right-of-way and with all the benefits of
roundabouts at the cost of forcing the occasional large
truck to take an alternate route. Roundabouts may
be constructed to accommodate through movements
by large trucks, and restrict turn movements by these
vehicles while accommodating turn movements by
single unit trucks and transit vehicles.

•

•

•
•

Signing and marking of roundabouts should
be in compliance with the current version of the
MUTCD, however roundabouts should be designed
so their design and function are self-explanatory,
and the need for signing is minimal. NCHRP Report
672, Roundabouts: An Informational Guide, Second
Edition, 2010 provides detailed design guidance on
roundabouts.
If traffic analysis determines that the capacity of a
proposed single-lane roundabout is exceeded during
one or two short periods during the day, consideration
should be given to metering the roundabout rather
than constructing a larger multi-lane roundabout. The
result is a smaller, slower roundabout that is more
appropriate for all users for most of the day.
Delineators on the curbs at all ramp locations should be
installed in the fall so that plow drivers will know where
the ramps begin.
The area at the base of the ramp closest to the curb
may not get swept very well by street sweepers and
may require supplemental sweeping.
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Accommodation at Roundabouts
Sidewalk 10’ min. width
Lane width narrows, 7:1 min.
taper rate
4’ min. width ramps for bicycles
to re-enter/exit roadway after/
before the roundabout; typical
ramp angle is 20°-45°
Boulevard, 5’ min.

10’
min.

25’
min.

6’ min.

50’ min.
50’-75’ min.
Broken line/skip stripe bike lane
markings in advance of bicycle
ramp and beginning of lane
taper; shared lane markings may
be included

Distance between
bicycle ramp and
pedestrian curb ramp
100’ min.
Distance between bicycle ramp
and entry of roundabout
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Channelized Right Turn Lanes
Definition
Channelized right turn lanes (also known as ‘pork chop’
islands) are dedicated turning lanes that allow vehicles
to make quick and easy right turns. Typically, they are not
signal controlled but drivers must yield to pedestrians
and on-coming traffic. Channelized right turn lanes can
improve traffic flow and accommodate trucks and buses
that might otherwise require a large turning radius.
Designed correctly, they can reduce crossing distances for
pedestrians, improve signal timing and reduce crashes
involving motorists and pedestrians. However, they may
result in uncomfortable and unsafe crossing conditions for
pedestrians if they are designed with large turning radii
that encourages high-speed turns. They can also present
a challenge to through bicyclists since motorists will need
to cross their line of travel to access the channelized right
turn lane.

Credit: Michael Richardson

Applicability and Use
Channelized right turn lanes may be considered at
intersections with high volumes of right-turning trucks and
buses. A channelized right turn lane is often used in lieu of
a large curb radius.
•

•

•

New designs for channelized lanes with “long tails”
make them function more like a conventional
perpendicular intersection, while still enhancing
efficiency for motorists. The new design has also been
shown to reduce motor vehicle and pedestrian crashes
over the traditional slip lane design.
Traditional yield-controlled channelized right turn
lanes may be more difficult for vision-impaired people
to navigate because they are not able to easily assess
whether or not a vehicle has yielded and because of
non-standard intersection geometry.
There may locations where channelized right turn lanes
are inappropriate, such as areas of high pedestrian
activity, or adjacent to an off-street bike trail or twoway cycle track.
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Design Considerations
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

If a channelized right turn lane is truly necessary,
islands with long tails on the approaches will be more
pedestrian friendly.
Curb radii should be revised to create one long radius
entering the channelized right turn lane followed
by a short one of 25-40 feet maximum exiting the
channelized right turn lane to slow turns and improve
lines of sight, particularly for pedestrians and vehicles
approaching from the driver’s left
Triangular ‘pork chop’ islands should be lengthened at
a 2:1 ratio, with the tail pointed toward approaching
traffic.
Islands should be long enough to allow a car to wait for
a gap in traffic without blocking the crosswalk.
Crosswalks should be relocated for maximum visibility
to a spot where the driver is looking ahead, at least
one car length back from the intersecting roadway.
Crosswalks should also be oriented at a 90 degree
angle to the right turn lane to improve sight lines and
reduce crossing distance.
Edge lines with cross-hatching may be used to narrow
the perceived width of the channelized right turn lane
while still accommodating larger vehicles.
Raised crosswalks may be used to improve yield
compliance at the pedestrian crossing.

142o

Short
tail
20o

20o

Traditional Slip Lane (short tail)
Larger turn radius results in
faster turns and less visibility of
pedestrians waiting to cross

112o

20o

New Style Slip Lane (long tail)
Smaller curb radius results in slower turns,
the need for vehicles to slow to enter traffic,
and improved visibility of pedestrians and oncoming traffic

25’-40’
radius

Long
tail
20o

Wide radius at approach
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Marked Crosswalks
Definition
Crosswalks exist at every intersection whether marked or
not. Marked crosswalks delineate the optimal or preferred
location for a pedestrian to cross a street, and indicate
to motorists where to expect pedestrians. Crosswalk
pavement markings must follow one of the styles as
shown in the MN MUTCD. There are a number of styles of
markings outlined in the MUTCD. Markings can be installed
using white paint, thermoplastic or other pavement
marking material.

Applicability and Use
Minnesota Statute: “Where traffic-control signals are not
in place or in operation, the driver of a vehicle shall stop to
yield the right-of-way to a pedestrian crossing the roadway
within a marked crosswalk or at an intersection with no
marked crosswalk.”
Whether marked or unmarked, every corner of an
intersection in Saint Paul is a legal crosswalk where vehicles
must stop and yield the right-of-way to pedestrians that
have entered the crossing area. The decision to mark
a crosswalk depends on a number of factors, including
vehicle volumes and speeds, pedestrian volume, number
of vehicle lanes, intersection complexity,community input,
and the need for a heightened level of motorist awareness,
such as near a school. Marked crosswalks may be installed
at signalized intersections, stop-controlled intersections,
and uncontrolled intersections, as well as mid block
locations (away from intersections). Marked crosswalks
may be accompanied by additional pavement markings,
signage, warning signals, and crossing treatments such as
median crossing islands and bulb-outs.

Credit: Michael Richardson

Credit: Michael Richardson

•
Marked crosswalks may be installed in the following
locations and may also include additional signing:
• Signalized intersection crosswalks are typically marked
at all four crossings where there are sidewalks leading
to the intersection. In some cases there may be specific •
reasons to direct pedestrians to a particular crossing,
and therefore not mark one or more legs of the
intersection or prohibit pedestrian crossing.
• At stop-controlled intersections all four legs may
be marked or only two based on pedestrian routes,
turning conflicts, intersection control, and identifying a
preferred or optimal crossing.
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At school crosswalks, which may include special school
crossing signs at uncontrolled or mid block locations
to further communicate to motorists that children are
likely to use the crossing.
At mid block locations, including pedestrian or off-road
path crossings. These crosswalks may be accompanied
by warning signs, advanced stop bars or other
crossing treatments depending on the roadway traffic
conditions. Mid block locations must be marked to be a
legal crossing.

Street Design Treatments

Design Considerations
General
•

•

•

Marked crosswalks should be aligned with the
approaching sidewalk and should be located
to maximize the visibility of pedestrians while
minimizing their exposure to conflicting traffic.
Crosswalk placement should balance the need
to extend the desired pedestrian walking path
with orienting the crosswalk perpendicular to the
curb; perpendicular crosswalks minimize crossing
distances and therefore limit the time of exposure.
The style of marking is dependent upon the factors
listed on the table on the following pages and range
from two parallel lines to a high-visibility ladder
style. The choice in marking should match the level
of guidance needed per MUTCD, or the following
table
Marked crosswalks should be at least 10 feet wide
or the width of the approaching sidewalk if it is
greater. In areas of heavy pedestrian volumes such
as downtown, crosswalks should be wider (e.g., 14
to 20 feet).

•

High visibility ladder-style crosswalks consist of white
longitudinal lines placed perpendicular to the path of
pedestrian travel with markings installed so that the
primary paths for vehicle tires are between crosswalk
markings, which can reduce wear and maintenance.

•

Standard parallel line markings are acceptable (per
MN MUTCD), however they may be less visible to
motorists.

•

Use crosswalk marking materials that are non-skid and
retro-reflective.

•

Advanced stop lines at stop-controlled and signalized
intersections, when used, should be striped no less
than 4 feet and no more than 30 feet from the edge of
crosswalk.

•

The case of colored/textured pavement to identify
a crossing must also include MN MUTCD compliant
parallel markings demarcating the crosswalk extent.

Pedestrian Oriented

Typical Marking

Low Level of Guidance

Vehicle Oriented

Ladder-Style Marking

High Level of Guidance
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Marked Crosswalks
Design Considerations continued
Uncontrolled Crossing Locations
The design of marked crosswalks at uncontrolled locations
should incorporate additional crossing treatments
depending on the number of travel lanes, vehicle speed,
and the volume of vehicles in a given location. The table
below contains guidelines for intersection and mid
block locations with no traffic signals or stop sign on the
approach to the crossing. The guidelines do not apply to
school crossings or other areas with a population that
may require special design considerations. A two-way
center turn lane is not considered a median. Crosswalks
should not be installed at locations that could present
an increased safety risk to pedestrians, such as where
there is poor site distance, complex or confusing roadway
geometry, substantial volumes of heavy trucks, or other
dangers, without first providing adequate design features
and/or traffic control devices.

Adding crosswalks alone will not make a crossing
safer, or necessarily result in more vehicles stopping
for pedestrians. Whenever marked crosswalks are
installed, it is important to consider other pedestrian
facility enhancements, as needed, to improve the
safety of the crossing (e.g., raised median, traffic
signal, roadway narrowing, enhanced overhead
lighting, traffic calming measures, bump outs).
•

These are general recommendations; good
engineering judgment should be used in individual
cases for deciding where to install crosswalks.

•

Where speed limit exceeds 40 mph, marked
crosswalks alone should not be used at
unsignalized locations.
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General Guidelines for Installing Marked Crosswalks and Other Needed Pedestrian Improvements at Uncontrolled
Intersections*
Vehicle ADT
9,000 or fewer

9,000 - 12,000

12,000 - 15,000

More than 15,000

Speed Limit

Speed Limit

Speed Limit

Speed Limit

30
mph

35
mph

40
mph

30
mph

35
mph

40
mph

30
mph

35
mph

Two Lanes

A

A

B

A

A

B

A

Three Lanes

A

A

B

A

B

B

B

Four or More Lanes
with Raised Median

A

A

B

A

B

C

Four or More Lanes w/o Raised Median

A

B

C

B

B

C

Number of Lanes

40
mph

30
mph

35
mph

40
mph

A

C

A

B

C

B

C

B

C

C

B

B

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

A = Candidate site for marked crosswalk . Marked crosswalks must be installed carefully and selectively. Before installing new
marked crosswalks, an engineering study is needed to show whether the location is suitable for a marked crosswalk. For an
engineering study, a site review may be sufficient at some locations, while a more in-depth study of pedestrian volumes, vehicle
speeds, sight distance, vehicle mix, etc., may be needed at other sites.
B = Possible increase in pedestrian crash risk may occur if crosswalks are added without other pedestrian facility enhancements.
These locations should be closely monitored and enhanced with other pedestrian crossing improvements, if necessary, before
adding a marked crosswalk.
C = Marked crosswalks alone are insufficient, since pedestrian crash risk may be increased by providing marked crosswalks alone.
Consider using other treatments, such as traffic signals with pedestrian signals, to improve crossing safety for pedestrians.
* Adapted from Zegeer, C.V., Stewart, R.J., Huang, H.H., and Lagerwey, P.A. Safety Effects of Marked Vs. Unmarked Crosswalks at
Uncontrolled Locations: Executive Summary and Recommended Guidelines. FHWA-RD-01-075. Federal Highway Administration,
Washington, D.C., 2002.
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Median Crossing Island
Definition
Median crossing islands (also known as center islands,
refuge islands, pedestrian safety islands) are raised
islands installed in the center of a street at intersections
or at midblock crossings. Median crossing islands reduce
the exposure time experienced by a pedestrian crossing
the street and allow pedestrians to deal with only one
direction of traffic at a time by enabling them to stop
halfway across the street in a protected space and wait for
an adequate gap in traffic before crossing the second half
of the street.

Applicability and Use
•
•

•
•

•

Median crossing islands benefit children, the elderly,
the disabled, and others who travel slowly, as well as
bicyclists.
Median crossing islands should be considered at all
uncontrolled intersections and midblock crossings
where vehicle speeds and volumes make crossing the
street difficult due to lack of adequate gaps, or where
three or more lanes of traffic make pedestrians feel
exposed or unsafe.
They should also be considered at crossings of twolane roadways where there are a high proportion of
young, elderly and other slower moving pedestrians.
Median crossing islands may also be provided at
signalized or stop controlled intersections, which
are commonly done on streets with continuous
or intermittent medians . At signalized locations
pedestrians are expected to be able to cross the street
in one movement rather than waiting in the median
crossing island area.
Median crossing islands should also be considered at
midblock off-street path crossings or where bicycle
routes on neighborhood streets intersect high volume/
high speed streets or streets with two or more lanes in
each direction.
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Credit: Sarah Zorn

Design Considerations
•

Median crossing islands placed at crossing locations
where a higher number of bicyclists are crossing or
anticipated, or where pedestrian volumes are higher,
should be large enough to accommodate groups of
pedestrians and/or bicyclists, bicycles with trailers,
wheelchairs, and baby strollers.

•

Median crossing islands must be a minimum 6 feet
wide, but have a preferred width of 8 to 10 feet,
particularly where bicyclists or a higher volume of
pedestrians are expected. Where a 6-foot wide median
cannot be attained, a narrower island may still provide
some benefit.

•

Median crossing islands should be a minimum 20 feet
long.

•

A painted taper may be placed on either side of the
island.

•

Median crossing islands should be designed in
accordance with the proposed Public Rights-of-Way
Accessibility Guidelines (PROWAG).

•

A cut-through design is preferred over a ramp
design except where the median is wide enough to
accommodate ramps and a minimum 5-footwide
level landing in the center. The cut-through (or ramps)
should equal the width of the crosswalk.

•

The cut-through should be designed with a diagonal
offset in order to provide additional storage space and
direct pedestrian/bicyclist attention toward oncoming
traffic. The offset should be angled towards the
direction from which traffic is approaching.

•

Median crossing islands may be enhanced using
plantings. Plantings require maintenance and need
to be selected to ensure visibility for drivers and
pedestrians. Medians should be 8 feet wide for trees.
Consider long-term maintenance access, as fewer
lanes can make access for maintenance vehicles more
difficult.

•

At uncontrolled intersections and midblock crossing
locations, additional crossing treatments may
accompany a median crossing island, including
advanced crossing warning signage, advanced stop
markings and rectangular rapid flashing beacons.
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Mid-Block Crossings
Definition
A mid block crossing is a marked crosswalk located
between intersections. When installed, a mid-block
crossings often incorporate enhancements such as high
visibility crosswalks, advanced warning signage, median
crossing islands, bump outs, pedestrian-activated warning
signals, or in some cases traffic signals. All of these
elements help to inform motorists that pedestrians are
crossing or likely to be crossing at this location.

Applicability and Use
•

The decision to install a mid-block crossing should
be made on a case-by-case basis and based upon
field observations of pedestrian behavior (e.g., desire
lines), crash data analysis at the segment level, as well
as other factors such as transit operations and the
location of driveways.

•

Refer to Crosswalks for additional details on pedestrian
crossing thresholds.

•

Mid-block crossings may be used where off-street
paths intersect a roadway.

•

When installed, mid-block crossings may be used
where distances between the nearest intersections
are significantly out of proximity in relation to major
pedestrian attractors (e.g., transit stops, parks, school,
retail) that are located mid-block.

•

Where an off-street path intersects a roadway midblock and it is not feasible or desirable to direct path
users to the nearest intersection, a mid-block crossing
may be provided.
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The design of mid block crossings and incorporation of
additional crossing treatments depends on the number of
travel lanes, vehicle speed, and the volume of vehicles in a
given location.
•

The crossing should be outside the functional area of
adjacent intersections.

•

The crossing should be conspicuous to both road users
and path users.

•

Sight lines should be maintained to meet the needs of
the traffic control provided.

•

The crossing and approaches should be on relatively
flat grades.

•

The crossing should be as close to a right angle as
practical, given the existing conditions.

•

The least traffic control that is effective should be
selected. MnMUTCD signs R1-6a, R1-6b, R1-9a, and R19b may be used.

For additional guidance on off-street path mid block
crossings refer to the AASHTO Guide for Development of
Bicycle Facilities and Best Practices Synthesis and Guidance
in At-Grade Trail-Crossing Treatments, published by
MnDOT.

Mid Block Crossing:
2 Lanes with Crossing Island
or Median

5’

Distance
between
stop bar
and marked
crosswalk

5’

Crosswalk

Design Considerations

Varies
10’ min.
< 30 mph = 15’ typ.
30’
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Mid-Block Crossings
Mid Block Crossing:
4 Lanes with Crossing Island or
Median, No Parking

Mid Block Crossing:
Parking and Bump Out

Crosswalk, 10’- 15’
Distance between
stop bar and marked
crosswalk:
< 30 mph = 30’
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Overpasses and Underpasses
Definition
Overpasses or underpasses may be necessary in order to
safely route pedestrian and bicycle traffic across natural
or manufactured barriers. These facilities represent vital
links for bicyclists and pedestrians and should transition
seamlessly into on- and off- street facilities on both sides.
Many situations may allow for existing bridges or roadways
to be retrofitted in order to provide a bicycle/pedestrian
crossing while some will require separate structures. This
section provides several general guidelines; however, each
crossing will present unique constraints and opportunities
and should be assessed with an engineering and design
analysis.

Applicability and Use
Overpasses and underpasses are very expensive and
should not be used if they are not easily accessible.
Crossings may not be advisable when:
• There is a more direct, easily accessible at-grade
alternative
• Users are required to negotiate significant elevation
changes
• The cost is unreasonably high.
Pedestrian/bicyclist overpasses or underpasses should be
considered when:
• No direct and safe route can be provided on at grade
on- or off-street facilities.
• Existing vehicular crossings are too narrow to
accommodate a bicycle facility.
• The obstacle to be crossed is raised or depressed (e.g.,
freeway below grade of surrounding neighborhood).
• Alternative routes would require cyclists to negotiate
significant elevation changes.
• The connection would link schools to neighborhoods
over high-volume arterials.

Credit: City of Saint Paul

Design Considerations
Existing crossings may comfortably accommodate bicyclists
and pedestrians, or allow for such conditions through
retrofitting. When this is not the case, the following design
considerations should be followed:
•

The minimum width of crossings for bicycles and
pedestrians is 12 feet, or width of the approach path
plus 2 feet total, whichever is greater. Reduced widths
may be considered when:
•

Only occasional pedestrian use of the facility is
expected.

•

Bicycle traffic is expected to be low during all
hours, including peak.

•

Alignment of facility will provide safe and frequent
passing opportunities.

•

Crossing approaches should provide maximum field
visibility for bicyclists and pedestrians. Visual guidance/
screening such as fencing or vegetation may be needed
to help direct users to the crossing, and to ensure
proper use.

•

Short under-crossings may require little to no lighting.
The length of the crossing will affect the need for
lighting solutions to improve a feeling of safety and
visibility.
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Pedestrian and Traffic Signals
Definition
The federal Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD) establishes warrants for the use of most traffic
control devices. Within the parameters of MUTCD, a
Complete Streets approach to signalized intersection
design includes good geometric design, convenience and
ease of use of pedestrian push-button actuators, signal
timing techniques that address pedestrians and other
users, as well as techniques that reduce conflicts with
turning vehicles, which can help address safety for all
modes and ensure Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)compliance as part of a street design that is balanced with
the conditions of the location.

Applicability and Use
Pedestrian Signal Timing Standards
Calculating pedestrian crossing times and programming
signals in a way that accommodates all users is an
important way to make signalized intersections more
accessible. In all cases, pedestrian crossing times shall
meet the minimum standards in the most current MUTCD.
Providing additional time may be considered on a case
by case basis, depending on pedestrian and vehicular
volumes, user type and other safety factors as may be
appropriate.
Pedestrian push-button actuators
Pedestrian push-button actuators are electronic buttons
used by pedestrians to provide a walk interval during a
signal phase. If they are present, pedestrians must push
the button to get a walk interval; otherwise a walk interval
will not be included in the next signal phase. Push-button
actuators may be needed at some crossings, but their use
should be based on best device applicability for conditions.
•

•

In downtown, neighborhood centers and other areas
of high pedestrian activity, pedestrian push-button
actuators may not be appropriate. Pedestrians can
expect and should get a pedestrian cycle at every
signal phase.
At more complex intersections (e.g., where there is
more than one signal phase for each direction), where
pedestrian volumes are lower, or uneven or variable
volumes of users, push buttons should be provided.
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Accessible pedestrian signals
Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APS) provide pedestrian
signal information in audible and vibrotactile formats
for hearing- and sight-impaired people. They benefit all
pedestrians by providing redundancy and are useful to
a wider range of the population – including people with
cognitive impairments, children, and the elderly.
•

APSs will be installed at all new signal installations in
compliance with Minnesota MUTCD and as advised
by NCHRP Best Practice and Draft PROWAG. Other
locations will be evaluated on a case by case basis for
inclusion within other projects or when signals are
improved.

Protected and Permissive Phases
At signals, turning movements generally account for most
pedestrian crashes. Permissive left-turns allow vehicles to
make a left turn on green when oncoming travel lanes are
clear. Often pedestrians are given a walk signal at the same
time vehicles are permitted to turn left on a green light.
Left-turning motorists are often focused on watching for
oncoming traffic and may not look for pedestrians, which
results in the potential for collisions with pedestrians in
the crosswalk. Protected left turns, indicated by a green
arrow, can be safer for pedestrians, because pedestrians
cross before or after left-turning cars have moved through
the intersection. Protected left turns can also help reduce
vehicle-vehicle collisions. Because they add an additional
signal interval, protected left turns may add a delay to all
movements. Also, MUTCD has some signing applications
that can be used in conjunction with traffic signals to
enhance pedestrian crossing.
• A flashing yellow arrow during the steady green light
may be provided to warn drivers to yield to pedestrians
and oncoming vehicles.
Street Design Treatments

Design Considerations
Pedestrian Phase Signal Timing Standards

Protected/Permissive Phases

MN MUTCD provides guidance on options for signal timing
which allows the City to designate by ordinance specific
pedestrian safety crossings where signal timing may be
increased per MnMUTCD for senior citizen and disabled
pedestrian crossings.

Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices sign R10-5, with
a yield and a pedestrian symbol, can be used to remind
drivers to yield to pedestrians.

Pedestrian Push–Button Actuators

Combination protected-permissive phasing should be
provided by default, but should revert to protected-only
when pedestrian push buttons are pushed, or based on the
time of day.

Buttons must be properly placed so that they are
convenient and conspicuous to pedestrians and follow
MnMUTCD placement.

A flashing yellow arrow during the steady green light
should be provided to warn drivers to yield to pedestrians
and oncoming vehicles.

Accessible Pedestrian Signals (APS)
Some key features of APS, which are integrated into the
push button:
•

Speakers at the push-button actuator with automatic
volume adjustment so that tones are audible within 6
to 12 feet of the button

•

A push button locator tone

•

Audible WALK indications that feature a tone or speech
message during WALK

•

Vibrotactile WALK indications that feature a tactile
arrow or other surface on the button that vibrates
during the WALK phase.

The location of the APS is critical to the proper functioning.
APS can be used during exclusive pedestrian phases of
leading pedestrian intervals (LPI).
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Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon
Definition
A Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB) is a pedestrian
warning signal consisting of yellow LED lights in two
rectangular clusters, or beacons, that employ a stutterflash pattern similar to that used on emergency vehicles.
The beacons are often mounted below a standard
pedestrian crossing warning sign and above the arrow
plaque used to indicate the crossing location. RRFBs are
pedestrian actuated either by a push-button or passive
detection.

Applicability and Use
•

•
•

Cost-benefit analysis should be completed to evaluate
need and cost of application against improvement on
safety.
RRFBs may be considered at uncontrolled intersections
or at mid block crossings where additional measures
are needed due to high volumes and speeds.
They may be considered where there are high
volumes of pedestrians, a high number of vulnerable
pedestrians (e.g., near schools, senior centers), or at
off-street path crossings.

Design Considerations
•

RRFBs should be accompanied by pedestrian crossing
signs (MN MUTCD W11-2) both at the signal and
in advance of the crosswalk location. The assembly
approaching the crossing should include a plaque
that says AHEAD. The assembly at the location should
include a downward arrow plaque (MN MUTCD W167P) placed at the crosswalk location.

Credit: Anton Jerve

•

A STOP HERE FOR PEDESTRIANS (MN MUTCD R1-5b/
R1-5c) sign with advanced stop bars should be placed
a minimum 20 to 50 feet from the crosswalk based
on visual distance and should be considered where
RRFBs are installed. A Pedestrian Crossing (MN MUTCD
W11-2) sign with an AHEAD or a distance supplemental
plaque may be used in conjunction with and in advance
of a MUTCD R1-5b/R1-5c sign.

•

Beacons shall be placed on either side of roadway
and visible from both directions of traffic. If a median
exists at the crossing location, a third beacon may be
placed in the median, which studies show, significantly
increases motorist yield rates.

•

In order to encourage pedestrians to enter crosswalk
while the RRFB is active, passive or active actuation
should trigger an immediate response.
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Leading Pedestrian Interval
Definition
A Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI) is a signal phasing
strategy that may improve visibility of crossing pedestrians
and reduce conflicts between turning vehicles and
pedestrians entering the crosswalk area. During the
LPI, motor vehicles expecting the next green phase are
stopped for three to seven additional seconds while
parallel-traveling pedestrians are given the WALK signal.
The delayed movement of vehicles is designed to allow
pedestrians to begin crossing in advance of vehicular
turning movements, which allows them to clearly establish
themselves in the crosswalk in a position that is more
visible to the motorist.

Applicability and Use
•

•
•

•

LPIs may be considered in locations with heavy
volumes of turning traffic and frequent pedestrian
crossings, particularly where there have been collisions
between turning vehicles and pedestrians in the
crosswalk, after careful evaluation to understand
effects and effectiveness of LPI on conditions at the
intersection.
An LPI is particularly useful for intersections where
school children and seniors cross the street.
An LPI could be considered at intersections with
counter-flow bicycle lanes, especially where the
through movement of counter-flow bicycles happens
at the same time as left-turning vehicles.
LPIs can be complemented by geometric design
changes to the intersection that shorten crossing
distances and reduce the required duration for the
WALK phase of the signal.

Credit: Michael Richardson

Design Considerations
•

The LPI is most effective when accompanied by a No
Turn on Red restriction for right-turning traffic on
adjacent streets, but may need to be off-set with a
longer green time after pedestrian movement ends to
allow time for turning vehicles.

•

An LPI should be at least 3 seconds in duration and
should be timed to allow pedestrians to cross at least
one lane of traffic.

•

In the case of a large corner radius, the duration
should be timed to allow pedestrians to travel far
enough to establish their position ahead of the turning
traffic before the turning traffic is released. MN
MUTCD §4E

•

The LPI is more effective when used with a high
visibility crosswalk.

•

Accessible pedestrian signals should be considered
where a LPI is used.
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HAWK Signal
Definition
“HAWK” stands for High-intensity Activated Crosswalk and
is also referred to as a pedestrian hybrid beacon. A HAWK
signal is a push button-activated pedestrian signal that
increases pedestrian safety at crossings while stopping
vehicle traffic only as needed. The following describes how
a HAWK signal works:
1. The signal remains dark until a pedestrian activates the
walk indication by pushing a button.
2. The signal will then flash yellow to warn drivers that a
pedestrian will be entering the crosswalk.
3. A steady yellow indication follows advising drivers to
stop if safe to do so.

Credit: Michael Richardson

4. The signal then turns solid red, requiring vehicles to
stop at the stop line. The pedestrian will see the walk
indication and proceed into the crosswalk.
5. Once the walk time is completed, the signal will
flash red. This lets the driver know that once they
come to a complete stop they may proceed through
the intersection if there are no pedestrians in the
crosswalk.

Design Considerations

6. The HAWK will return to the dark or “off” position until HAWK signals must be accompanied by the following
the push button is activated again.
crossing treatments:

Applicability and Use

•

Crosswalk pattern to match the intensity of the
crossing, likely a higher-visibility crosswalk

HAWK signals may be used at mid block crossings
(including off-street path crossings) and intersections
and should be considered where high traffic volumes
and speeds (typically based on study of 35mph or less,
per MUTCD) make it difficult for pedestrians to cross the
street at locations that do not meet traffic engineering
‘warrants’ for a conventional signal. HAWK signals provide
a protected crossing while allowing vehicles to proceed
through a pedestrian crossing as soon as it is clear, thus
minimizing vehicle delay. HAWK signals may also provide
audible information as to when the WALK signal is on for
visually impaired pedestrians.

•

Advanced stop bar placed 20 to 50 feet from crosswalk

•

MnMUTCD R10-23 signs mounted both on the mast
arm and the supporting pole.

The HAWK Signal indicates a preferred crossing location
and thus does not improve crossing at all quadrants of an
intersection as a signalized intersection would. It does not
improve movement through the intersection for cyclists
in on-street lanes as they are subject to motor vehicle
indications.
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Design Treatments How they Relate to Each Oth

her

Design Treatment Introduction
Corridor Classification Types

Industrial

The design of every street in Saint Paul is influenced by
the context in the city. This includes the current traffic
demands, long-term transportation and land use goals,
right of way available and classification. The future land
use represents the long term land use context for the
street. This combined with the street classification and
right-of-way provides a framework for the design of the
street. Future land uses were established in the 2008
Comprehensive Plan, which organized land uses around
corridors. The descriptions of these corridor types are as
follows:

This type of land use is primarily the location of
manufacturing and/ or processing of products. Industrial
could include light or heavy industrial land uses, large
warehouse facilities, and/or utilities.

Downtown
This is the core of the city, lying solely on the east bank
of the Mississippi River. It includes a broad mix of uses,
including government facilities, and both residential uses
and commercial office uses at the highest densities in the
city.

Mixed-Use Corridor
This land use consists primarily of thoroughfares through
the city that are served by public transit (or could be in
the future). Mixed-Use Corridors include areas where two
or more of the following uses are or could be located:
residential, commercial, retail, office, small scale industry,
institutional, and open space uses. The uses in these
corridors may be within a building or in buildings that are
in close proximity to each other.

Residential Corridor
This land use includes segments of street corridors that run
through Established Neighborhoods that are predominately
characterized by medium-density residential uses. Some
portions of Residential Corridors could support additional
housing

Established Neighborhood
This land use includes predominately residential areas
with a range of housing types. Single-family houses and
duplexes predominate these neighborhoods, although
there may be smaller scale multi-family housing scattered
within these neighborhoods. Established Neighborhood
also includes scattered neighborhood-serving commercial,
service and institutional uses at the juncture of arterial and
collector streets.
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The following pages describe in more detail design
expectations of these street types and how the
individual elements can be combined to create a
complete street. Transportation Streets, i.e. highways
are not included in this because these roadways are
limited access, part of the interstate highway system,
and outside the jurisdiction of the City. Parkways are

Saint Paul Street Design Manual

not included because the design of parkways varies so
dramatically that they cannot be summed up in one
illustration. Although the following streets are based on
common right of way widths and conditions they are for
illustrative purposes only and actual designs will be based
on the precise conditions of the street.
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Downtown Streets

Downtown streets host a wide range of high-density
uses and provide access to a complex mix of office,
retail, restaurants, arts and entertainment and growing
residential uses. The density of activity relative the
narrowness of downtown streets can provide an
attractive environment to pedestrians, bicyclists and
transit users while also accommodating motorists and
freight delivery trucks. These streets are characterized
by their extensive pedestrian zones that accommodate
significant volumes of foot traffic and foster social
interaction. Elements including street furniture, public art,
vegetation, and sidewalk cafés help define the boulevard
zone. Continuous building facades sited at or near the
edge of the property line provide visual interest through
architectural elements such as doorway details, awnings
and window displays.
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Behind the Curbs
Wide Pedestrian Zones dominate these streets and
accommodate high volumes of pedestrian traffic and
should encourage social uses. Continuous building facades
and a mix of uses provide visual interest at ground-level,
with the Frontage Zone announcing building entrances
and the occasional café. The Boulevard/ Furnishing Zone
is characterized by high-quality, above-standard materials
and seasonal finishes, including hanging planters and
holiday lighting. Street furniture, public art, wayfinding,
street trees, sidewalk cafes and unobtrusive utility
elements are featured in the Boulevard/Furnishing Zone.
Between the Curbs
On-street parking allows for bump outs which reduce
crossing distances for pedestrians, improve signal timing
(less time needed for pedestrian cycle) and improve the
visibility of pedestrians entering the crosswalk. Transit
stops are located on the far side of intersections so as not
to block vehicular traffic flow and enable safe crossing
opportunities for pedestrians behind the bus.
Intersections
Street corners defined by tight curb radii improve
pedestrian safety by reducing crossing distances and
slowing right-turning vehicles. Tight curb radii enable
two curb ramps to be placed at each corner and marked
crosswalks that align with the sidewalks for maximum
pedestrian convenience and safety. Traffic signals are timed
to meet ADA requirements as well as larger pedestrian
volumes.
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Mixed Use Corridor Streets

Mixed use corridor streets provide access to a mix of
small and medium size businesses. They have the highest
volumes of vehicles and transit service as well as moderate
to high volumes of pedestrian activity. These streets may
host a variety of uses such as farmers’ markets, street fairs
and community gatherings. Where bicyclists cannot be
accommodated, facilities are provided on adjacent streets
to create a “complete corridor.”
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Behind the Curb
While sidewalks may be narrower than on Downtown
streets, they provide similar elements, with a focus on
providing access to the many entrances of small businesses
and residences lining the street. The Boulevard/ Furnishing
Zone should be as generous as possible and flexible in
order to accommodate green infrastructure, public art,
transit amenities, parking meters, sidewalk cafes, driveway
aprons and snow storage in the winter.
Where surface parking lots are set back from the sidewalk,
low walls, landscaping or decorative fencing screen cars
from the view of pedestrians. Where buildings are set
closer to the property line, sight lines are provided with
angled building corners.
Between the Curbs
A turn lane provides for efficient traffic flow by
accommodating left turns. Bicycle lanes and on-street
parking provide a buffer for pedestrians on the sidewalk,
and help regulate vehicular speeds. On-street parking
supports businesses with short-term parking.
Intersections
Bump outs at corners enable safe and convenient
pedestrian crossings which are facilitated by marked
crosswalks, pedestrian lighting, well-located pedestrian
push buttons and countdown signal heads. Bus stops are
located to facilitate transfers to cross-street routes.
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Residential Corridor Streets

Residential corridor streets support both through vehicular
travel and transit as well as access for higher-density
residential uses and commercial nodes along the street.
Sidewalks are essential since transit trips start and end as
pedestrian trips. Pedestrians need to cross the street to
access parking, transit and occasional businesses. Physical
buffers from travel lanes are needed since traffic speeds
and volumes may be higher on these collector streets.
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Street Design Treatments - How they Relate to Each Other

Behind the Curb
The sidewalks on these streets may be narrower to
accommodate low to moderate levels of pedestrian activity
as these streets primarily provide access to individual
residences, subdivisions, or medium density multifamily residential developments. These streets may also
serve as major transit routes and connectors between
neighborhood commercial areas. A generous Boulevard/
Furnishing Zone provides space for street trees, creating
a canopy that shades the sidewalk, breaks up the visual
plane of the street, managing speed and boosting the
aesthetics for motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians. Grass
boulevards allow for stormwater infiltration and snow
storage during winter months.
Between the Curbs
On-street parking provides longer-term parking for
residents and their guests. Parking may be time-limited at
commercial nodes. Medians provide access management,
facilitate pedestrian crossing and can be used as part of a
cross-street bike boulevard.
Intersections
Transit stops are located on the near side of intersections
to improve winter boarding. Stop controlled streets create
an opportunity to install high visibility crosswalks at school
crossings, or as appropriate.
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Established Neighborhood Streets

Established neighborhood streets provide access for all
modes to and from residences. Pedestrian and bicycle
travel is an important part of the street function, both
for access within, into and out of the neighborhood.
Neighborhood streets also support bicycle boulevards,
streets that are traffic calmed to accommodate less
experienced bicyclists. Bicycle boulevards often cross
arterial streets, requiring additional crossing treatments.
There may be a high demand for on-street parking in
neighborhoods without garages or alleys.
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Street Design Treatments - How they Relate to Each Other

Behind the Curb
With slower speeds and a less populated sidewalk
environment, sidewalk widths are typically 5 feet and
the Boulevard/Furnishing Zone may be wider in order to
accommodate green infrastructure, rain gardens and other
neighborhood-supported features that add visual interest
and contribute to neighborhood character. Street space for
large canopy trees is provided by locating above ground
utilities in alleys.
Between the Curbs
Narrower streets and lower vehicle traffic volumes and
provide a quieter street for residents. On street parking
is primarily used by residents and their guests and often
serves to slow traffic.
Intersections
Tight curb radii reduce the speeds of turning motor
vehicles and enables directional curb ramps to be
installed in conjunction with high visibility marked
crosswalks at school crossings. Traffic calming treatments
at intersections, such as mini circles slow motor vehicles
and median diverters limit through motor vehicle access,
enabling the creation of bicycle boulevards.
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Industrial Streets

Industrial streets serve businesses with greater freight
and transportation needs. They have moderate to high
volumes of trucks of all sizes. Some have railroad tracks
within the street right-of-way; other streets are crossed
by railroad tracks, often in unexpected locations and
at obtuse angles. On-street parking may be infrequent,
especially where space is needed for large trucks and
off-street parking is provided. Driveways are used to
accommodate large volumes of trucks.
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Street Design Treatments - How they Relate to Each Other

Behind the Curb
The sidewalks in industrial districts should be utilitarian
and uncluttered. Street furniture is mainly limited to street
lighting, transit amenities and other essential elements.
There may be significant opportunities to incorporate
stormwater management strategies due to the fact that
these areas often have higher-than-average sediment
loading and may be pre-disposed to contaminated soil
conditions. Street trees and plantings can help mitigate
pollutants in the air and water, as well as provide a buffer
to traffic. Wide driveways are designed for the movements
of high volumes of large, heavy trucks while maintaining
a continuous, clearly delineated sidewalk for pedestrian
safety. Parking is located primarily off-street to enable
movement of large trucks and screened with low walls,
landscaping or decorative fencing adjacent to sidewalks.
Between the Curbs
Street lighting provides large pools of light that benefit all
modes. Bike lanes separate bikes from truck traffic, buffer
pedestrians on sidewalks and create a wider effective
turning radius for turning vehicles.
Intersections
Wide curb radii enable the turning movements of large
trucks. Preferred crossing locations are marked.
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Maintenance

Maintenance
Roadway surfaces are subject to deterioration and debris
accumulation, if these go unmitigated, a facility that was
in perfect condition may become unusable for bicyclists
or pedestrians. It is important to consider that surface
conditions that are satisfactory for motorists may cause
complications for bicyclists who utilize narrower tires.
Bicyclists face a variety of impediments that can be easily
managed through an effective maintenance program.
While safety of all roadway users is a top priority, a good
maintenance program should also aim to protect public
funds invested in bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.
This section outlines responsibilities relative to the
maintenance of Saint Paul right-of-ways owned assets in
the public right-of-way. The Public Works Department
(PWD) is the primary owner of and manages the
reconstruction of city streets, sidewalks and bridges. The
PWD is also responsible for installing and operating traffic
and parking management devices and managing access for
pedestrians, motor vehicles and bicyclists. Metro Transit
(Metro) is responsible for maintenance of transit property
such as bus shelters and stop signage. PWD owns the City’s
right-of-ways in coordination the Parks Department and
Saint Paul Water Services (SPWS).

Maintenance Schedule
The City of Saint Paul aims to improve the life and
sustainability of roadways and sidewalks in the most costeffective and efficient way possible. Below is a breakdown
of the typical life cycle of city roadways and sidewalks
with respect to operations and maintenance. During the
design of a project, an operations and maintenance plan
should be developed to address all aspects of the life of a
street, from daily, weekly, and seasonal requirements to
routine maintenance. Note that maintenance practices are
opportunities to incorporate Complete Streets principles.
The list below is a general guide for when maintenance
practices typically occur; however, improvements may be
needed at any time to address safety and access concerns.
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Daily/Weekly/Seasonal Maintenance
•

Trash/recycling pickup/removal

•

Pothole repair, sealing of cracks in roadway

•

Sidewalk repair

•

Lighting (bulb replacements)

•

Graffiti removal

•

Tree inspection during warranty

•

Tree pruning

•

Boulevard planting

•

Rain garden upkeep

•

Seasonal plantings

•

Cleaning of drainage infrastructure (power washing,
silt removal, etc.)

•

Snow removal

Restriping (Refresh Every Year)
•

Reconfigure lane markings, including reducing lanes
widths

•

Install bicycle facilities

•

Realign crosswalks (new curb ramps may be needed).

Resurfacing (every 10 – 20 years)
•

Surface smoothness

•

Curb ramps

•

New or realigned crosswalks

In addition to the short term and routine maintenance
needs outline above, long term maintenance of Saint Paul
streets is required. During reconstruction, determining the
cross section of street is the most critical task, including
considering the feasibility of widening sidewalks, providing
dedicated bicycle and transit facilities, reconfiguring
intersections, and installing traffic calming devices such as
curb extensions.

Maintenance

Public Art Maintenance
The City’s Public Art Ordinance mandates that one half (½)
of one percent of total Capital Improvement Budget capital
maintenance projects shall be appropriated to support
maintenance and restoration of the City’s public art
collection. The Ordinance also endorses the preservation or
restoration of unique architectural features, ornamentation
or details. The Public Art Ordinance Program Guidelines
and Technical Manual (available online at www.stpaul.gov/
publicart) detail procedures for public art accessioning,
maintenance and care — for works commissioned with
Ordinance resources, for works owned by the City that are
on display in public places, and for works of art that are
donated to the City. All City agreements with artists for
new public art carry requirements for analysis by qualified
professional conservators and maintenance planning. Saint
Paul Parks and Recreation is the official record-keeper and
steward of the City’s public art collection and administers
the Public Art Maintenance Program.

the organization had restored, to assure their continued
integrity and (2) public artworks owned or exhibited by
Public Art Saint Paul that are installed in the public sphere,
including works created through the International Stone
Carving Symposium, the New York Life Eagle in Summit
Lookout Park, and works in Western Sculpture Park.

The non-profit Public Art Saint Paul is the City’s partner in
creating and caring for work in the public sphere. In the
mid-1990’s, Public Art Saint Paul secured grants from the
national Save Outdoor Sculpture Program to inventory
and assess condition of outdoor sculpture in the Twin
City Metropolitan area and Outstate Minnesota. Over
200 volunteers were trained to catalog and report on
sculpture condition. Many artworks were determined to
be in critical or urgent need of conservation to survive.
The data from the original inventory is accessible
via the Inventory of American Sculpture database at
the Smithsonian Art Museum. Public Art Saint Paul
subsequently focused attention on outdoor sculptures
within the City of Saint Paul deemed to be “at risk” and
led restoration of important historic works with support
of private foundations and individuals. Public Art Saint
Paul also worked closely with the City’s Department of
Parks and Recreation to transfer the inventory of Saint Paul
sculptures to City databases, to expand the survey to be
more broadly inclusive of all works in Saint Paul’s public
sphere, and to institute ongoing database updates and
annual condition surveys. A corps of volunteer stewards
assists in these efforts.
Public Art Saint Paul continues to work with the City in
public art stewardship efforts and assumes responsibility
for regular maintenance of: (1) public sculptures which
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Snow Removal and Storage
Cold winter weather with persistent snow is common
in Saint Paul. Snow, slush, and ice impact all modes
of transportation and timely clearance is essential to
maintaining safe and accessible streets. Clear pedestrian
paths are necessary for getting around as walking is part of
all trips and pedestrians are the most vulnerable users of
a transportation network. Street design should proactively
incorporate provisions to facilitate snow clearance and
storage for all modes, with pedestrians, bicyclists, and
transit users given the same attention as motorists. Street
crossings and sidewalks should be accessible for the
elderly, young children, the disabled, and people pushing
carts and strollers.
Public Works is responsible for plowing most streets while
property owners are responsible for clearing snow and ice
from sidewalks adjacent to their properties. Detailed snow
plow information is available at stpaul.gov/snow. Snow
clearance at bus stops, park-and-rides, and other public
transit facilities is also the responsibility of the bus shelter
owner or transit operator.

Considerations
•

Bike lanes and center turn lanes do not get the heavy
traffic to break up snow and ice. Special maintenance
such as extra salt is needed to reduce snow and ice
accumulation.

•

Designers should model a typical snow plow windrow
in their plans.

•

•

Early season windrow 2 feet high and 4 feet wide
at base.

•

Later season windrow 3 feet high and 6 feet wide
at base.

Some in-street elements such as raised medians, traffic
circles, pork chop islands, etc. may be obstacles to
plowing and may need additional maintenance such
as hand shoveling to fully clear snow from pedestrian
pathways.

Sidewalks must have a clear unobstructed accessible
pathway. Particular attention should be given to clearing
curb ramps at crosswalks. Hydrants, catch basins, crossing
islands, medians, and building entrances must also be
accessible. Sidewalks should be cleared within three hours
of snowfall ending (or three hours from sunrise if snow
falls overnight). Violators will be subject to fines from the
City.
On-street parking is not permitted during a declared snow
emergency. After a snow emergency is declared, usually
no later than 3pm, night plowing routes will be cleared
beginning at 9pm. All night plow routes are marked with
signage that indicates that either the entire street or half of
the street is a night plow road. All other streets (or sides of
streets) are day plow routes and will be cleared once night
plowing is completed (typically 8am). Additional parking
restrictions may be implemented during winters with
heavy snow accumulation to ensure emergency vehicle
access.
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3’ high x 6’ wide late
season windrow

2’ high x 4’ wide early
season windrow

Maintenance

Pavement
•

Snow should not be shoveled from sidewalks or
parking spaces into the street. Disabled cars blocking
the roadway must be removed as soon as possible.
Cars parked in driveways must not extend into the
sidewalk or street.

•

Parking restrictions and regulations are strictly
enforced during snow emergencies, and violators are
subject to ticketing and towing.

•

When treating sidewalks and roadways with chemicals,
the City of Saint Paul recommends using calcium
chloride (CaCl2) or potassium chloride (KCl). Sand
should not be used because it can clog the drainage
systems, and is difficult and expensive to clean.

•

Designs that make it easier to clear snow and ice, and
prevent ponding of water include:
•

Wide Boulevard/Furnishing Zones and curb
extensions to provide space for snow storage. Both
sidewalk and roadway snow clearance operations
can take advantage of this storage area.

•

Permeable elements such as tree pits, rain
gardens, and pervious materials also assist in
accelerating the removal of snow and ice.

•

Catch basins located on the upstream side of curb
ramps, with roadways pitched so that pooling does
not occur at the ramps.

•

Smooth materials such as concrete, which are
easier to shovel compared to bricks or pavers.

•

Vertical elements such as pedestrian signal poles and
hydrants located on curb extensions, which provide a
visual cue to snow plow operators of the change in the
curbline. All bump outs should have with tall markers
during winter.

•

Consider use of mountable curbs on medians, traffic
circles, and other in-street elements to avoid plow
impacts.
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A variety of special pavements may be implemented to
achieve objectives such as increasing sustainability and
improving stormwater management. This section provides
an overview of maintenance needs for of these special
materials which including permeable pavement, asphalt,
concrete, and brick pavers. Hard surface is generally the
least expensive to maintain – an hour our two of sweeping
per site per year.
Permeable surfaces provide increased traction when wet
because water does not pool, and the need for salt and
sand is reduced during winter due to low/no black ice
development. Nevertheless, permeable paving requires
regular maintenance including:
•

Annual inspection of paver blocks for deterioration

•

Periodic replacement of sand, gravel and vegetation

•

Annual vacuuming of pavements to unclog sand and
debris (Note: The use of sand in ice prevention should
be avoided because it will clog pavement pores.)

•

Routine vacuuming of the surface may be necessary to
maintain porosity.
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Landscaping

Rain Gardens

Residents and business owners most often maintain
landscaping on boulevards. Medians and Islands are
most often maintained by the Public Works and/or Parks
Departments.

Rain gardens are an effective tool to decrease stormwater
runoff as well as sediment and pollution loading in local
waterways. Rain gardens are typically maintained by
adjacent property owners or watershed districts. Even
though rain gardens are low maintenance it is important
to ensure that this maintenance occurs regularly to keep
gardens functioning properly. Maintenance responsibilities
for rain gardens vary depending on their locations.
Publicly owned rain gardens are the responsibility of
the Parks department in coordination with Public Works
(when in a public right-of-way) and the Capital Region
Watershed District. Rain gardens planted by residents
within boulevards are subject to the requirements of the
Boulevard Planting Ordinance. All boulevard plantings
(including rain gardens) must be maintained by residents.

Turf requires mowing once a week during summer months
– 20 hours of mowing per site per year. If only weed
control is needed, mowing can be reduced to 5 hours per
site per year.
Native Grasses and Plants are actually very high
maintenance in an urban setting. These plants can take
three growing seasons to establish properly. The root
systems need to grow very deep before the plants can
survive the dry seasons of the summer. Controlled burning
is desirable but not always possible and will require
traffic control. Along with controlled burning, selective
mowing, selective weed whipping and selective herbicides
are necessary. These all require the assistance of a
specialty landscape contractor. 80 hours to 150 hours of
maintenance are required per site annually.

Median Landscaping
•

Perennials and ornamental plantings need an
annual budget to maintain them or be adopted by a
neighborhood group.

•

Consider maintenance costs and access and safety for
maintenance crews when designing planted medians.
Medians less than 20 feet wide should have two drive
lanes adjacent to the median to allow maintenance
vehicles to use the lane while maintaining a flow of
traffic.

•

For plantings other than trees and turf, a width of at
least 8 feet wide is preferred to allow for adequate
maintenance access.

•

Irrigation should be considered where possible to
maintain healthy plants in the median. Costs of
irrigation should be weighed against the labor costs of
trucking water to the median.

Weekly/Monthly:
•

Water garden (in the 1-2 years until the garden is
established)

•

Weeding (more frequent weeding will limit the overall
time you will have to spend)

•

Sediment Removal as necessary, especially after high
rain fall events

Seasonally:
•

Inspect for weeds, invasive plants, plant health, and
excessive sediment within gardens. Inspections should
take place prior to the growing season, at the end of
the growing season, and after large storms or extreme
weather

•

Ensure that rain gutters are clear of debris, if the flow
of water is blocked rain water will have complications
infiltrating the garden

•

Pruning to improve health, increase production, and
direct growth of plants

Annually:
•

Replant as necessary, replacing dead or diseased plants

•

Replace rocks or other obstacles diverting the flow of
water

•

Aerate areas of the garden that have consistent
sediment buildup

Periodically:
•
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Soil should be tested on a periodic basis to ensure that
the soil is neither too acidic nor basic.
Maintenance
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Implementation

Implementation
This Manual presents design guidelines that are realistic
and achievable because they are based on the existing
standards, the latest best practices, and close coordination
with City staff. As a complete streets design manual,
the implementation of this document will require a
collaborative effort between the various responsible
departments and agencies. Progress on implementing
the Manual should be monitored periodically to ensure
effectiveness.

Institutionalization
Institutionalization is the progression of integrating design
considerations into all Saint Paul policies and processes.
The institutionalization of this manual means bringing
complete streets design needs into the City’s mission
and culture. It will require internal work by staff and
coordination among departments to make changes to
policies, plans, and processes that guide the City and its
decision makers.
City staff, Transportation Committee, Elected Officials
Project design, prioritization, budgeting, and maintenance
of the complete streets are responsibilities that cross
departmental lines. Coordination among departments
is critical for ensuring there are no missed opportunities
as projects are planned, designed and implemented. Key
departments, agencies and individuals that should be
involved in project coordination include:

•

Metro Transit

•

Ramsey County

•

Saint Paul Public Works

•

MnDOT

•

Saint Paul Planning and Economic Development

•

Watershed Districts

•

Saint Paul Heritage Preservation Commission

•

Saint Paul Parks and Recreation

•

Saint Paul Department of Safety and Inspections

•

Saint Paul Police

•

Saint Paul Fire

•

Saint Paul Regional Water Services

•

Saint Paul Design Center

Ensuring that all staff are afforded the opportunity to
attend training workshops once or twice a year on the
latest updates to the Manual, related guidelines and
standards (e.g. AASHTO, MUTCD) is an important method
for keeping staff engaged. In addition, trainings on state
and federal guidelines may help identify sections of the
Manual that need to be updated to reflect new federal and
state guidance.

•

Transportation Committee of the Saint Paul Planning
Commission

•

Elected Officials
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Code Adoption
This manual both reflects current standards and guidelines
from a variety of resources, while also introducing new

Implementation

best practices. While this Manual is an integral step in
implementing complete streets policies in Saint Paul,
it will only be successful if the practices it advances
are integrated into the code and culture of the City’s
departments (or divisions within departments). As the
Manual is adopted into the relevant Saint Paul code each
department will need to ensure that its staff is given
sufficient training on new design treatments and how they
are codified. During and after code adoption it will also be
necessary to confirm that all departments are receiving the
same guidance and operating under the same practices.

Responsibilities
This section outlines public agency responsibilities relative
to the ownership and management of City of Saint Paul
owned assets in the public right-of-way. Public Works (PW)
is the primary owner, and manages the reconstruction of
city streets, sidewalks and bridges. PW is responsible for
installing and operating traffic and parking management
devices and managing access for pedestrians, motor
vehicles and bicyclists. The matrix below summarizes
implementation responsibilities in Saint Paul.

Integration of Design Specifications
This Manual covers a range of topics that are and will
continue to be integrated into a variety of existing
City documents including policy documents, planning
documents, and roadway design specifications. The matrix
below outlines how design treatments from this Manual
relate to existing documents and manuals on a local, state,
and federal level.

Roadway and intersection geometry and lane
functionality including bus and bicycle lanes
and crosswalk
Sidewalk alignment and paving materials
Traffic signals and traffic control cameras
Regulatory, warning, street name and guide
signs
Street trees and plantings
Stormwater management elements such as
planters and rain gardens
Street lights and banners
Parking meters and sensors
Bicycle share stations and bicycle racks
Bus shelter and bus stop signs
Trash and recylcing
Water and sewer system infrastructure
Street furniture
Boulevard Planting
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PWD

Metro Transit

X

X

Parks Department

Water Services

Private

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
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Funding
Routine Accommodation
Implementation of treatments depicted in this manual
will often come through routine accommodation.
Among other practices, routine accommodation includes
repaving, restriping, utility work, transit projects, and
new development. By ensuring that the guidelines in this
Manual are implemented in these processes costs will be
reduced and projects will be completed more efficiently.
Complete Streets Checklist
The first step in planning for a complete street is to
download the Complete Streets Checklist developed
for this manual (download at http://www.stpaul.gov/
index.aspx?NID=4800 or see Appendix X) and fill it out
as thoroughly as possible. In addition to specific project
information, the information needed to fill out this form
is available in this manual, or may be found on the City’s
website.

To implement the street design guidelines proposed by
the Design Manual in an efficient manner across the city,
a significant investment must be made in complete streets
projects. The City should aggressively pursue state and
federal grant opportunities for projects. New funding
sources including developer requirements, bond measures,
and public/private partnerships should be considered.
Additionally the City should pursue opportunities to
combine capital street improvement projects in order to
implement complete streets, such as stormwater and traffic
calming projects or prioritizing streetscape improvements
when major capital work take place.
Project funding can come from a variety of sources
depending on the agency initiating the project. Often
design and construction are funded separately by different
entities.
•

Whether a proposed complete street project is initiated
by the public sector or private sector, the Complete Street
•
Checklist must be completed to the extent possible. The
Checklist requests a range of information about existing
and proposed conditions, project information, street
operations, storm water management, and environmental
conditions. The purpose of this checklist is to help identify •
the issues associated with the proposed street construction
or development and ensure that appropriate City staff is
involved with project design and construction facilitation.

•
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City of Saint Paul initiated projects are funded through
the Capital Improvement Budget released biannually by
Saint Paul’s Office of Financial Services.
Developers fund, design, and construct on- and off-site
sidewalks, roadways, and intersection improvements
based on the limits of the site plan associated with
their building and mitigation program.
State and federally funded projects located in Saint Paul
are listed in the annual Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) of the Metropolitan Council MPO.
Typically, the TIP only includes construction funding
with the expectation that design is funded by the City
of Saint Paul.
Federal earmarks and projects in various bond bills are
also routed through the Metropolitan Council MPO.

Element

Standard

Above Standard

Lighting

Single Lantern

Double Lantern

Boulevard

Turf Grass

Permeable Pavers

Sidewalk

Concrete

Colored Concrete

Implementation

Parking Enforcement
While not a design element, effective management of
on-street parking resources is an important component of
a comprehensive approach to street design for the simple
reason that the cheapest way to provide more parking is to
manage it in a way that balances the needs of its various
stakeholders (residents, customers, and employees) and to
insure that customer parking turns over in areas with high
commercial demand. It is also the easiest way to maximize
the use of off-street parking, to minimize residential
and commercial conflicts that sometimes lead to the
demolition of historic structures for commercial parking,
to overcome the primary obstacle to denser, mixed-use,
transit-oriented development, and potentially to pay for
maintenance of the street and streetscape improvements
suggested in this Manual. There are a variety of techniques
that can be used to develop a sustainable integrated
parking management strategy.
Parking stakeholder identification: The needs of all parking
stakeholders in areas with high parking demand must
be addressed if a comprehensive parking management
strategy is to be accepted and sustained. These include
customers of businesses on commercial strips, employees
of those businesses, and residents in the surrounding
residential neighborhoods.
•

which some cities have returned to the area that
generates it to pay for some amount of “free” parking
in pay parking ramps, or other above-standard services
which could include maintenance of streetscape
improvements and, in northern climates, snow
removal.
•

Permit parking management: License Plate
Recognition equipment, using an up-to-date database
of permit holders, has the potential to automate
the enforcement of permit parking. It also has the
potential to allow some number of employees to
park in permit areas, and to insure that they don’t
concentrate near the commercial strip but are
dispersed throughout the permit zone.

•

Parking improvement districts: On commercial strips
with strong business leadership, the City can establish
a Parking Improvement District (PID) where the City
leases a centrally-located parking lot or ramp and
assesses the benefitting property owners for all of the
operating costs, including the rent.

•

Business improvement districts: With a financial
foundation that includes an assessment on the
benefitting property owners and net revenue from
pay parking, it is a small step to grow a Parking
Improvement District into a full-fledged Business
Improvement District that provides above-standard
maintenance, cleaning, snow-removal, security,
parking, promotion, and marketing services to the
commercial area.

License plate recognition technology: Computerized
License Plate Recognition (LPR) equipment provides
the opportunity to automate the formerly laborintensive enforcement of time limits, permit parking
limits, and handicapped parking limits on the street.
LPR has the potential to provide sustained on-street
parking enforcement, which is essential in order to
efficiently allocate supply and demand system-wide, on
Some business districts create a unique identity by
the street and in private parking lots.
developing a unique streetscape plan for their commercial
Computerized pay parking kiosks: Wireless paynode or corridor. Improvements often include lighting,
parking kiosks provide the opportunity not only to
banners, special paving, fencing, bike racks, gateways and/
manage pay parking more efficiently, but to provide
or information kiosks. Business districts should work with
customers with pay parking receipts that can be
Public Works to develop a design and get cost estimates.
validated by local businesses willing to absorb the
Property owners wanting streetscape improvements
cost of their customers’ parking. It also provides a
beyond the standard agree to an assessment for the cost
mechanism by which the City can count on-street
of the infrastructure and ongoing maintenance. The table
parking towards the parking required by the Zoning
on the next page provides examples of above standard
Code.
elements that may be included in streetscape design.
Dedicated revenue from pay parking: Pay parking has
the potential to generate a new source of revenue (net
of the cost of operating the pay parking equipment)

Business Districts

•

•
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Updating This Manual
This Manual is intended to be a living document, updated
and amended to reflect the changes in best practices and
to conform to relevant external guidelines and standards.
When complete street policies are not maintained they risk
falling behind best practices, which may result in a lack of
utilization by practitioners. To keep this Manual relevant it
should be updated periodically so that it may continue to
be an effective complete streets design tool. These updates
should include all revisions and updates from relevant best
practices applicable at the time of the new manual release.
The new release will replace the previous version and will
be available on the Saint Paul Department of Public Works
website.
Keys to Implementation
Occasionally even the best implementation plans run into
barriers. This section briefly identifies several common
issues that occur during the implementation of complete
streets projects.
Coordination Between Departments
The nature of completes streets projects make them
interdepartmental and if departments are following
different standards progress will be hard to come by. It is
therefore vital to implement both consistent training and
effective communication across department lines.
Training
If this Manual and other City of Saint Paul complete
streets design guidelines, standards, and policies are
not effectively communicated to staff in appropriate
departments and bodies, they cease to be effective.
Regularly scheduled trainings conducted by staff and
outside experts, as well as webinars regarding complete
streets design standards should be attended by all
pertinent staff involved in the planning, design, and
implementation of complete streets projects. These
training sessions should occur on an annual or semiannual
basis in order to ensure that all new staff are properly
trained, principles are reinforced, and new practices are
disseminated.
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Visibility
If decision makers and practitioners are not aware that the
City is actively making a change to how it views the design
needs of the community there is little chance they will
buy in. The Saint Paul Design Manual and other complete
streets policies should be promoted as a part of the
municipal culture.
Up to Date
One of the most common barriers to implementation is
a lack of upkeep. When this is the case practitioners will
often avoid guidance from these publications in favor of
more up-to-date alternatives, and may not return even if
updates are made at a later time. In order to avoid these
issues all Saint Paul complete streets guidelines, standards,
and policies must be kept up to date to reflect applicable
state and federal documents as well as current best
practices.
Oversight
In some cases where all staff are receiving proper training,
departments are effectively communicating, and all
complete streets policies are both up to date and visible
there are still issues with implementation. When this
is the case, a common barrier is a lack of oversight in
the physical implementation (construction) of complete
streets projects. Effective supervision prior to and during
construction can help ensure that public dollars are
effectively spent implementing accurate complete streets
designs.

Implementation

Performance Measures
Performance measures monitor the effectiveness of
complete streets designs over time. Performance
measures need to be measurable, using before and after
data. The following are examples of measures that should
be considered:
•

The length of new sidewalks and bicycle facilities in the
city

•

The number of children who travel to school by
walking or bicycling

•

The mode share of transit, walking, and bicycling

•

Traffic morbidity and mortality decreases for all modes
and age groups

•

Speeds of vehicles on local streets more accurately
align with posted speeds

•

Stormwater runoff is reduced

•

Revenue increases for businesses in Saint Paul retail
districts

•

Residents’ feelings of safety and comfort increase
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City of Saint Paul Complete Streets Action Plan
March 11, 2016
This Draft Action Plan is based on the Citywide Streets Evaluation, the outcomes from the pilot project
design workshops, including the East 7th Better Block Event, and ongoing meetings with City staff and
community partners. The Action Plan also takes into account other cities’ Complete Streets plans and
policies as well as Complete Streets best practices as outlined in:
•
•
•

Complete Streets: Best Policy and Implementation Practices, American Planning Association,
2010.
Complete Streets Implementation Resource Guide for Minnesota Local Agencies, Minnesota
Department of Transportation Research Services, 2013.
Getting Results: Complete Streets in Minnesota. A Report from the Minnesota Complete Streets
Peer Exchange, National Complete Streets Coalition, 2012.

The Action Plan outlines the next steps to continue implementing Complete Streets policies. These
should be competed or in progress prior to the next major update of the Street Design Manual, which is
anticipated to happen every five years. Several of these initiatives are currently underway; some will be
fairly brief exercises and others are longer-term items that will take several years and additional funding
to complete. For the purposes of this plan, “short-term” means to be completed within one year, “midterm” means completed within two years, and “long-term” means to be completed within 3-5 years.
1. Goal: The City and community should explore traffic problems and options together, resulting in
recommendations that will be the most likely to achieve the neighborhood’s objectives
(Comprehensive Plan – Transportation Chapter, Policy 4.11).
a. Issue: There is a wide variation in neighborhood capacity around transportation-related
issues.
b. Action: Support District Councils’ capacity for transportation issues by providing training
to transportation committees particularly around safety and arterial roads.
A vital component of implementing citywide transportation networks is to carry out
citywide goals and policies while addressing neighborhood issues. The shift in focus in
the public works five-year plan form residential streets to arterials is to make
improvements on the streets that will have the greatest benefit to the most people.
Understanding how arterial streets can influence the character of adjoining
neighborhoods is important when scoping and designing a project.
Many current district plans have not previously had a transportation chapter and this
leaves a gap in information at the neighborhood level. Developing priorities is a time
intensive process and those neighborhoods with clear priorities can help to lead to a
more expedient process. One way to facilitate this process of developing transportation
goals and working through traffic issues is by creating Transportation Committees at the
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District Council level. This can can improve dialog and increase the capacity of the
organization. The process of creating the neighborhood policies, goals, and objectives
related to transportation creates a valuable discourse around streets and infrastructure.
Once neighborhood transportation priorities have been established they can be adopted
in a supplemental transportation chapter to an existing district plan, or as part of a
comprehensive district plan update.
City departments can provide assistance Staff can support the process by providing
templates to help organize the plan, facilitating workshops, and/or provide training
based on the Street Design Manual to present best practices. Part of a training effort
should include continuing to develop, use and evaluate, new outreach tools. A
productive and efficient public process is a key part of the street design process. Events
such as the design workshops used as part of the Street Design Manual development
process, Better Block, Open Streets and Friendly Streets events should continue to be
developed as ways to get more people engaged in street design. Other tools such as the
Multimodal Balance Worksheet, web-based interactive tools, such as StreetMix, and
Open Saint Paul can help to increase capacity. New tools should be continued to be
evaluated.
Timeline: Short-term
Responsibility: Planning and Economic Development (PED), District Councils, Public
Works (PW)
2. Goal: Provide safe citywide connections to schools, libraries, parks, and recreation centers, with
improved crossings and comfortable pedestrian environments at high demand destinations
(Comprehensive Plan – Transportation Chapter, Policy 3.11).
a. Issue: Some neighborhoods are missing the infrastructure necessary to allow children to
walk to school.
b. Action: Develop a Safe Routes to School or similar program.
There is a citywide trend toward neighborhood schools, which means more children are
walking and biking to school, and fewer are riding busses. Additionally, recent trends in
childhood obesity rates have identified the need for children to have more physical
activity. Although Public Works regularly works with schools on transportation and
traffic issues, current efforts could be enhanced with additional funding. The current
lack of a program makes the City substantially uncompetitive Safe Routes to School
funding. Given these factors, a program could be an effective way to support children
getting to school by their own independent means. A program should include funding
for education, planning, enforcement and safety improvements around schools. This
program should be coordinated with citywide bike and pedestrian planning efforts as
well as ongoing street maintenance programs. Safety items such as reevaluating and
remarking crosswalks on school walking routes could be implemented in the short term;
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reviewing and updating all school zone signing could be implemented in the medium
term; and replacing and building new sidewalks could be implemented long term.
Timeline: Short-term
Responsibility: PW, Schools, PED, Police
3. Goal: Design should be sensitive to the context and community in which it is located.
Performance standards should be established with measurable outcomes (Comprehensive Plan
– Transportation Chapter, Policy 1.1).
a. Issue: Reports to Transportation Committee provide minimal information and do not
allow for tracking project characteristics related to complete streets.
b. Action: Modify Transportation Committee report to explicitly include how projects are
meeting complete streets policies.
The current Transportation Committee report contains basic information on projects
but could include specific information on modes, accessibility and land use context of a
project. This information could make clear how we are implementing our complete
street policies through projects. Developing and using a new complete streets
“checklist” to be included in the Transportation Committee report is recommended to
be an effective way to ensure we are meeting intents of our policy without becoming
overly laborious. This report should be 1-2 pages and should include basic project
characteristics as to not be overly respectful of staff resources. Additionally, this would
allow staff to compile statistics and report on projects annually.
Timeline: Short-term
Responsibility: PED, PW
4. Goal: Support transit-oriented design through zoning and design guidelines. Compact, streetoriented design should be emphasized to promote walkability and transit use, especially in
commercial corridors. Standards for building placement and design based primarily on the
needs of the pedestrian should be enforced and expanded (Comprehensive Plan –
Transportation Chapter, Policy 2.2).
a. Issue: Traffic studies done as part of site plan review typically are only for auto traffic
and pedestrian accommodation is limited to sidewalks.
b. Action: Review and implement pedestrian-oriented features adjacent to development
projects as part of site plan review.
Development projects that include uses, such as senior housing, schools, and those that
would generate a large number of pedestrians, should incorporate pedestrian-focused
review into any traffic impact studies. This may include review of existing signals
adjacent to the project to ensure that pedestrians have enough time to cross the street,
or physical features such as bump-outs, or crossing islands. This evaluation can be done
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as part of a traffic study by the applicant, when required as part of the site plan review
process. Basic improvements, such as making the sidewalk and curb ramps ADA
compliant are included in any substantial development review.
Timeline: Short-term
Responsibility: PW, PED, DSI, Parks
5. Goal: Develop a strategy for investing in a broad range of infrastructure projects, including, but
not limited to, street and traffic improvements to support the growth of existing employment,
services, parks, and schools (Comprehensive Plan – Transportation Chapter, Policy 2.4).
a. Issue: Public Works has not as standard practice coordinated with other departments in
the street design process.
b. Action: Build on recent efforts of inter-departmental collaboration by continuing project
planning coordination meetings and scoping retreats for upcoming street projects. This
collaboration facilitates identifying “win-wins,” implementing plans, and designing
streets that live up to the City’s vision.
There is an established process for private development review in the City. For street
projects this process is often less clear and may depend upon the project manager,
history and jurisdiction. If multiple agencies are included at the front end of a project it
can potentially reduce costs and save time by avoiding unforeseen issues. Reviewing the
project against the Complete Streets Checklist could be an effective format to facilitate
these meetings. This would allow staff to identify and implement win-win
improvements, such as implementing a portion of the bike plan or a school route as part
of a street repaving project. It also allows staff to learn from and rely on the strengths of
staff from other departments.
Timeline: Short-term
Responsibility: PW, PED, Parks
6. Goal: Collaborate with non-profit, volunteer, and business organizations to coordinate bicycle
counts at sample intersections and on selected routes. Regular counts will help the City better
understand trends in bicycling citywide and prioritize improvements and maintenance
(Comprehensive Plan – Transportation Chapter, Policy 3.14).
a. Issue: Very limited biking and walking data impair decision making processes.
b. Action: Establish a practice of bike and pedestrian counts including frequency and
methodology.
Bike and pedestrian counts have not been collected as regularly as motor vehicle traffic
counts historically. Bike counts have been counted for the past three years and on only
a limited basis. There is currently only one permanent counter being used in the City.
This has been partly a factor of cost and reliability of technologies available. New
technologies are making the bike and pedestrian counters less expensive and more
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reliable. Having data on pedestrian and bike traffic can improve the City’s analysis
abilities and help to allocate resources. This is especially important now there are more
tools, such as multimodal level of service, that depend upon this data. Available systems
and methods for collecting this information should be evaluates for cost, benefits and
ease of implementation.
Timeline: Short-term
Responsibility: PW
7. Goal: Increase pedestrian, bicycle, and motorist safety through effective law enforcement,
detailed crash analysis, and engineering improvements to reduce the risk of crashes
(Comprehensive Plan – Transportation Chapter, Policy 1.14).
a. Issue: Projects have been prioritized based pavement quality rather than safety
especially the safety of those most vulnerable.
b. Action: Refine data-driven methodology to rank street projects for citywide programs.
Continue to refine data and analysis used to rank projects for the 5-year plan and CIB
and consider merging the two processes. The process of using data to document
priorities increases transparency and understanding regarding why projects have been
identified and funded. This can be an important tool to prioritize scarce resources. The
tools used to select pilot workshops for the Street Design Manual were a test of what
could be done with existing data and where gaps in data exist. The exercise identified
the need for pedestrian and bike counts citywide as well as the need for a consistent
source for crash data. This is a rapidly developing field and should be monitored closely.
The City should continue to partner with and support peer agencies efforts in datadriven analysis as well as continue to develop in-house capabilities. This process could
add an additional objective rating factor to existing programs such as CIB and the 5-year
plan.
Timeline: Short-term
Responsibility: PW
8. Goal: Connect neighborhoods that have poor sidewalks or little access to trails and bike routes,
especially east and north of Downtown (Comprehensive Plan – Transportation Chapter, Policy
4.7).
a. Issue: Many gaps in sidewalk infrastructure exist throughout the city.
b. Action: Initiate a Comprehensive Pedestrian Plan.
Often pedestrian infrastructure is overlooked or taken as a given, while a good
pedestrian network depends upon the details of design. The City would benefit from a
holistic review and plan for pedestrian infrastructure in the city focusing on safety and
crash reduction, especially as it relates to the City’s ADA Transition Plan and Safe Routes
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to School planning. This has partially been taking place on a grass-roots level with
walkability efforts around the Green Line LRT. It is important that pedestrian issues are
also evaluated from a citywide perspective. This plan would help to prioritize pedestrian
infrastructure including closing gaps in the sidewalk network.
Timeline: Long-term
Responsibility: PW, PED
9. Goal: Define parkway character, features, and amenities; clarify parkway designations; and
assign improvement responsibilities and resources (Comprehensive Plan – Parks Chapter, Policy
6.10).
a. Issue: Policies guiding parkway design and management are confusing and do not
identify goals.
b. Action: Develop specific guiding policies and priorities for parkways as part of the 2040
Comprehensive Plan update.
The Systems Plan for Parks provides some guidance on parkways, especially organizing
them into types and calling out differences among the types. However, this plan was not
adopted and does not provide a context for the overall goal of parkways or the longterm vision of what they should be. Furthermore, it does not prioritize modes within the
right of way. The Comprehensive Plan does not provide any guidance on what parkways
should be, though past comprehensive plans have. The last update of the
Comprehensive Plan only recommended that there be more clarity on parkways. Finally,
the City Code description of departmental roles is unclear which leads to inconsistency
with project execution.
There is a need for clear design guidance for parkways. The comprehensive plan update
is an opportunity to provide policy direction for parkways. Several parkways have
recently gone through a design process as part of the Grand Round project. This work
can be used to help guide the development of parkway policies. Other parkways
citywide are in need of a similar effort. Additional clarification is needed under the City
Code. This can also be completed with the comprehensive plan update.
Timeline: Long-term
Responsibility: Parks, PED, PW
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